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Editors' Preface
The following nine essays emanate from the interdisciplinary project The
Making ofa Dynasty (Sw: En dynasti blir till. Medier, myter och makt kring Karl
XIV Johan), financed by The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation and
directed by Nils Ekedahl. The introduction by Solfrid Söderlind is written

specifically for this book, and Torkel Janssons contribution is an elaborated
version of a previously published artide. The remaining seven essays were all
presented as conference papers at the European Social Science and History
Conference (ESSHC) in Amsterdam in March 2006. Mikael Alrns contribution
was presented at the session Rising to the Top. The Formation of Elites in Times
ofPolitical Reform, Britt-Inger Johanssons and Per Widéns at the session Art
and the Representation of Power, while Cecilia Rosengrens, Karin Hallgrens,
Per Sandins and Nils Ekedahls contributions were presented at the projects
own session, To Fabricate a New Dynasty: Continuity and Change in the
Dynastic Establishment of an Upstart Royal Family.
Together with the authors, the editors would like to express their gratitude
to the organisers of the ESSHC, the network organiser Jouko Nurmiainen, and
the organisers of and participants at the different sessions, foremost Doina
Pasca Harsanyi, Central Michigan University, USA, and Dr. Fiona Smith,
University of Dundee, Scotland, UK. As always, the book has been shaped
through extensive collaboration with, and big-hearted assistance from,
collegues near and far. All included; all be thanked.
The publication has been made possible by generous financial

con

tributions from The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation and Berit
Wallenberg Foundation.
Mikael Alm
Britt-Inger Johansson
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Introduction
Bernadotte Reconsidered
SOLFRID SÖDERLIND

The French Marshal Jean Baptiste Bernadotte came to Sweden for the first
time in 1810 after the riksdag (the assembly of the four estates) had elected
him heir to the throne. By virtue of having been adopted by Charles

xiii,

he was a graft on the Holstein-Gottorp family tree, which through him
would continue to hold the royal throne. Bernadotte was given the name
Charles xiv John (Sw: Karl x/v Johan) as a symbol of continuity in a line of
monarchs dominated by the names Karl/Charles and Gustav. Two hundred
years have passed by since then, and to this day one of his descendants sits on
the Swedish throne. Continuity is still demonstrated by the names Charles
and Gustav, but in the list of kings the name Oskar has been added with the
new dynasty. The link to the house of Holstein-Gottorp has also dropped
out of general awareness, and today the dynasty is exclusively known by the
name Bernadotte.
How was it possible for a French soldier - a commoner — to inherit a
royal throne in northern Europé, through successful power-play create a
double monarchy, retain his position for a quarter of a century and finally
pass on two united realms to his son to be handed on to the next generation?
Bernadottes successful establishment of a new royal dynasty came about
through considering domestic conditions. Also the new dynasty kept its
hold despite the violent instability that marked the European continent.
Seen in a European context, Bernadotte managed to establish and uphold a
new dynasty against poor odds. In this respect, he was more successful than
Napoleon himself, who in 1810-1811 attempted to found a new dynasty with
an imperial alliance as a basis for legitimacy and in 1814 failed to uphold his
sons rights.
Bernadottes military qualifications and his strategic and administrative
talents have been examined by generations of historians, and it is justifiable to
ask whether the subject has thereby been exhausted. A first reason to answer
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i. Charles XIII with a portrait bust of his adoptive son, confirming the latters status in
the royal line of succession and acknowledging him as a true scion of the kings HolsteinGottorp dynasty. (Oilpainting by Pehr Krajft the Younger 1817. Socialstyrelsen.
Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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2. Oskar i with a portratt bust ofhis father as the founder ofthe Bernadotte dynasty. As
is the case with the similar portrait of Charles XIII, the motif illustrates different stages of
the dynastic transition process. (Oil painting by Fredrik Westin, unknown date. Private
oivner. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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'no' to that question, is connected with historiography. Bernadotte has of
course been treated in different ways dependent upon the research interests
within the field of history which have varied over time. In our day, theoretical
approaches and methodical tools should be applied to the same sources that
have been worked with by others, to ascertain whether important aspects can
be added to earlier research. A second reason to answer 'no', concerns the
possibilities that are opened up through previously untried multidisciplinary
cooperative projects, based on theoretical as well as empirical extensions of
the area. Earlier research efforts have been one-man projects, resulting in
uniformity and limited scope. A third reason to give a negative answer is
concerned with the connection of historiography with topical geopolitical
perspectives. Bernadottes geographic area of activities is today a self evident
part of the major European community project. Fifty years after the signing of
theTreaty of Rome, in 1957, the striving towards cooperation in the continent
of Europé has renewed the interest in Napoleons francocentric empire
and pan-European ambitions. The place of the Scandinavian peninsula in
Europé needs to be examined against the background of the inheritance
from the Napoleonic era. In summaries of Napoleons ventures in expansion,
Scandinavia is often described as an area that was not affected.
A new study of the era in Sweden-Norway can point to distinctive
features in national developments, establish international connections,
analyse centre-periphery factors, and contribute to making research written
in Swedish and Norwegian available internationally. It can also link research
about Bernadottes French period together with the låter part of his life.
These possibilities do however require an appraisal of the research situation
that can serve as a starting point for subsequent research efforts. The purpose
of the research project The Making of a Dynasty (Sw: En dynasti blir till)
is to study how dynastic legitimacy and continuity are established and
expressed after 1810, primarily in the Swedish public domain. To widen the
examination in relation to earlier research, the project includes scholars from
various disciplines - history, literary history, the history of ideas, history
of art and history of music. This book, Scripts of Kingship, is the projects
first joint publication and is intended to provide examples of how sources,
familiar as well as previously unknown ones, can be examined in the light of
internationally topical research interests and how new areas of material can
contribute to the primary understanding of Charles xiv and his era.
10

A Life in Comparison
In his spiritual testament dated February II , 1844, Bernadotte states: "Personne
n'a fourni une carriére semblable å la mienne."1 The kings pregnant and
much-circulated statement is often cited alone. The result is that it gives the
impression of being extremely self-centred, and, at least for every sceptic,
decidedly preposterous. Did he really consider that the course of his life was
not bettered by any other person at all throughout history?
The king dictated his testament during his final illness, less than a month
before his death. On February 11 he was physically frail after two weeks of
illness, but he still had the strength to think about his life and what he had
achieved. There were many others too who had recently been busy studying

what he had done for the country - 1843 happened to be the twenty-fifth
anniversary of his ascension to the throne, and the Swedish press was clearly
divided in their opinions. Because the jubilee year coincided with the kings
final year as active monarch, their estimations must have been on his mind.
And yet his last testament is not directed against the criticism that came from
the Swedish press. Instead it is completely preoccupied with Napoleon.
Seen in a wider perspective, the statement: "Personne n'a fourni une
carriére semblable ä la mienne" is beyond doubt a challenge to Napoleons
lifes work. Låter in the dictation, the king maintains that contrary to his
own plans for the future, he accepted the offer to be elected as Swedens
crown prince after having heard Napoleons reaction, as expressed to Marshal
Louis Nicolas Davout: "The Prince of Ponto Corvo has no misgivings as to
anything; he is however not there yet." "This," says the king on his deathbed,
"gave me cause to decide to announce that I would accept if I were elected."
"And," adds the king, "Napoleon himself on that occasion said to me: 'You
will not be happy; what they [the Swedes] need is a god.' He could not
tolerate that any mortal being became as powerful as he himself."2
The comparison with Napoleon is a reference to the moment when Jean
Baptiste Bernadotte, marshal of France since 1804, agreed to be a candidate
in the election of the Swedish crown prince. And that was the limit for his
1

See Sten Carlsson, "Carl xiv Johans sista diktamen", Carl Johans Förbundets handlingar för
åren 1958-1963 (Uppsala 1963), pp. 121 f. See also Antoinette Ramsay Herthelius (ed.), Karl XIV
Johan — en europeisk karriär (Stockholm 1998), pp. 190 f.

2

See footnote 1.

II

advancement within the bounds of Napoleons sphere of power with France
as the centre of the world. Bernadotte had been granted his position and his
titles by Napoleon personally. In this context it is relevant to note his family
connection with the emperor, which consisted of his wife Desirée Clary having
once been engaged to Napoleon for a few months in 1795 and that her sister,
Julie, in 1794 married Napoleons brother Joseph. Joseph had been placed
upon the Spanish throne by his powerful brother in 1808. Bernadotte, having
been elected crown prince by the riksdag in 1810, placed himself outside the
emperors sphere and thus on the other side of the knife-edge.
Despite their unquestionably close but also strained relations in life,
the old kings comparisons with Napoleon suffer from a strong shift of
perspective made possible by the passage of time and the key of history. In
1810 Bernadotte was one of many protagonists within Napoleons empire.
The emperors reaction to the proposal from the Swedes can, of course, have
been a consequence of the offer as such, but he can hardly have felt cause to
seriously compare himself with any of his marshals, regardless of Bernadottes
propensity — which would certainly have been irritating — to go his own way,
literally as a general in the field and metaphorically in his other positions.
The old king continues from his sick bed: "I could perhaps have been able
to agree to become his ally: but when he attacked the country that had placed
its fate in my hands, he could find in me no other than an opponent. The
events that shook Europé and that gave her back her freedom are known. It is
also known which part I played in that. One may study our history from back
in the days of Odin (Woden) right up to our times, and then one cannot tell
me that the Scandinavian peninsula has not been of any importance for the
development of events in the world!"
The old man who in this manner described his own path could only do
so in relation to the person who had marked his life more than any other.
And despite the fact that Napoleon had been dead for almost a quarter of a
century, the force of their mutual competition was so great in the mind of the
king, that it drove him to use the word 'personné [nobody] instead of actually
articulating the name.

A Hothead s Competitive Instinct
That Bernadotte was virtually obsessed by Napoleon up to his death, is of
12

little surprise. That Napoleon harboured a well-founded critical interest in
Bernadotte is not particularly remarkable either. However Bernadottes last
dictation is remarkable in the way that it claims that it should be possible in
the light of history to, in some way, place the French emperor on an equal
footing with himself- and have Napoleon look the worst. This is a document
that has its basis in a strong need to assert oneself, possibly also together with
a conviction that the victors' preferential right of interpretation would apply
without restraint for the foreseeable future.
One of Napoleons biographers in modern times, Frank McLynn,
maintains that the emperors fo remost opponents were Wellington, Talleyrand,
Metternich and Bernadotte, four men all of whom lived past their eightieth
birthday and survived Napoleon himself. This fact made it possible for
their opinions to be accepted to a disproportionately high degree. But while
Talleyrand could admit that Napoleon was brilliant in several respects, it was
quite unthinkable for Bernadotte to recognise such a quality.3
McLynn describes Bernadottes character as pretentious without cause:
"Bernadotte s fundamental problem was that his proper mark was as a secondrate regimental colonel, yet he considered himself a genius."4 Furthermore, he
was an opportunist: "Bernadotte was actually an egomaniac of first order, whose
political beliefs were always a mask for the promotion of Jean Bernadotte."5
Bernadottes propensity to find himself in a noisy quarrel with everybody and
nobody is described as an "ability to start a row in an empty room". McLynn
maintains that Bernadottes opinion of himself being superior to the emperor
when it came to military talent and his much-talked-of hatred of Napoleon
cannot be denied as there are many historical accounts to support these views.Ä
This strong emotion must also at first have been reinforced by a competition
for Desirée, since she kept up contact with Napoleon even after 1796.
None of Bernadottes worse character traits were of any real importance for
the rapid and exceptional turn of the tide in favour of his candidature that took
place in the Swedish riksdag in August 1810. In a confidential letter to G. F.
ÅJkerhielm penned in Örebro on 30 July 1810, Gustaf Löwenhielm does indeed
write that a contact in Hamburg told him that Bernadotte "wishes to see
3

4
5
6

Frank J. McLynn, Napoleon (London 1997), pp. 130, 664.
McLynn (1997), p. 130.
McLynn (1997), p. 206.
McLynn (1997), pp. 131, 207.
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everybody satisfied - makes light and magnificent promises [...] if they do not
work out he becomes furious and someone always ends up a victim".7 But as
opposed to todays politicians, Bernadotte did not run a campaign and he was
not himself present where the election was being held. A single person was to
be elected, but there was greater interest in proven capacity rather than personal
qualities. The tide never would have turned without Napoleons approval,
and the election as a whole must be understood in the light of the fact that
the imperial French great power stood at its zenith. All the candidates being
considered for the Swedish throne had to be weighed with due consideration of
the situation within foreign politics, even though national political wishes also
marked expectations. Gustaf Löwenhielm, like his brother Carl Axel opposed
to the election of Bernadotte, recognises his great talents as a general but at the
same time notes that his administrative abilities are unknown, a circumstance
that under normal conditions would have been a burden.8
The choleric and egocentric temperament that contemporary observers
and present-day historians have ascribed to Bernadotte add yet another level
of meaning to the words in the final dictation, since such character traits
must have made him likely to compare himself only with the greatest of
them all. "He could not tolerate that any mortal being became as powerful
as he himself," is a description that could have applied to Bernadotte himself
just as much as to Napoleon. And when the old hotspur on his death bed
proclaimed himself victor he could let his head sink back upon the pillow
without having to take the consequences of his claim. It is instead posterity
that has to bear in mind that he used his preferential right of interpretation
right to the very last.

A Glorious Past and a Future Full of Promise
Alma Söderhjelm writes in 1939 that Bernadotte in the year 1810 seems to
have been happy and satisfied to have been given the insignificant crown
in the land of icicles.9 But for him, the countrys weakness might not have
meant that it was insignificant - in contrast to the petty principality of Ponte

7

Alma Söderhjelm, Carl Johan. Ett karaktärsporträtt (Stockholm 1939), p. 231.

8

Söderhjelm (1939), p- 231.

9

Söderhjelm (1939), p. 239.
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Corvo that he had been granted by Napoleon. Swedens weakness must have
been tempting for a person trained in territorial and political expansion. The
countys weakness could and should be turned to its opposite with mental
strength training and strategic drive.
Bernadottes spiritual testament expressly claims the Scandinavian
peninsula, that is, the united kingdoms of Norway and Sweden, to be of
importance for the development of events in the world. He also speaks of "our
history". This is connected to how the king in an extremely deliberate manner
had merged his own figure together with the history of his new countries. But
this too was a part of the clash of giants: Napoleon had taken over control of
the revolutions France and made use of the countrys historically grandiose
self-image for his own purposes. Francocentrism was re-interpreted by a nonroyal noble from the new French territory of Corsica and it gained further
nourishment when Napoleon generously and not without cause compared
his rule with the great worlds of antiquity and his own figure with the creator
of Hellenism.
Napoleons expansive power had no like in its day, and Bernadotte
did not challenge him on that point. On the other hand, he was eagerly
awaited, admired and needed in a Sweden that suffered badly from the loss
of the eastern half of the realm, Finland. The reconstruction of the former
Protestant great powers pulverised self-image took place on two fronts, one
geopolitical and the other symbolic. On the one hand, with the help of the
Russian tzar he succeeded in bringing about a union between Sweden and
Norway in 1814, on the other he used mythology and allegory to portray the
position and importance of his joint kingdoms as the natural result of a long
and magnificent history. One of the ways in which he could do this was by
allowing himself on repeated occasions to be personified as the Asa god Odin
and the Scandinavian peoples mighty rejuvenator.
The allegorical identification with Odin was well chosen. The ancient
Nordic mythology could be portrayed as independent in relation to the
Greco-Roman tradition, although it was in practice interpreted in the idiom
of classical art. Through the divine figure of Odin, Bernadotte could present
himself as someone who could create a strong future from a magnificent
ancient past and a weakened present day.
The mythology was especially beneficial to the picture of Sweden as an
established centre-point in the northernmost parts of Europé, in a sense an

equivalent to Napoleons annexation of francocentrism in the context of a
classical style. The loss of Finland is compensated in such a perspective by
the union with Norway. This did not however work so well in the west.
From the Norwegian horizon, the newly-won freedom from Denmark was
decisive, and a strong emphasis on Swedens role in the union was directly
unsuitable. A strong self-image in Sweden was thus obliged to build upon
the equal standing of both kingdoms in the union. Luckily, the Norwegian
nation offered a possibility to symbolically refer to a powerful past in order
to point towards a similarly powerful future. The medieval Norwegian royal
power could be utilised to appease the critics of the union with their siren
calls of independence, while at the same time the ancient Nordic mythology
could be utilised to bond the two kingdoms together. These possibilities were
used in the arts as well as in rites and ceremonies.
Napoleons politics had a very visible side in the militarily marked
environments that came into being in the European courts. The Empire
style brilliantly joined together symbols of power and cultural conquests in
the field with local traditions and material. The magnificent French state
apartments could combine water gilded bronze with the favourite material
porphyry in a classical idiom with a strict and martial appeal. The Russian
palaces could display large showpieces produced in water gilded bronze
combined with malachite and other characteristic Russian stones in a splendid
show of the capabilities of the tzars imperial realm. The Empire style spread
internationally, and was re-interpreted locally. It is extremely likely that the
Empire style would in any case have found its way to Scandinavia and an
expression adapted to local conditions. But since the royal settings were
renewed during this era, there is cause to reflect upon how the local Empire
style was influenced by Bernadottes own political ambitions.
Bernadottes use of ancient Nordic mythology was described as early as
more than one hundred years ago by art historians and literary scholars. It has
not however been examined as a deliberate political alternative to the French
Empire passion for all things classical in general, and the way Napoleon
used Greco-Roman antiquity in particular. The final dictations words
abut the history of the Scandinavian peninsula since the days of Odin and
Bernadottes place in it, could perhaps have been dismissed as a self-glorifying
rationalization if it had not been for the fact that the newly-elected crown
prince had from the start understood and become involved in the potential of
16

the Gothicismus movement (Sw: Göticism). The old king knew what he was
talking about, and he knew it too as the newly-arrived crown prince.

Future Promise Personified
The vision of the powerful rejuvenator coming in from outside to resuscitate
a countrys inherent yet dormant strength and self-confidence is attractive.
But can one person alone meet such highly-set hopes as to the future?
For Bernadotte himself, who had a first-hand knowledge of Napoleons
transformation of the revolutions reign of terror into an expansive empire,
the answer to that question must have been 'no'. One person alone can change
the world, but is dependent upon others if the result is to last.
Napoleons violent policy of expansion was just as monumental as that
of Alexander the Great. The changes were carried out on a scale, and at a
speed, that brought the surrounding world into a state of shock. He ruled
his empire with the help of an exceptional capacity for work and a wide
talent as well as through delegation and endowments to family members and
trusted colleagues. He introduced a mixture of nepotism and meritocracy.
He crowned himself in the presence of the pope and thus insulted the throne
of St. Peter. During the course of the journey the great changes were bound
to come into conflict with the pre-revolutionary power factors — the royal
houses, the nobility, and the church.
Bernadottes choice of path can advantageously be described in contrast
to Napoleons procedure. Bernadotte had the great advantage of having been
involved in the French expansion and been able to reflect upon the emperors
forms of government. Besides which, on account of his service as marshal
and commander of armies he had acquired useful experience from the field.
Most important of all was undoubtedly that he could form his view of how
to govern knowing what had happened to the empire. When Napoleon
lost everything after the hundred days in 1815, Bernadotte was still formally
only crown prince in the newly united kingdoms of Sweden and Norway. It
was then apparent that Frances relation to the continents oppressed realms
would have to be reestablished, or rather created anew with due regard to the
interests that Napoleon had ignored. This was to be the task of the Congress
of Yienna. Bernadottes task was to consolidate his position with due regard
to the restored Europé. Military merits had to give way to administrative
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ones, the army commanders strategy to be exchanged for a monarchs stability
pacts and interests of continuity. It was important to leave the Napoleonic
inheritance and create a Scandinavian legitimacy. Since Bernadotte had his
career in France to thank for his position in Scandinavia, the legitimacy
would have to be sanctioned through his descendants. A dynasty would have
to be established.

The Dynasty — a Guarantee for the Future
If a single person will not suffice to permanently revitalize a nation, how
then should it come about? The answer of the time was that the rejuvenators
role must be combined with that of the founder of a dynasty for this to
be possible. As in all other respects, Bernadottes pattern of action can be
compared to Napoleons as a guide to how he judged the tenability of the
various alternatives.
Napoleons desire to establish a dynasty is not visible early in his career,
since the course of events does not allow him to adopt the role of a royal figure
un til 1804. As early as March 1796, he had ensured the availability of important
persons by allying himself to Rose (Joséphine) de Beauharnais, 33 years old,
mother of two children and widow of viscomte Alexandre de Beauharnais
who had been sent to the guillotine. The marriage was a spring board; it gave
him a 'ready-made' family and a social stage. It served its purpose right up to
the time when the need to establish a dynasty took precedence — 1809. The
crowned empress was then cast off in favour of a legitimate imperial daughter
of the house of Habsburg, Marie-Louise of Austria. In this way, he managed
to get a son who united an old and a new royal house and was called the
'King of Rome' (Duke of Reichstadt).
Bernadotte had married Desirée Clary back in 1798, after Napoleon had
broken his engagement to her and instead married Joséphine. In 1799, the
couples only child was born, Oskar, with neither royal nor noble ancestry.
When Bernadotte acquired royal status as Crown Prince Charles John in
1810, this came about through adoption. As early as in the Örebro agreement
about the inheritance to the throne, his own son was regarded as a dynastic
advantage. In connection with the adoption, Oskar became an hereditary
prince. Regardless of whether Bernadotte reflected upon what Napoleon was
doing at the same time to found a dynasty, he did not follow the French
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emperors example despite the fact that he in practice lived apart from Desirée
and could have felt the need of several heirs in an age when infant mortality
was high even in the most affluent circles of society. Instead, everything came
to depend upon Oskar.
The Swedish royal family that had been deposed in 1809 continued to
live on the continent. The Gustavian hereditary prince Gustav was born the
same year as Oskar and his very being was a threat to the planned Bernadotte
dynasty, even though the 1809 protagonists had every reason in the world
to keep the former hereditary prince away. While crown prince in 1812,
Bernadotte took definitive steps to keep the pretender to the throne and
his family at a distance, and at the same time a decree was issued to prevent
sympathizers within the country from keeping in touch with them. Another
measure was to send Oskar out on a courting journey as soon as possible to
guarantee a third generation for the dynasty. The result was figuratively and
literally an alliance in the spirit of Napoleon.
In Munich, Oskar found the granddaughter of the Empress Josephine,
with the same name. Josephine the younger was born in 1807 as the eldest
daughter of the former emperors stepson Eugéne de Beauharnais, duke of
Leuchtenberg and prince of Eichstädt, in his marriage with Augusta Amalia of
Bavaria. The marriage, entered into in 1822/1823, was an unusually symmetrical
alliance. The brides mother belonged to the Bavarian royal family, and the
bride groom was a crown prince, while their respective fathers were marked,
if not created, by Napoleon. Queen Desideria, once Napoleons abandoned
fiancée, now became mother-in-law to the daughter of the son of the Empress
Josephine. Bernadotte, who at that time had his position of power intact
and had managed to survive Napoleon by two years, now through his sons
mother-in-law became allied to the old royal house of Wittelsbach. Oskars
bride was one of Napoleons triumphs — she was physical proof of the fact
that the old and the new Europé had mixed their blood. But the bride was
also a triumph for Bernadotte: by way of her mother, she could display an
ancestry going back to the old Swedish royal house.
From May 1826 to August 1831 Crown Princess Josefina (Joséphine) gave
birth to five children, four of whom were sons, and thereby succeeded in
ensuring there would be sufficient heirs (according to the principle of "an
heir and a spare") to the newly-founded Bernadotte dynasty. Abroad, the
dynastic puzzle being pieced together continued to create interesting new
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combinations that were of importance to Bernadottes endeavours. The
primary object of his concern was still Prince Gustav in Vienna. With the
birth of his first grandchild, the hereditary prince Charles (xv), on 3 May
1826, the matter became more topical than ever, since the hereditary prince
was the first member of the new royal house of Bernadotte to actually be born
in the joint kingdoms of Sweden and Norway.
In November, 1830, Prince Gustav married his 19-year-old cousin Luise of
Baden and thus re-entered one of the ruling royal houses as consort. This fact
was censored in the Swedish-Norwegian official yearbook. In the entry for
the house of Baden, to be more precise the information about the eldest of
the children of the Dowager Grand Duchess Stephanie, 'Lowisa' (i.e. Luise)
was listed as unmarried year after year. In 1832 their son Louis was born and
died, and 1833 saw the birth of their daughter Karola, låter queen consort of
Saxony. None of these children are named in the official yearbook of SwedenNorway. The manipulation of the yearbook brings us to the question how
far Bernadotte drove his dynastic interests in the double monarchy with
the help of laws and decrees, or through control of the mass media of the
day, respectively. It is clear that his dynastic aim necessitated a control that
conflicted with the idea of the freedom of the press.

The Role of Continuity for the Success
of the Dynasty
In the letter Gustaf Löwenhielm wrote to G. F. Åkerhielm from the riksdag
in Örebro in 1810, he posed many serious questions concerning Bernadottes
future in Sweden:
But how the hell can anybody imagine that any good can come from such an obsessed and
unnatural choice? [...] How shall people communicate, when lords alone can speak with
their King: for it is not to be expected that he will ever learn Swedish: [...] How long will
Bernadotte accept the limits of our constitutional leash? [...] Will he mess about with the
Constitution? What about freedom of the press? [...] If [Bonaparte] dies, where will we
then stånd with our French Sergea[nt] on the throne? [...] Wont that then make us look
a fool before the whole of Europé? Who will help us then? Is it not bound to result in a
total carve-up? 10

This almost desperately sharp wording has a skinless and topical tone. In 1810
10
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Söderhjelm (1939), pp. 231 ff.

nobody could know what would happen with Napoleon, with Europé, with
Sweden, with the deposed royal Family, with the constitution, with freedom
of the press. The country was in a precarious situation, and the election of
Bernadotte could be its salvation just as well as it could mean that Sweden
could fall apart, like Poland.
Bernadotte came to Sweden when Napoleon was at his zenith. Everything
he did as crown prince stood in relation to what he had experienced in France
before 1810, and was applied in a society that had developed completely
different legal principles and forms of government than those he had himself
learnt. He was almost fifty years old and the Swedish language was completely
alien to him. The faith that he had in his own ability, reasonable or otherwise,
was thus one of his foremost assets. On many earlier occasions he had shown
himself capable of correctly assessing a situation in the field. That was an
ability of which he had an eminent need in his new home country.
The newly-elected crown prince did not throw the baby out with the
bathwater. He knew that the men who ruled the country spöke French and
were indispensable as interpreters and intermediaries, and they knew that
this made him dependent upon them. In that respect his situation could
not be compared with Napoleons, and one of the consequences was that
representatives of the old nobility could count on retaining their prominent
position. Carl Axel Löwenhielm recalls in his memoirs what he said during
the agitated days in Örebro in 1810 to an enthusiastic liberal nobleman,
Captain Påhlman, who anticipated a social transformation in the republican
spirit: "You are cheering now, but you are fooling yourself about the future, it
wont be you and your party that will acquire any intimacy with Bernadotte,
and that is because you do not know French, whereas I and my brother, who
are against this choice, will become his leading favourites." And he adds:
"What I said then, came completely true...""
The language question continued to be of primary importance for
the distribution of power during all of Bernadottes time in Sweden. His
dependence upon the French-speaking elite automatically led to a slower social
transformation than that which he had been a part of in his country of origin.
The mutual dependence between him and his closest advisors must have
clarified the shared wish to rebuild the national self image, stabilize relations
11

Carl Axel Löwenhielm, Min Lefuernes Beskrifning (Stockholm 1923), p. 125.
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with foreign powers and retain domestic political calm. The continuity
between old and new rule came over time to benefit the establishment of the
new dynasty. None of Gustaf Löwenhielms desperate future scenarios came
true. Union was entered into with Norway, Gustaf Löwenhielm successfully
represented Sweden and its new dynasty at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, the
death of Charles XIII was followed - according to plan - by the coronation
of Charles XIV John in 1818, Napoleon died during his imprisonment in
1821, the marriage contract between Crown Prince Oskar and Josephine of
Leuchtenberg was a success and their five children a triumph for the succession
to the throne. The Swedish lords retained their privileged position with the
king without any revolution breaking out and Sweden enjoyed peace with
other countries.
So did this long series of happy circumstances come about by chance?
Continuity and perseverance showed themselves to be a recipe for success for
both the wielding of power and the establishment of a dynasty. Bernadottes
strategic and administrative talent was sufficient for the task of establishing
a dynasty in a foreign country, and his son was competent to take over after
him.

Posthumous Reputation
In other words, Bernadotte succeeded in not only surviving Napoleon. He
also survived the return of the old Europé in 1815 and successfully established
a dynasty. Can one thus say that his final dictation and spiritual testament
was correct?
As long as Bernadotte was alive, thus even while he lay on his deathbed,
his royal status could protect him from the objections of the surrounding
world. But the image that was created after his death was dependent upon
several factors: his son Oskar, the comments of the press, the analyses of
historians and the way the memories of the people were passed on. Nor was
his posthumous reputation the same in Sweden, Norway and France. It is
thus a task for historical researchers in our time to examine the founder of the
dynasty with an eye for the complexity of the subject and with an awareness
that the mans posthumous reputation and written history do not make the
task easier.
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Dynasty in the Making
A New King and His 'Old' Men in
Royal Ceremonies 1810-1844
MIKAEL ALM

As the autumn storms momentarily subsided, former Marécbal of the French
Empire and Prince of Ponte Corvo Jean Baptiste Bernadotte crossed the strait
on a fleet of carefully ornamented barges, and landed on Swedish soil in
Helsingborg on 20 October 1810 as the elected heir to the throne.1 During the
spring and summer of the preceding year, the political face of Sweden had
changed dramatically. In March — in the midst of war — the reign of Gustavian
absolutism was ended by a bloodless coup d'état. King Gustav iv Adolf was
formally deposed in May and subsequently deported together with the queen,
his ten-year-old son, by birth heir to the throne, and three daughters. A new
liberal constitution was inaugurated in June, and the deposed kings uncle,
the ageing and childless Charles XIII, was proclaimed king.2
The arrival of Jean Baptiste, henceforth called Charles John, and the
ensuing introduction of the new Bernadotte dynasty marked the end of these
revolutionary events. The Swedish experience was not unique in a European
context; this was an age of revolution, and Gustavian absolutism was by no
means the only ancien régime to be overthrown in the wake of the Napoleonic
wars. The events, nonetheless, had their peculiarities.
Returning to the quay that October afternoon, these peculiarities

1
2

Carl Axel Löwenhielm, Min Lefvernes Beskrifning (Stockholm 1923), pp. 125 f.
See e.g. Rolf Karlbom, Bakgrunden till 1809 års regeringsform. Studier i svensk konstitutionell
opinionsbildning 1790-1809 (Göteborg 1964), and - with a cultural approach to events - An
ders Sundin, 1809. Statskuppen och regeringsformens tillkomst som tolkningsprocess (Uppsala
2006). A brief comment on Swedish political history: Gustavian absolutism was established
in 1772, when Gustav in ended a half-century of parliamentary rule through a coup d'état.
Monarchical rule was further strengthened by constitutional amendments in 1789. Gustav 111
was assassinated by an aristocratic conspiracy in 1792, and succeeded by his son, Gustav iv
Adolf, who reached majority in 1796.
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appeared in the flesh. Three distinguished men formally greeted the arriving
prince: the Marshal of the Realm Hans Henric von Essen, Field Marshal
Johan Christopher Toll and his Excellency of the Realm Eric Ruuth.3 They
had been appointed this honourable task by the new government and acted,
so to speak, as the representatives of the new order. But they were hardly
"new" in the field of politics. On the contrary, they had all been part of
the political firmament of the former regime, and as such, they were highly
qualified servants of absolutism.

Staging the State
The scene leads into to the subject of this article. The reception was the
first, however modest, in a series of ceremonies to be performed around
the arriving prince and future king. The rich ceremonial repertoire that
had taken shape over the centuries remained, and was — along with the
bureaucratic and artistic apparatus to organise them - handed down to postrevolutionary monarchy.4 Although often (almost routine-like) referred to
as Bourgeois in nature, the reign of Charles xiv was nonetheless a markedly
ceremonial one. As the storms of revolution abated, the "liturgy" of state
continued with decisive continuity. State ceremonies continued to enact the
general structures and doings of political power, and, more specifically, the
nature and proceedings of the new dynasty. The first Bernadottean dynastic
cycle, with its ritual introduction and preparation of its first succession,
3

See Torvald T:son Höjer, Carl X I V Johan. Kronprinstiden (Stockholm 1943), pp. 39 f. Excel
lency of the Realm {En av rikets herrar) was an honorary title introduced by Gustav in in
1773, in rank equal to the Senators {riksråd). "En av rikets herrar", Nationalencyklopedin.

4

An outline of Swedish royal ceremonies: the sixteenth century, Malin Grundberg, Ceremo
niernas makt. Maktöverföring och genus i Vasatidens kungliga ceremonier (Lund 2005). The
seventeenth century: Mårten Snickare, Enväldets riter. Kungliga fester och ceremonier i ge
staltning av Nicodemus Tessin den yngre (Stockholm 1999); Sebastian Olden-Jorgensen, "Cer
emonial interaction across the Baltic around 1700: The coronations' of Charles XII (1697),
Frederick iv (1700) and Frederick iii/i (1701)", Scandinavian Journal ofHistory 28 (2003). The
eighteenth century: Mårten Snickare, "Kungliga fester och ceremonier", in Magnus Olaus
son & Rebecka Millhagen (eds.), Carl Hårleman. Människan och verket (Stockholm 2000);
Henrika landefel t, "Vasa hovrätt, kungen och lagen", Historisk tidskrift 120 (2000); Mikael
Alm, Kungsord i elfte timmen. Språk och självbild i det gustavianska enväldets legitimitetskamp
1772-1809 (Stockholm 2002), especially pp. 62—68, 278—282; Toivo Nygård, Kustaa
lanomaava mutta alamaisilleen armollinen kuningas (Helsinki 2005).
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III.

Val-

was illustriously enacted by a lengthy suite of dynastic ceremonies, such as
funerals, coronations, weddings, baptisms and days of majority.
These ceremonies effectively communicated the ideological foundations
and symbolic understanding of state power and the new dynasty. They
staged a "theatre of power", exhibiting the various assumptions that served
to legitimise the structures of power.5 Rather than an ideological analysis of
the dynastic imagery as manifested through space, rites, symbols and words,
this article suggests a somewhat different approach.6 As Michael Walzer once
put it - pinpointing the fundamental issues of structure, legitimacy and
authority of power — the state is, in itself, "invisible". It has to be "personified
before it can be seen, symbolized before it can be loved, imagined before it
can be conceived".7 Alongside the symbolical presentation, state ceremonies
functioned as a "theatre of power" in a more tangible mode. As the ceremonial
spectacles unfolded, the state was displayed as the sum of its institutions
and high officials. Walking or riding in processions, standing or sitting in
ceremonial rooms, actively or passively participating in the ritual proceedings,
the servants of state — the actual "cogs" in the workings of state machinery
- formed a corporeal, flesh-and-blood visualisation of state.8

5

6

7

8

As put by historian Sean Wilentz, ceremonies function as "minidramas or as metaphors,
upon which are inscribed the tacit assumptions that either legitimize a political order or
hästen its disintegration". Sean Wilentz, "Introduction. Teufelsdröckhs Dilemma: On Sym
bolism, Politics, and History", in Sean Wilentz (ed.), Rites of Power. Symbolism, Ritual, and
Politics Since the Middle Ages (Philadelphia 1985), p. 3. For a general outline of ceremonial
studies, see also David Cannadine, "Introduction: divine rites of kings", in David Cannadine
& Simon Price (eds.), Rituals of Royalty. Power and Ceremonial in Traditional Societies (Cam
bridge 1987), and Edward Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europé (Cambridge 1997).
These ideological lineaments are the subject of the ongoing research from which this article
emanates. Bernadotte ceremonies are, overall, poorly researched, and what research there is,
is found mainly in biographical works. See Dunbar P. Barton, Bernadotte. Prince and King
1810-1844 (London 1925); Alma Söderhjelm, Carl Johan. Ett karaktärsporträtt (Stockholm
1939); Höjer (1943); Thorvald T:son Höjer, Carl XIV Johan. Konungatiden (Stockholm 1960);
Lars O. Lagerqvist, Karl XIV Johan. En fransman i Norden (Stockholm 2005).
Michael Walzer, "On the Role of Symbolism in Political Thought", Political Science Quarterly
82 (1967), p. 194.
For a similar approach to state ceremonies, see Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance
Venice (Princeton 1981), especially chapter 5; Richard S. Wortman, Scenarios of Power. Myth
and Ceremony in Russian Monarchy 1. Erom Peter the Great to the Death ofNicholas / (Prince
ton 1995), especially pp. 100 f. See also, however, more focused on the composition of court,
Philip Mansel, The Court of France 1789-1830 (Cambridge 1988).
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Returning to the opening scene on the quay as Bernadotte landed on
Swedish soil, the presence of "old" men indicates the drama. In the midst
of change, there was continuity. The scope of revolutionary shift had had its
steadfast limitations, and as the "new" post-revolutionary order settled and the
"new" Bernadotte dynasty was introduced, the course of events included the
preservation of "old" and distinctly Gustavian elements. By focusing on the
physical display of the leading men of state in three consecutive ceremonies,
my aim is to approach the suspenseful events of revolutionary Sweden and,
specifically, illustrate the intertwined histories of an old power elite and the
promotion and installation of the new Bernadotte dynasty.

1810 - Entry
The first major ceremony to be performed around Bernadotte was his grand
entry into Stockholm on 2 November 1810.9 This formed the ritual of arrival,
by which the elected prince was inoculated into the royal household. It was
performed for the second time that year. Only eleven months earlier, in
January, the Danish Prince and Duke of Augustenborg Charles August, the
first elected heir to the throne (who had died in May) made his entry in much
the same, solemn manner.10
Riding in a royal coach — drawn by eight horses and escorted by a fourteen
sections long procession, opened and closed by two full squadrons of mounted
guards, and to the massive thunder of salute — Charles John travelled the
traditional route of royal entries. Entering through the northern city gate,
where the Magistrate headed by the Chief Governor formally received him,
he made his way to Gustav Adolfs Square, encircling the Royal Palace on the
seaside, crossing Riddarhustorget (the Square of the Noble House), passing
Storkyrkan (the Stockholm Cathedral), and entering the courtyard. At the

9

10
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The entry was originally scheduled to take place on 1 November. Being the deposed kings
birthday, the date was deemed inappropriate, and the entry re-scheduled for the following
day. Riksarkivet, Kongl. Maj:ts kansli, Ceremonimästarens arkiv, Journaler 22, p. 176.
Ordning Wid Hans Kongl. Höghets Thronföljarens Emottagande och Intåg I Residencet, 1810
(Stockholm 1810).

palace, he was ceremoniously escorted through the royal apartments to the
kings Grand Bedchamber."
Three days låter, on 5 November, the inaugeration was completed through
the solemn ceremony of the Oaths of allegiance.12 Remaining in the kings
Bedchamber on the day of the entry, however, the waiting king was encircled
by nineteen men as the prince entered. They were the equivalents of the
troika on the quay: in the capacity of Members of Cabinet, Excellencies of
the Realm and high state officials, they acted as the representatives of state in
the ritual of arrival and inoculation.'3
Looking closer at these men, the drama indicated on the quay appears in
full scale. As shown in TABLE 1, all but one — Fredric Gyllenborg — had been
firmly anchored in the power elite of Gustavian absolutism as holders of high
offices of court, civil service and the military. Four of them had entered the
highest ranks during the reign of Gustav iv Adolf in the 1790S and i8oos.
Gustaf af Wetterstedt, for instance, who now presided as Chancellor of Court
— and who earlier the same year had been one of the leaders of the "French
Party" pushing for Bernadottes election — had served in the inner power
circles of the deposed king as his State Secretary of Foreign Affairs.14 But the
astounding majority of the men present - fourteen of the nineteen - had
pre-histories stretching even further back, to the reign of Gustav 111 in the

"

12

13

14

Ordning, Då Hans Kongl. Höghet Sweriges Utkorade Kron-Prins Prins JOHAN BAPTIST JULIUS
Håller Sit Intåg I Residencet, I November 1810 (Stockholm 1810), §§ 3-5. Unlike Charles John,
who - for unknown reasons and due to a last minute change - had started from Haga castle,
Charles August had started from Drottningholm castle, and entered through the western
gates. From Gustav Adolfs Square, however, the routes were the same. See Ordning Wid
Hans Kongl. Höghets Thronföljarens Emottagande och Intåg I Residencet, 1810, §§ 1-5.
Ordning, Då Hans Kongl. Höghet Thronföljaren Aflägger Tro- och Huldhets-Eden. Den 5 No
vember 1^10 (Stockholm 1810).
Ordning, Då Hans Kongl. Höghet Sweriges Utkorade Kron-Prins Prins JOHAN BAPTIST JULIUS
Häller Sit Intåg I Residencet, I November 1810, § 5. Also present were the seven officers of
the kings Grand Guard, three Chamber Grooms, and the Speaker of the Estate of Nobles.
Riksarkivet, Kungl. Maj:ts kansli, Ceremonimästarens arkiv, Journaler 22, pp. 178 f.
Sten Lewenhaupt, Svenska högre ämbetsmän från 1634. Högre ämbetsmän och chefer för statliga
verk inom central och lokalförvaltning m.m. Namn och årtal (Stockholm 1961), sections 370,
906. See also Sten Carlsson, Gustaf IV Adolfs fall. Krisen i riksstyrelsen, konspirationerna och
statsvälvningen (1807-1809J (Lund 1944), p. 69; Jörgen Weibull, "Katt bland hermeliner", in
Antoinette Ramsay Herthelius (ed.), Karl XIVfohan — en europeisk karriär (Stockholm 1998),
p. 88.
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TABLE I: The Entry 1810 (the kings Bedchamberp
Name

Position

Debut

Court

Civil

Military

Hans H. von Essen

Marshal of the Realm

1787

X / O

x/o

X / O

Excellency of the Realm

1782

x/o

X

Excellency of the Realm

1778

x/o

President

1773

x/o

President

1766

X

x/o

Excellency of the Realm

1 776

x/o

x/o

X

Excellency of the Realm,
Field Marshal

1779

x/o

x/o

Samuel af Ugglas

Excellency of the Realm,

1788

XI 0

(1750-1812)

President

Lars von Engeström

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister

1782

XI 0

Excellency of the Realm,
President

1787

(x)

X/ 0

x

(1757-1814)

Fabian von Fersen

Excellency of the Realm

1792

x/o

x/o

X

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister

1809

(x

(1767-1829)

Mathias Rosenblad

Member of Cabinet

1786

x/o

Member of Cabinet

1800

0

Member of Cabinet

1778

X /0

Member of Cabinet

1 796

0

x/o

Member of Cabinet

1788

0

x/o

Chancellor of Court

1805

X / O

Chancellor ofjustice

1805

X/ 0

(1755-1824)

Johan G. Oxenstierna
(1750-1818)

Magnus F. Brahe

(x)

(1756-1826)

Johan Liljencrantz
(1730-1815)

Fredric Ridderstolpe
(1730-1816)

Carl A. Wachtmeister
(1740-1820)

W. Maurtiz Klingspor
(1744-1814)

(1751-1826)

Gustaf M. Armfelt

(1762-1818)

Fredric Gyllenborg

)/0

(1758-1847)

Baltzar von Plåten

X/ 0

(1766-1829)

Gudmund J. Adlerbeth
(1751-1818)

Carl J. Adlercreutz
(1757-1815)

Fabian Wrede

(x) / (0)

(1760-1824)

Gustaf af Wetterstedt
(1776-1837)

Hans G. Trolle-Wachtmeister
(1782-1871)

SOURCES: Sten Lewenhaupt, Svenska högre ämbetsmän från 1634. Högre ämbetsmän och chefer för

statliga verk inom central och lokalförvaltning m.m. Namn och årtal (Stockholm 1961), and Gustaf
Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns ättartavlor i—51 (Stockholm 1925-1936).
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Reading from left to right, the data in tables 1-3 is presented as follows: NAME = name and
years oflife; POSITION = office/rank at the time of the ceremony in question; DEBU T = the year
of entering into high office; COURT - CIVIL - MILITARY = fields of office. X = before 1809, O =
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1 770S and 1780S. Fredric Ridderstolpe, who greeted Charles John as President
of the Collegium of Mining, presented the greatest seniority. He entered the
corridors of power as Chief Chamberlain of the crown prince and future
king Gustav 111 in 1766, proceeded to government positions as Senator and
the above-mentioned Presidency in 1789, and was appointed as a judge in the
Kings Supreme Court by Gustav iv Adolf in 1796.16
Similar records are found among the others. Johan Liljencrantz,
now President of the Collegium of Commerce, had for the duration of
absolutism been a loyal servant in the field of finances and commerce,
while Johan Gabriel Oxenstierna, now Excellency of the Realm, had been
an equally loyal and highly rewarded servent of Gustav 111 and Gustav iv
Adolf, holding high offices within the civil administration as well as the
court (as a renowned poet in his time, he had also lent his pen to the praise
of absolustism).17 Another highly familiar character was Magnus Fredrik
Brahe. Something of a court favourite in the 1770S, he was among the first to
be honoured with the dignity of Excellency of the Realm in 1778, and in the
same year he had enjoyed the enormous favour of holding the infant Gustav
(iv) Adolf at the pompous baptism. Låter, Brahe served him as a confided
member of interim governments, and as his appointed Speaker in the Estate
of Nobles in 1800. 18 As a final example, Gudmund Jöran Adlerbeth, now
a Member of Cabinet, had been a prominent figure in the royal imagemaking apparatus during the 1770S, 1780S and 1790S. As Antiquarian of the
Realm and Secretary of the Royal Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities,
he - who in 1809 had been one of the authors of the new constitution

after 1809, and (in table 3) Q = after 1844. Highlighted letters mark the field of debut. Lowercase letters in parentheses mark an appreciable position, albeit not in rank of high office. In
regards to military offices, the lower limit of "high office" is fixed at the rank of Colonel.
16

Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns ättartavlor (Stockholm 1925—1936) 6, p.

17

On Liljencrantz, Lewenhaupt (1961), sections 355. 365, 453, 457, 476; Kjell Kumlien, "Liljen-

361; Lewenhaupt (1961), sections 355, 392, 456, 504, 2051.
crants, Johan", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 23 (Stockholm 1981), pp. 26-30. On Oxenstierna,
Martin Lamm, Johan Gabriel Oxenstierna. En gustaviansk natur.svärmares lifoch dikt (Stock
holm 1911), pp. 299-373; Lewenhaupt (1961), sections 355, 356, 502, 503, 510, 681; Gösta Lund
ström, "Oxenstierna, Johan Gabriel", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 28 (Stockholm 1994).
18

Elgenstierna (1925-36) 1, pp. 560 f. G. Jacobson, "Brahe, Magnus Fredrik", Svenskt biografiskt
lexikon 5 (Stockholm 1935), pp. 728—733.
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3- The Oaths of Allegiance took place in the Hall ofthe Realm, a traditional stage for
state ceremonies. The election was ceremoniously confirmed: Charles John, standing by
the side of the throne, took his oath to the king, and thefour estates in tum took their
oaths to the elected crown prince. The nobles sit on benches to the left, the clergy, burghers
andpeasants to the right. (Ink, pen and watercolour on paper by Emanuel Limnell ca
1810-11. Nationalmuseum. NMHA 46/1973. Photo: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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— had been the author of the many panegyric medals struck to glorify the
absolutist reign of Gustav 111.19
Nor was Gyllenborg - the seemingly sole exception in this highly
Gustavian congregation - an entirely unfamiliar character in Gustavian
history. Certainly, he entered the highest ranks after the revolution, and
greeted Charles John as the elevated Minister of Justice. But during the entire
reign of Gustav iv Adolf, he had served in the outskirts of the power elite as
appointed deputy to the Chancellor of Justice.20
In the midst of revolutionary change with dethronement, a new
constitution and the arrival of a new dynasty, the presence of these men
represents an equally decisive continuity in the Swedish power elite. Rather
than the formation of a new elite, the political transitions saw the persistence
— or re-formation — of an old one. The corridors of power were, in comparison
to the many revolutions and changing gallery of characters in contemporary
France, populated by the likes of the unscrupulous turncoat Talleyrand. They
were veritable personifications of his much quoted maxim that "treason is a
matter of dates".
Everyone, it should be added, was not equally successful in this transition.
Gustaf Mauritz Armfelt and Samuel af Ugglas — two reputable royal favourites
of the past, presented to Charles John as Excellencies of the Realm and
Presidents — were about to fall.21 The former was soon accused of conspiracies
to restore ex-Crown Prince Gustav (the son of Gustav iv Adolf) to the throne
and went in exile to Finland in spring 1811, where he went into imperial
service of the Tsar as Governor General of the new Russian Grand Duchy.
The latter, notorious Chief of the equally feared and loathed secret police
during late absolutism, was simply too closely allied with the deposed king
19

20
21

Leif Landen, Gudmund Jöran Adlerbeth. En biografi (Stockholm 2000), especially pp. 49-57,
179-182.
Elgenstierna (1925-36) 3, p. 236.
Others had already fallen. Christopher Bogislaus Zibet, Chancellor of Court and chief of
the stern royal censorship, had taken seat in the new government in 1809, but resigned after
public condemnation. Others had retired of their own accord. Bror Cederström, a favourite
courtier and trusted advisor of Gustav 111 and Minister of War in the cabinet of Gustav iv
Adolf, handed in his formål resignation on 17 March 1809 — officially due to illness. Sigvard
Andrén, "Zibet, Christoffer Bogislaus", Svenska män och kvinnor. Biografisk uppslagsbok 8
(Stockholm 1955b), p. 475; Anders Grade, "Cederström, Bror", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 8
(Stockholm 1929), pp. 128—135.
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and, lacking support within the power elite, he was silently ostracised from
the corridors of power and retired to his provincial estate.22
The lines of continuity are, nonetheless, distinct. They are perfectly
illustrated by two men. Carl Johan Adlercreutz, a trusted military leader of
Gustavian absolutism, had been the Commander-in-chief of the Northern
army in 1809. He - who now greeted Charles John as a Member of Cabinet
- was the very man who, on 13 March the previous year, had marched into the
kings cabinet, in charge of his arrest and subsequent removal from the capital.23
Hans Henric von Essen represents the ensuing process of introducing the new
dynasty. As ranking Colonel and favourite courtier, he had actually been the
one walking arm in arm with Gustav 111 as the king was shot in 1792, and he
had continued his military and civil services during the reign of Gustav iv
Adolf. As Marshal of the Realm, he was now in charge of the ceremonial
displays around Charles John, and the one who escorted him — albeit not
literally arm in arm - in the procession of entry, through the royal apartments,
and into the kings Bedchamber, as the ritual of inoculation unfolded.24
The presence of old men offers valuable insights into the nature of
revolutionary events. The revolution in 1809 was essentially staged and
carried out by the power elite. It was a revolution from within. The very men
who had served as the loyal servants of absolutism turned against it, and in
March 1809 years of conspiracies and covert obstructions culminated in open
revolt within the highest ranks of military and civil leadership.25 As so lavishly
demonstrated by the display of characters in the kings Bedchamber — staging
the power elite and its rejoicing around the elected heir to the throne — these
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Ludwig Stavenow, "Armfelt, Gustaf Mauritz", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 2 (Stockholm 1920),
pp. 206-212. See also Stig Ramel, Gustaf Mauritz Armfelt. Fondateur de la Finlande (Paris
2000). Stefan Stenius, "Ugglas, Samuel af", Svenska män och kvinnor. Biografisk uppslagsbok %
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(Stockholm 1955), p. 85.
Anders Grade, "Adlercreutz, Carl Johan", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 1 (Stockholm 1918), pp.
120—125.
Nils F. Holm, "von Essen, Hans Henric", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 14 (Stockholm 1953), pp.
577-583-
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Carlsson (1944), pp. 205-275, 279-348. Mats Hemström, Marschen mot makten. Västra arméns
revolt och väg till Stockholm 1809 (Uppsala 2005), pp. 41-48. On the legitimacy crisis of Gusta
vian absolutism, see also Alm (2002), especially pp. 355-358. For a condensed English version
of the argument, Mikael Alm, "Royalty, Legitimacy and Imagery. The Struggles for Legiti
macy of Gustavian Absolutism", Scandinavian fournal of History 28 (2003).
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men were equally in charge of the new regime and the introduction of the
new dynas ty.

1818 — Coronation
Moving ahead in dme to the coronation in May 1818, and the elected heirs
ritual transformation into King Charles xiv John, the continuation of the
intertwined histories of the old elite and the new dynasty comes into view.
The day of the coronation opened with a massive procession of 55 sections,
escorting the king to Storkyrkan - since the seventeenth century the prime
site of Swedish coronations - where the traditional rituals of anointing, oath,
investiture of regalia, and holy blessing unfolded.2S
The procession formed a vivid example of the ceremonial staging of state.
As Charles xiv - under a canopy, forming the i6th section - solemnly strode
along the designated route and entered the church, he was accompanied by
all the main corpuses of state. It was, quite literally, a display of the state "on
foot". Before him, the procession opened with the royal and princely courts,
followed by the legislative assemblies of the united kingdoms, the Norwegian
deputies and the four Swedish estates, followed in turn by Rikets Allmänna
Ärenders Beredning (the State Drafting Department) and the Supreme Court,
followed by the Members of Cabinet. After him, the procession went on
with their Excellencies of the Realm, followed by the five orders of chivalry,
headed by their heralds, succeeded by the manifold rows of the three female
courts, Ladies of State, the military ranks, the State Collegia, and, finally, the
Magistrate and the Fifty Elders of the city.27
The ceremony as performed had several distinctly Gustavian features. For
16

27

Ordning Wid Hans Kongl. Maj:ts, Konung CARL XIVJOHANS Kröning och Hyllning wid Riksdagen
i Stockholm år 1818 (Stockholm 1818), §§ 18, 27, 28, 29-35, 3^- However, the ceremony was
not unchanged. The customary coronation banquet was, as noted by the Grand Master of
Ceremonies, "called off" by the king. Instead, he had a more secluded meal with the royal
family, whilst the festive banquets for the Estates and the diplomatic corps were delegated
to the Marshal of the Realm and the two State Ministers. Riksarkivet, Kongl. Maj:ts kansli,
Ceremonimästarens arkiv, Journaler 30, pp. 102—104. Apparently, the rituals of grand and
public eating had no place in Bernadottean ceremonials; the last traditional and full-scale
coronation banquette to be staged in Sweden was that of Charles XIII in 1809.
Ordning Wid Hans Kongl. Maj:ts, Konung CARL XIV JOHANS Kröning och Hyllning wid Riksdagen
i Stockholm år 1818, § 18:1-55.
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instance, the colourful cavalcade of costumes depicted on the official painting
of the coronation — picturing the moment of the actual crowning - is highly
familiar. The robe worn by Charles xiv, with its long coat of cloth-of-silver
with silver embroidery worn with top boots in purple velvet and golden
crowns, was moulded from the model introduced by Gustav in in 1772. It had
become something of a traditional coronation robe; with minor adjustments
according to changing fashion, Gustav iv Adolf had used it in 1800 and
Charles XIII in 1809.28 The Excellencies encircling the throne were, furthermore,
wearing Gustavian ceremonial costumes, and the spectators in the background
displayed a virtual catalogue of the various costumes issued by Gustav in and
Gustav iv Adolf for the ranks of court, military and civil government.29
These Gustavian features in the clothing of power had their counterparts
in the anatomy of power. Around the king — on foot in the procession, seated
or standing in church - were the very same men who had greeted him as
elected heir and participated in the ritual of inoculation in 1810. Looking at
the procession from a birds-eye view, they begin to appear: af Wetterstedt,
still Chancellor of Court, walking with the Members of Cabinet in the i6th
section, and Trolle-Wachtmeister walking as Excellency of the Realm in
dignified proximity to the king, behind the crown prince, in the i^th section.
Next to Trolle-Wachtmeister, furthermore, walked Georg Adlersparre, who as
Commander of the Western army in the spring of 1809 had led its rebellious
march on Stockholm, thus igniting the revolutionary process in the capital.30
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Royal use of silver-cloth (alternatively white) was of considerably older date; the continuity
refers to the composition and cut of the costume with its long coat, belt and high boots. On
coronation robes, Gudrun Ekstrand, Kröningsdräkter i Sverige (Stockholm 1991), pp. 90-94,
105-108,114—117, 124—128. In contrast to the lines of continuity stressed here, Ekstrand argues
that Charless robe marked a new style, inspired by imperial France, and a break with Gusta
vian tradition (p. 122).
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On these costumes, see e.g. Eva Bergman, Nationella dräkten. En studie kring Gustaf III:s
dräktreform 1778 (Stockholm 1938), and Georg W. Fleetwood, "Gustav iv Adolfs Provinsuni
form", in Gustavianskt. Studier kring den gustavianska tidens kulturhistoria tillägnade Sigurd
Wallin på hans femtioårsdag (Stockholm 1932). See also Philip Mansel, Dressed to Rule. Royal
and Court Costume from Louis XIV to Elizabeth II (New Haven & London 2005), pp. 51-54.
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Ordning Wid Hans Kongl. May.ts, Konung C.ARL XIV JOHANS Kröning och Hyllning wid Riksdagen
i Stockholm år 1818, § 18:16, 18:29. Axel Brusewitz, "Adlersparre, Georg", Svenskt biografiskt
lexikon 1 (Stockholm 1918), pp. 164-168. The identities are added by hand in the copies of the
printed ordinances kept by the Office of the Marshal of the Realm. Slottsarkivet, Riksmar
skalksämbetets arkiv, F 2:5, Ceremonieller.
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The seven Excellencies of the Realm seen encircling the throne on the
painting may illustrate the prevailing lines of continuity (see TABLE 2). All
but one has already been mentioned: Ruuth was one of the three men who
greeted Charles at the quay, while von Essen (also present at the quay),
Wachtmeister, von Engeström, Brahe and Gyllenborg had been present in
the kings Bedchamber. The seventh Excellency - Field Marshal Curt von
Stedingk — was no different in regards to his pre-history as a loyal servant of
absolutism. Appointed Colonel in 1779, he had risen to the rank of General
in 1807, and he had served as the trusted Ambassadör at the Russian court
during the reigns of Gustav 111 and Gustav iv Adolf.31
TABLE 2: The Coronation 1818 (Excellencies carrying regalia)
Name

Position

Debut

Court

Civil

Military

Hans H. von Essen
(1755-1824)

Marshal of the Realm

1787

XI O

X/O

x/o

Curt von Stedingk
(1746-1837)

Excellency of the Realm,
Field Marshal
(Mantle)

U79

(x)

x/ o

x/o

Eric Ruuth
(1746-1820)

Excellency of the Realm
(Key)

1786

0

x/o

Carl A. Wachtmeister
(1740-1820)

Excellency of the Realm
(Orb)

1776

X

x/ o

Lars von Engeström
(1751-1826)

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister of Foreign Ajfairs
(Sceptre)

1782

x/o

Magnus F. Brahe
(1756-1826)

Excellency of the Realm
(Sword)

1778

x/o

Fredric Gyllenborg
(1767-1829)

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister ofjustice
(Crown)

1809

(x) / O

x

(x)

SOURCES: Sten Lewenhaupt, Svenska högre ämbetsmän från 1634. Högre ämbetsmän och chefer för

statliga verk inom central och lokalförvaltning m.m. Namn och årtal (Stockholm 1961), and Gustaf
Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns ättartavlor 1-9 (Stockholm 1925-1936).

The intertwined histories of the old elite and the new dynasty — and the
continued role of the former in the introduction of the latter — was almost
overtly staged as the ceremony progressed. The destroyers of kings, quite
literally, re-emerged as the makers of kings. As the procession entered the
31

Elgenstierna (1925-36) 7, p. 555.

35

church, the seven Excellencies of the Realm walked immcdiately in front of
the king, carrying the regalia on blue velvet cushions. And as the Archbishop
performed the ritual of investiture, they were the ones who - one by one,
whilst von Essen directed the course of events with the marshals staff furnished the new king with his insignia of kingship.32
Adding to the revolutionary drama, and further underscoring the
Gustavian character of events, several of the eminent men now performing
the ritual "making" of King Charles xiv had been equally prominent in the
"making" of Gustav iv Adolf at the coronation in 1800. Eric Ruuth had carried
the Sceptre in the procession, Wachtmeister the Key, while von Essen, at that
time Stable Master of the Realm, had been on horseback, heading the heralds
preceding the regalia, and Brahe, originally appointed to escort the queen,
had headed the Estate of Nobles as their appointed Speaker.33
Looking ahead, to the autumn of 1818, and Charles xivs Norwegian
coronation at the medieval Cathedral Nidaros in Trondheim, the lines of
continuity re-appear. As in Stockholm, the ceremony formed a physical
staging of the state. It was, however, a different state: it was not a postGustavian one, but a post-Oldenburg one, as Norway for more than four
centuries had been under Danish rule. Albeit "old" men in the sense of being
firmly anchored in the political firmament of Norway, the power elite to
be staged in processions and rituals was of another making, and - lacking
connections with Gustavian absolutism and Swedish revolutionary events
— it formed a history of its own.34
The contours appear on the Norwegian coronation painting. The king,
on the throne, has already been invested with his regalia, and Crown Prince
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Ordning Wid Hans Kongl. May.ts, Konung CARL XIV JOHANS Kröning och Hyllning wid Riksdagen
i Stockholm är 1818, §§ 18:19-25, 27, 29-33.
CEREMONIAL Wid Deras Majestäters Konung GUSTAF IV. ADOLPI-IS Och Drottning FREDRICA DOROTHEA WILHELMINAS Kröning Wid Riksdagen i Norrköping År 1800 (Stockholm 1800), § 18:14,
18:22, 18:24, 18:11:5.

journal, pp.
1800:

Slottsarkivet, Riksmarskalksämbetets arkiv, D 1:3, Overkammarherrens

677-679.

The majority of men greeting Charles John in

1810

had officiated in

Oxenstierna had orchestrated the rites as Marshal of the Realm, Wrede had carried the

Mantle in procession, Klingspor had carried the queens Sceptre, Liljencrantz had escorted
her, and Ridderstolpe had carried the kings Sword at the ensuing coronation banquet.
34

See 0ystein S0rensen, "Det nye Norge i det nye Norden

1814-1850",

Sandström (eds.), Det nya Norden efter Napoleon (Stockholm
references given there.
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2004),

in Max Engman & Åke

especially pp.

59-62,

and

Charles xiv surrounded by familiar servants of Gustavian absolutism. Gyllenborg,
assisted by the Archbishop, places the croivn on the kings head. Behind him, front to back:
von Essen with the marshal's staff, Brahe with the sivord, Ruuth with the key, Wachtmeister
ivith the orb, and von Stedingk with the mantle. To the left, the seventh Excellency, von
Engeström with the sceptre, comes into view. (Oil painting by Pehr Krafft the Younger
1826, detail. Nationalmuseum. NM Rbg 58. Photo: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
4-
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Oskar on his right is swearing the oath.35 The equivalents of the seven
Excellencies in Stockholm are readily identified, forming among themselves
a personification of the kings Norwegian Cabinet. Encircling the podium,
they stånd on foot, sit on benches and on tabourets. In the forefront, the
mighty First Minister Peder Anker — who enjoyed particular royal favour as
the single Excellency of the Realm named in Norway - has invested the king
with the Crown, and is now administering the oath. Immediately behind the
throne, hats on their heads, stånd Mathias Otto Leth Sommerhjelm with the
raised Sword and Christian Krogh with the Orb on a velvet cushion. To the
left, on the second row of tabourets, sit Jonas Collet and Thomas Fasting, the
former having carried the Sceptre now in the kings right hand, the latter the
Mande now on the kings shoulder. Finally, on the far left, Court Marshal of
the Norwegian court Ferdinand Wedel-Jarlsberg orchestrates events, bareheaded with marshals staff in hand.36
But as the ritual making of a new king was re-enacted on Norwegian
grounds and the introduction of the dynasty progressed, the old Gustavian
men once again took center stage. Glancing to the left of the coronation
painting, two eminent, and by now familiar, representatives of the Swedish
king-makers come into view. Prominently placed on the first row of tabourets
on the right side of the throne, on the very steps of the podium, af Wetterstedt
and von Engeström - in greyish eminence, wearing official costumes of state,
decorated with strings of orders - preside as the coronation unfolds. The
latter, in addition, had walked by the kings side as the procession strode to
and entered the Cathedral.37
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This was the first coronation in Norway since 1514. Vague traditions paved the way for inventing new ones. Charles had a new set of Norwegian regalia made on his personal expense.
Furthermore, instead of his Swedish coronation robe, Charles wore a black marshals uni
form with embroidered leafs and epaulettes on the shoulders and high leather boots. Inge
mar Karlsson, Ann Grönhammar & Else Braut (eds.), Brödrafolkens väl. Unionen 1814-1905
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(Stockholm 2005), pp. 139-142.
Ceremoniel ved Hans Kongelige Majestat Kong Carl XIV. Johans Kröning i Trondhjem Aar 1818
(Christiania 1818), §§ 16:11-16, 23-32. A contemporary engraving provides a key to the men
portrayed. Livrustkammaren, Handlingar rörande ceremoniell. Karl xiv Johans kröning 1818,
"Kong. Carl Johans Kröning i Trondhjems Domkirke den y dc Septbr: 1818".
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Ceremoniel ved Hans Kongelige Majestat Kong Carl XIV. Johans Kröning i Trondhjem Aar 1818,
§ 16:17. The two coronation processions made up physical moulds of the united kingdoms;
whereas a Swedish Excellency escorted the king in Trondheim, a Norwegian Excellency —
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Thus, fewer in number and more reserved in the Norwegian ritual, the
"old" men re-appeared in the midst of dynastic making.38

1844 - Funeral
Looking yet further ahead in time, the ceremonial settings reflect the gradual
process of rejuvenation of the power elite. As the "old" men retired and died,
"new" men appeared and took their places in high offices and, consequently,
in the ceremonies. Over time, the originally Gustavian fabric of the dynasty
as displayed in processions and rituals grew increasingly "Bernadottean".
As the long reign of Charles xiv came to an end in 1844 and the power
elite assembled for the enactment of the final state ceremony — the funeral
— these processes are vividly illustrated. By now, the majority of the men who
had greeted him in 1810 and encircled him in 1818 were long gone, and a new
guard appears.
The ceremony occurred in three main stages, prolonged for months,
conscientiously initiating the ritual transference of royalty from the dead
king onto his successor. First, the king — on a raised catafalque, under a black
canopy, surrounded by regalia - lay in State in the Seraphim Hall, the walls
covered in black cloth and illuminated by 600 wax candles. Second, the coffin,
again under a black canopy, was escorted by a 64 sections long procession,
all dressed in mourning, to the traditional royal tomb in Riddarholmskyrkan
and placed on a podium, below the erected castrum doloris, at the high altar.
And third, the actual funeral rites with its conventional bell-ringing, hymn

Anker - had done so in Stockholm. Ordning WidHans Kongl. Maj:ts, Konung CARL XIVJOIIANS
Kröning och Hyllning wid Riksdagen i Stockholm, år 1818, § 18:26.
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Opposite them, another Gustavian character presides: Jacob De la Gardie, head of the delegates of the Swedish Parliament. Bom in 1768, he rcached the rank of Colonel in 1792. A
court-favourite of Gustav iv Adolf — nicknamed the kings "minister of jests" — he also served
as a diplomat. In 1806 he was entrusted with the task of leading the nobles at the Assembly of the Estates in Pomerania, and in 1808 he was appointed Brigade Commander of the
Southern army. Certainly, his dogged loyalty to the deposed dynasty in 1809—10 disturbed the
new regime, but he soon adhered to the new order and joined the ranks as Excellency of the
Realm, General and Chief Marshal of the queens court. Anders Grade, "De la Gardie, Jacob
Gustaf", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 10 (Stockholm 1931), pp. 742-753; Elgenstierna (1925-36)
2, p. 229.
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singing, funeral music, sermons, reading of the kings biography, and - finally
- the coffins removal to the crypt.39
Again, these pompous spectacles served as a staging of state. The holders of
the highest offices of court, civil service and military were ever present and on
display throughout the proceedings. They appear around the catafalque as the
kings body lay in State, corpus by corpus in the procession as it was escorted
to church, and on benches, tabourets and foot as the burial progressed.
In 1818, the clothing of power had indicated the lines of continuity;
in 1844, the official costumes indicate the changes. As the many-headed
procession strode the designated route, carpeted with black cloth and lined
by military guards, a new mourning attire for all members of the orders of
chivalry - decided by royal decree on March 26 — came into view. With
its fashion-right top hat, simple black coat with a single row of buttons,
pantaloons replacing breeches, top boots with spurs replacing shoes, and
long cloak, it was a decisively Bernadottean apparel, replacing the Gustavian
costumes of the past.40
Looking closer, the "new" men crystallise. In section 30, for instance,
the Marshal of the Realm, Magnus Brahe - with mourning crape on the
marshals staff- marched ahead of the long parade of the kings foreign and
Swedish orders of chivalry. In church, he took his prominent seat on the right
hand side of the coffin, and as it was removed to the chapel, he walked at
its foot.41 Surely, his Gustavian lineage was apparent. But it ran in blood via
his father, the above-mentioned Magnus Fredrik Brahe, not in service. Born
in 1790, he had no Gustavian pre-history of his own. As newly appointed
courtier at the time of Charless arrival, Brahe was immediately taken into
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The king died on 8 March; he was laid in State on 15 April, and the funeral was held on 26
April. Ordning vid Högstsalig Hans Kongl. Maj:t Konung CARL XIV JOHANS Begrafning i Riddarholms Kyrkan den 26 April 1844 (Stockholm 1844) ,§§1,9,11. See also Sveriges Stats- Tidning
eller Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, April 16 1844 and April 26 1844.
The approved design was on display the weeks preceding the funeral. Livrustkammaren,
Handlingar rörande ceremoniell. Karl xiv Johans kröning 1818, untitled decree March 26
1844. The Gustavian set of costumes had been subject to several reforms since 1818. See e.g.
Karl Löfström, Sveriges riddarordnar (Stockholm 1949), p. 341; Lena Rangström, "Den sven
ska hovdräkten - nationell och europeisk", in Tony Lewenhaupt, Lena Rangström & Angela
Rundquist (eds.), Hovets dräkter (Stockholm 1994), p. 26.
Ordning vid Högstsalig Hans Kongl. Maj:t Konung CARL XIV JOHANS Begrafning i Riddarholms
Kyrkan den 26 April 1844, §§ 10:30-31,11.
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5- Although royal ceremonies drew large crowds of spectators, mass-produced prints
such as this panorama of the funeral procession in 1844 brought the ceremonial display
to a wider audience. Here, a detail is seen depicting the section with the kings coffin
and the five Excellencies carrying the regalia. (Engraving, FRÅN DÖDSBÄDDEN TILL
GRAFCHORET. PANORAMA ÖFVER PROCESSIONEN VID HÖGSTSALIG H.M. KONUNG CARL
XIV JOHANS LIKBEGÄNGELSE I RIDDARHOLMSKYRKAN DEN z6" APRIL 1844. Uppsala

universitetsbibliotek, Kart- och bildavdelningen. Photo: Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.)
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special favour, constantly by the princes and låter kings side (he is depicted
in the row of men standing behind the king on the Norwegian coronation
painting). A swift military career followed Charless accession to the throne.
He reached the rank of Colonel in 1820, climbing further to Major General
in 1824, Chief of the general staff in 1828 and Lieutenant General in 1830.
Likewise prominent at court — nicknamed "the factotum of court" — he
was appointed Marshal of the Realm in 1831, and named Excellency of the
Realm.42 In comparison to his predecessor, the utterly Gustavian Hans Henric
von Essen who had orchestrated the arrival and accession of the new dynasty,
Brahe, who was now in charge of the first Bernadotte funeral and succession,
was of a different fabric.43
Further back, the equivalents of the seven Excellencies at the coronation
are found in the 35A section. Albeit fewer in number - only five - they
performed the same symbolically charged function. Walking in front of the
coffin, they carried the regalia on black velvet cushions.44 As shown in TABLE
3, they had all entered the highest ranks after 1809 and three of them after
1818. They were the likes of Brahe. Albrecht Ihre, now carrying the Sceptre,
can serve to illustrate the point. Born in 1797, he had entered the ranks as
diplomat in 1827, nearly a decade into the reign of Charles xiv. Proceeding
rapidly through the ranks, he was appointed State Secretary for Foreign
Affairs in 1831, Chancellor of Justice in 1838, Minister of Foreign Affairs in
1840, and finally advanced to the rank of Excellency of the Realm in 1842.45
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Jacobson (1925), pp. 736-749. Sec also Elgenstierna (1925-36) 1, p. 560; Lewenhaupt (1961),
sections 911, 941, 957, 959, 1338, 1464.
The gradual pace of transition is illustrated by the succession of Marshals of the Realm.
The intermediate holder of the ofBce (between 1824 and 1831), Claes Fleming, represented
a second phase, middling between the "old" Gustavians like von Essen and the "new" men
like Brahe. Born in 1771, he represented a younger generation of Gustavians who had entered
high offices during late absolutism. Certainly, in his case the early career had been quite
in formål; alleged favourite of King Gustav iv Adolf, appointed Chief Chamber Groom in
1795, he entered the ranks of high office as member of the Swedish Academy in 1799. But his
real breakthrough came after 1809, as Member of Cabinet in 1810, Excellency of the Realm in
1814, President in 1824, and — the same year - Marshal of the Realm. Elgenstierna (1925—36) 2,
p. 747; Bengt Hildebrand, "Fleming, Claes Adolph", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 16 (Stockholm
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1966), pp. 163-165.
Ordning vid Högstsalig Hans Kongl. May.t Konung CARL
Kyrkan den 26 April 1844, § 10.
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Elgenstierna (1925-36) 4, p. 7.
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TABLE 3: The Funeral 1844 (Excellencies carrying regalia)
Court

Civil

Name

Position

Debut

Arvid M. Posse

Excellency of the Realm,
ex-Minister ofjustice
(Key)

1822

Excellency of the Realm,
ex-Minister ofForeign Ajfairs
(Orb)

1814

(0)

O / Q

Excellency of tbe Realm,
ex-Member of Cabinet
(Sword)

1809

(x) / (0)

O / (q)

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister of Eoreign Ajfairs
(Sceptre)

1827

(0) / (q)

O/ Q

Excellency of the Realm,
Minister ofjustice
(Crown)

1828

(0)

O / Q

(1792-1850)
Gustaf A. Slierneld
(1791-1868)
Carl A. I.öwenhielm
(1772-1861)
Aibrech E. Ihre
(1797-1877)
Lars H. Gyllenhaal
(1790-1858)

Military

O / Q

(x) IOI Q

SOURCES: Sten Lewenhaupt, Svenska högre ämbetsmän från 1634. Högre ämbetsmän och chefer för
statliga verk inom central och lokalförvaltning m.m. Namn och årtal (Stockholm 1961), and Gustaf
Elgenstierna, Den introducerade svenska adelns ättartavlor 1—9 (Stockholm 1925—1936).

Incidentally, the procession also staged the continued history of the Norwegian
power elite. In front of the five Swedish Excellencies, their Norwegian
counterparts carried the Norwegian regalia on equally black cushions.
Although representing a history of its own, historically quite autonomous
from Swedish politics, the Norwegian power elite had experienced a
corresponding rejuvenation since 1818. Prominent family names persist,
individual histories intertwine, but the men on foot presented a new - and
in a sense more Bernadottean — guard. Now Norwegian First Minister and
carrying the Crown, Fredrik Due, for instance, had made his career in the
Bernadotte ranks. Born in 1796, he had a rapid military career combined with
a civil one, entering high office as State Secretary in 1822, and appointed First
Minister in

1841.

His ceremonial offices, as Norwegian Herald of the Realm

and Master of Ceremonies of the Orders, suggest an equally active role in the
ceremonial presentation of dynasty by the Norwegian power elite.46
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Returning again to the Swedish Excellencies, the links to the past were
still present. The gradual transition from "old" to "new" men is personified
by the pre-history of Carl Axel Löwenhielm, born in 1772 and the most senior
of the five. He had entered ranks as Colonel in October 1809, and as Member
of Cabinet in 1822 and his being named Excellency of the Realm in 1826, his
position in the power elite was firmly anchored in the reign of Charles xiv.
But his career had begun in the service of absolutism, as a climbing military
officer and courtier in the 1790S. The fact that he was a bastard son of
Charles XIII adds an extra twist to his position as a link between dynasties.47
A glance at the peripheries of the 1844 ceremonial spectacle, and additional
traces from the past — like physical remnants of the early phase of dynastic
introduction — surface. For instance, the signature on the decree issued on
funeral dress reveals a familiar name: Mathias Rosenblad. Born in 1758, and
thus approaching his 90S, he had entered civil service during the reign of
Gustav in, reaching high office as member of the Ecclesiastical Drafting
Department in 1786, and appointed as State Secretary in 1792. As such, he rose
to considerable power during the reign of Gustav iv Adolf, in effect Minister
of the Interiör with a fixed tabouret in the kings cabinet meetings. During the
revolution in 1809, he had played the role of loyal servant, preparing the kings
proclamation with its forceful condemnation of the revolt of the Western
army and its equally passionate demand for order and subordination. Låter
the same day — now an open coup-man — he administered the retraction
of the very same proclamation from public view, and took seat in the new
government as a Member of Cabinet. In this capacity, he was among the men
greeting Charles in the kings Bedchamber in 1810 (see TABLE I). Rising still, he
was named Excellency of the Realm in 1810, and appointed Minister of Justice
in 1829. A loyal Gustavian turned revolutionary, turned loyal Bernadottean,
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1839, carrying the Orb; Ferdinand Carl Wedel Jarlsberg, born in 1781, entered ranks as Colo
nel in 1817, present as Court Marshal at the Norwegian coronation in 1818, now General and
Chief Chamberlain, carrying the Sword; and Poul Christian Holst, born in 1776, appointed
State Secretary in 1814 and Member of Cabinet in 1822, carrying the Sceptre. Halvdan Koht,
"Holst, Poul Christian", Norsk biografisk leksikon 6 (Oslo 1934), pp. 299—304; Halvdan Koht,
"Petersen, Hans", Norsk biografisk leksikon 11 (Oslo 1952), pp. 45—50; Roald Berg, "Wedel
Jarlsberg, Ferdinand Carl Maria", Norsk biografisk leksikon 9 (Oslo 2005), pp. 424 f.
Carl Fredrik Palmstierna, "Löwenhielm, Carl Axel", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 24 (Stockholm
1984), pp. 605-609.
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6. Mathias Rosenblad (1758-1847A portrayed in succession as: 1. Ayoungjudge Referee in
the service of Gustav ill. (Oil painting by Ulrica F. Pasch 1789. Private owner.)
2. A middle-aged State Secretary in the service of Gustav IV Adolf (Oil painting by Carl
Fredric von Breda 1803. Stockholms rådhus.) 3. An ageing Excellency of the Realm and
Minister ofjustice in the service of Charles XIV. (Oil painting by Fredrik Westin, before
1847. Private owner.) (Photos: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm).
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Rosenblad remained a trusted advisor and fierce champion of Charles xiv
throughout the 1820S and 1830S and into the 1840S.48
Furthermore, the life and career of Mathias Rosenblad adds a facet to
the process of rejuvenation within the Swedish power elite. Surely, the "old"
Gustavians had a firm grip on the state machinery, retiring mainly by death.
But beyond this natural transition to the "new" men, political events also
contributed to the process. Rosenblads activities in the funeral arrangements
were made in his capacity of Chancellor of the Royal Orders, an office he had
been appointed to in 1838 and which, in 1844, was among the few offices he
still held. A virtual embodiment of the austere conservatism that permeated
Charless politics, he was increasingly under attack by the liberal opposition,
and after the tumultuous riksdag in 1840 the king was forced to relieve him
from his offices.49
The new men continued to fill the ranks; by the time of Rosenblads
death in 1847, Arvid Mauritz Posse as well as Lars Herman Gyllenhaal — both
eminent carriers of the dead kings regalia in the procession - had held his old
office as Minister of Justice.50

The Making of a Dynasty
As the new post-revolutionary, constitutional and Bernadottean Sweden
emerged from the turmoil of 1809, the royal ceremonies convincingly illustrate
the suspenseful nature of the course of events. Certainly, these events can be
described in terms of a revolution o/government; the old absolutist political
order was replaced by a constitutional one. Above all, it was a revolution
by government - a coup d'état, essentially engineered and carried out from
within by the power elite. But, apart from the removal of the king, it was far
from a revolution in government. The old men remained, adding continuity
and a distinctly Gustavian accent to all the changes that brought about the
new Bernadottean Sweden.
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Rolf Karlbom, "Rosenblad, Mathias", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 30 (Stockholm 2000), pp.
486-488. Carlsson (1944), pp. 328 f.; Lewenhaupt (1961), sections 364, 367, 371, 901, 905, 956,
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971, 1033,1880,1881, 2021.
Karlbom (2000), p. 488. Elgenstierna (1925—36) 6, p. 450.
Lewenhaupt (1961), section 901.

Thus, the references to the "making of a dynasty" in the title of this article
have double implications. On the one hand, the old elite took charge of the
making of the new dynasty — in a practical sense by Bernadottes election
and subsequent installation, and in a symbolic sense by fabricating and
presenting the imagery the new dynasty, not least through the ceremonial
medium. On the other hand, the old men constituted the actual making of
the new dynasty as holders of the high offices of government. Charles xiv's
well-documented "Gustavian fright" should be put in perspective. True, he
was suspiciously on guard against any hint of a restoration of the old dynasty;
by law he banned contacts with the deposed king or his family, and with
ruthless determination he ordered the eradication of the remaining memorials
of Gustav iv Adolf.51 But his throne depended on Gustavian support and
he was literally in Gustavian hands. Upon his arrival an alliance was forged
between the new king and the old men, lasting for decades, and ensuring a
successful dynastic transition by anchoring the new dynasty in an existing
elite fabric of Swedish society.
Returning to the funeral procession in 1844, it also indicates the continuation of the story. The death of Charles was neither the end of dynasty
nor of the power elite. Instead, a new chapter was opened. Further back in
the procession came the new king, Oskar 1, surrounded and supported by the
loyal servants handed down to him by his father.52 And as the dynastic cycle
started anew, these were the very men who were to be on display and carry
his regalia to his coronation.
The intertwined histories of dynasty and power elite — quite literally
— marched on.
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Solfrid Söderlind, "Gustav iv Adolfs synliga försvinnande", in Lars M. Andersson, Lars Berg
gren & Ulf Zander (eds.), Mer än tusen ord. Bilden och de historiska vetenskaperna (Lund
2001). See also Solfrid Söderlind, "Utplånandet av före detta Konungens bild", in Magnus
Olausson & Solfrid Söderlind (eds.), 'Galenpannan'. Gustav IV Adolf i porträttkonsten (Stock
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7- The image shows the personification of Sweden, Svea, as she grieves Charles August, the
first crown prince elect, ivho preceded Charles John. Charles August died, presumably of
stroke, during a military manoeuvre, but rumours circulated for some time that he had
been poisoned by Count von Fersen. As a result ofthis, the Count was brutally lynched
by a mob. (Engraving. Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, Kart- och bildavdelningen. Photo:
Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.)
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I. Charles XIV, posing in a portrait commemorating his
anniversary as king of
Sweden. He is wearing the uniform of a French Marshal while standing in a room at
the Royal Palace ofStockholm. Through the window is seen the church of Skeppsholmen,
built on his initiative. The plans for Garnisonssjukhuset (the Garrison Hospital) and
Göta kanal (the Göta Channel), as well as a book titled Victoires et Conquétes referring to martial deeds, are lying by his rightfoot. On the mantlepiece there is an urn and
a vase in porphyry referring to his investment in the porphyry works in Älvdalen. (Oil
painting by Emile Maseré 1843. Nationalmuseum. NM Rbg 56. Photo: Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)

The new dynasty, as represented by its members Charles XIV, Queen Desideria, Crown
Prince Oskar, and his consort Crown Princess Josefina, and all their children. They are
standing in the Pavillion of Gustav /// at Haga. The portrait reminds the viewer of the
connection between the old and the new dynasty. Behind Charles XIV, there is a portrait
bust of Charles XIII representing the old dynasty. The new dynasty is represented by the
Crown Prince standing next to his father who is holding is right hand on top of the head
of his grandson Prince Charles as ifhe was blessing him. (Oil painting by Fredrik Westin
c. 1837. Nationalmuseum. NM Grh 1706. Photo: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)

II.

ni. Apart from Charles XIV himself, the coronation painting carefully depicts two

additional royalties. On the far left, Princess Sofia Albertina, the last remaining member
of the Gustavian royal family, represents the lineage of the old dynasty. Further to the
right, Crown Prince Oskar represents the future of the new dynasty. (Oil painting by
Pehr Krajft the Younger 1826. Nationalmuseum. NM Rbg 58. Photo: Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)

iv. The Acclamation ofKing Charles xiv in 1818 upon his ascension to the throne taking
place in front of the Royal Palace of Stockholm. The royal family and representatives of
the four estates are sitting in a temporary wooden loggia. Warships salute him with the
citizenry watching and cheering from the bridge. The king was soon to move into the
apartmentformerly occupied by his adoptive father. (Oilpainting by Carl Stephan Bennet.
Nationalmuseum. NM 4739. Photo: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)

V. In the painting we see the sculptor Bengt Erland Fogelberg surprised by a visitor

-us - while working on the Odin statue in bis studio in Rome. The sculpture was
commissioned in 1828. It was probably intended to be the focal point of the planned
museum at Rosendal, as the Norse god was often used as a personification of Charles XIV.
The sculpture was a success, and was celebrated as a masterpiece upon its delivery in 1831.
(Oilpainting by Carl Stephan Bennet, c. 1832. Nationalmuseum. NM 3892. Photo:
Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)

vi. A Norwegian landscape painted in the mid-iyth century, but still reminiscent ofthe
pastoral Northern scenery described in Bernhard von Beskows libretto for Queen Deside
ria's coronation in 1829. (Oilpainting by Charles XV. Uppsala universitets konstsamling.
UU163. Photo: Uppsala universitets konstsamling.)

vii. Charles XIV

and the Crown Prince visiting the burial mounds of Gamla Uppsala.
They are contemplating the content of the poem cited in the text, seemingly at the
moment being read aloud by the prelate, standing in front of the king in the painting.
(Oil painting by Johan Way 1836. Nationalmuseum. NM 4813. Photo: Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)

This memorial stone, still standing at the regiment at Frösön in Jämtland, was
raised in 1838. The stone was the subject of several articles in The Swedish State Paper in
the light of a testimony on both the loyalty of the Swedish people and the Norse entrenchment of Charles xiv. (Photo: Tourist Information Office, Östersund.)

VIII.

Housing a Dynasty
Tradition and Innovation within the Walls of the
Stockholm Royal Palace
BRITT-INGER JOHANSSON

When Bernadotte arrived in Stockholm as the adopted son of Charles XIII,
brother of the murdered Gustav in, he gained not only an adoptive father, but
a whole new family — the fading Gustavian dynasty. Although the deposed
king, Gustav iv Adolf, along with his wife and children, had been deported
as a result of the revolution in 1809, his older relatives still remained. Thus,
with slight trepidation they all gathered at the Royal Palace in Stockholm to
receive their new member.
This extended family consisted of King Charles XIII, uncle of the deposed
king and his immediate successor, his consort Queen Hedvig Elisabeth Char
lotta, Queen Dowager Sofia Magdalena, who was the widow of Gustav 111,
and the kings sister Princess Sofia Albertina.1 The youngest brother of King
Charles XIII, Duke Adolf Frederick, died unwed in 1803, and is therefore missing from this idyllic scene. Incidentally, there were no children around for the
first time in the history of the palace, and the inhabitants were elderly.
The individual royal family members mentioned above formed separate
households to which different sets of courtiers and servants belonged, who
were also housed in or near the Palace. This included separate kitchens for
each household on the ground level of the Palace. As some living space had
become vacant due to the preceding political turmoil, the pool of available
accommodations had increased. It consisted of the apartments of the deposed
king, his family and the late duke, all mentioned above, and of the deceased
first elected crown prince, Charles August of Augustenborg.
1

Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902—42) 8, pp. 607—612, 662 f. Princess Sofia Albertina
did not have an apartment at the Royal Palace at the time, since she had bought a property
within sight of the palace in 1783, and erected a new building for herself and her household in
which she had resided since the mid i75>os. Queen Dowager Sofia Magdalena had an apart
ment in the Royal Palace, but resided mostly at her country residence Ulriksdal.
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There was plenty of space, in other words, where the new crown prince,
his family, his retinue and his court could be housed. But as we shall see,
this was not as simple an issue as one might believe since accommodation
was a symbolic carrier of social and political connotations. As David Kertzer
claims: "Through symbolism we recognize who are the powerful and who are
the weak, and through the manipulation of symbols the powerful reinforce
their authority."2
Previous studies of royal palaces, mainly made within the discipline of
history, have demonstrated that royal power historically has used architecture as a mediator and enabler of social norms and power. A prime example
often discussed is Versailles, where the court rituals and the physical spaces
complemented each other in the production and reproduction of power and
social difference.3
This was also the case with the Royal Palace of Stockholm; since it was
brought into use, Sweden had had four regents in succession, and a fifth one
was thus looming on the horizon when Bernadotte was elected crown prince.
This promoted many opportunities for change in social and spatial practice
which impinged on the perceptions of status and power.4 My essay will examine if, how and when that occurred, pointing out some cultural and social
factors that may have contributed to alterations in the distribution of space
and their possible consquences.
The allocation of living quarters at the Royal Palace had not been static during its more than half a century of occupancy. The distribution was
continuously reconsidered in order to reflect events of social significance, as
the official correspondence between the king and the Marshal of the Realm
testifies. Since the mid-eighteenth century, when Lovisa Ulrika and Adolf
Frederick, the parents of Charles XIII, took up residence, the inhabitants had
moved around quite a lot.5 What mostly influenced redistribution of space

2
3

4
5
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David Kertzer, Ritual, Politics and Power (Yale 1988), p. 5.
See for example: Peter Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV (New Haven & London 1992);
Jeroen Duindam, Vienna and Versailles. The Courts of Europe's Dynastic Rivals, 1550-1780
(Cambridge 2003), and Chandra Mukerji, Territorial Ambitions and the Garden of Versailles
(Cambridge 1997).
Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford 1991), p. 16.
Ove Leijonhufvud, "Våningarnas fördelning och användning", in Martin Olsson (ed.),
Stockholms slotts historia 3. Från Fredrik I till Gustav V (Stockholm 1941), pp. 273—295.

were, not surprisingly, births, coming of ages, marriages, and deaths within
the royal family. In particular the two latter occasions usually caused the
greatest upheaveal. This affected not only the royal family, but also courtiers
and servants.6

Space and Social Practice
Architectural historians frequently ignore the lived experience facilitated by the built
environment [...] forms of movement, modes of habitation, and even more intangible
kinesthetic and emotional responses.7

As Edward Dimenberg claims above, the traditional scholarly regime of archi
tectural history has predisposed its practicianers to focus on the exteriör and

interiör visual character of a building, often forgetting other aspects.8 In fact,
buildings influence human behaviour, perception and experience in more
subtle ways than merely through the iconography of the fasade.9 The French
6

7

8

9

One episode may be mentioned where King Charles xiv discusses the possible evacuation
of rooms in the palace by some ladies-in-waiting. See Slottsarkivet, Riksmarskalksämbetets
arkiv, E 1:13, March 17 1818, p. 192. Similar correspondence and protocols exist from earlier
periods as well. See the accompanying topic register, B 1:52, p. 71 (evacuation of rooms), 436
(rooms for the lady-in-waiting Countess Jaquette Gyldenstolpe), and 437 (rooms for Countess Silfversparre) in 1810. Unfortunately, some of the letters in question are missing from the
archive, but it is possible to follow the changes from the headings.
Edward Dimenberg, "In ordinary time: considerations on a video installation by Inigo Manglano Ovalle and the New National Gallery in Berlin by Mies van der Rohe", in Dana
Arnold, Elvan Altan Ergut & Belgin Turan Ozkaya (eds.), Rethinking Architectural Historiography (New York 2006), p. 111.
The major exceptions to this are: Bill Hillier & Julienne Hanson, The Social Logic of Space
(Cambridge 1984); Charles T. Goodsell, The Social Meaning of Civic Space, Studying Political
Authority through Architecture (Lawrence 1988); Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman
Palaces. Art and the Use of the Plan (New York 1990); Thomas A. Markus, Buildings and Power
(London & New York 1993); Katie Scott, The Rococo Interiör. Decoration and Social Spaces
in Early Eighteenth-Century Paris (New Haven 1995); Bill Hillier, Space is the Machine (Cam
bridge 1996); Julienne Hanson, Decoding Homes and Houses (Cambridge 1998); and Katie
Scott, "Framing Ambition: The Interiör Politics of Mme de Pompadour", in Katie Scott &
Deborah Cherry (eds.), Between Luxury and the Everyday. Decorative Arts in Eighteenth-Century France (Oxford 2005), pp. 110-152.
Kim Dovey, Framing Places. Mediating power in built form (London 1999), pp. 1-3; Åsa Dah
lin, On Architecture, Aesthetic Experience and the Embodied Mind. Seven Essays (Stockholm
2002), chapters 4, 6 and 7, and Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin (London 2005), pas
sim.
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political philosopher Henri Lefebvre rightly contends that "Spatial order is
one of the most striking means by which we recognise the existence of the
cultural differences between one social formation and another".10 Further, he
claims that space "is also a means of control, and hence of domination, of
power

11 The

internal social organisation expressed in the plan, as well as

the social use and control of space, is then of equal, if not greater importance,
as an expression of power than the visible architectural forms.
According to cognitive psychologist Albert Bandura, "social structures
represent authorized systems of rules, social practices, and sanctions designed
to regulate human affairs".12 But there is still room for change; due to human
agency, social practice imposes both constraints and openings for alternative
action by individual agents.13 This means that agency balances the structural
influences in a given social situation. The social practice is thus constituted
both by structural factors pulling towards maintaining status quo and agentic
factors enabling change. The implementation of social power and the spatial
practice connected with it is thus partially dependent on agency.14
As a knowledge domain, social practice is dependent on preconditioned
behaviour among individuals often apprehended in a social context which
rests to a large extent on a routinization of actions and symbolic ritualisations.'5 This informal way of learning results in what cognitive psychologists
refer to as personally embedded knowledge schemas that the individual is
not consciously aware of.16 They function, for instance, as regulators for how
a person interprets his or her social environment and influences how she or
he deals with it.17
10

Hillier & Hanson (1984), p. 27.

11

Lefebvre (1991), p. 26.

12

Albert Bandura, "Social Cognitive Theory: An Agentic Perspective", Annual Review ofPsy-

13

Anthony Giddens, The Constitution of Society. Outline of the theory of structuration (Cam

chology 52 (2001), p. 14.
bridge 1984), pp. 5—14. See p. 9: "Agency concerns events of which an individual is the perpetrator, in the sense that the individual could, at any given phase in a given sequence of
conduct, have acted differently".
14

Giddens (1984), pp. 14 f.

15

Giddens (1984), p. xxiii.
Cf. the explanation of the schema concept by Kertzer (1988) who has drawn similar conclu-

16

17

sions in reference to his discussion on rituals and power, pp. 79—82.
A. L. Wilkes, Knowledge in minds. Individual and collectiveprocesses in cognition (Hove 1997),
pp. 41-47.
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Schemas have a somewhat arbitrary character, since they depend on fragmentary observations, accidental interpretations and acquired habits rather
than on systematic explorations. Cognitive dissonance may lead to alteration
of a schema, which then better fits the input. Still, a person may disregard
or misinterpret new information if it fits badly with already firmly established schemas, and the human tendency to keep schemas intact appears to
be strong. Thus, they greatly influence our conceptions of situations and
social roles and therefore how to behave. With this in mind it becomes easier
to extrapolate the possible motivations behind the way people act in different
situations, as will be seen in my discussion. Alterations in space allocation
and formation during Charles xivs residency will hint at a new understanding of how change and continuity worked in his social practice and spatial
politics.

Source Material
The main architectural history of the Royal Palace of Stockholm, which was
written in the 1930-40S, contains a very useful set of tables charting space al
location from the eighteenth until the twentieth century,18 which is used as a
source for my interpretation. In addition, a selection of contemporary diaries
and memoires, as well as official archival records, has been used as a complement to confirm and catch fragments of the actual contemporary experience
and understanding of the Palace as social space. Two of the latter sources are
more exhaustive, and are therefore introduced in detail below.
The foremost inside source is the diary kept by Queen Hedvig Elisabeth
Charlotta. Political reflections alternate with anecdotes concerning everyday
life. With critical close-reading, the diary becomes useful as an eye-witness
account. It was transcribed and published 1902-1942, with a running commentary in the footnotes referring to other corroborative or refuting sources
of the time. Other archival material has also been used by the editors to substantiate its contents, and to offer alternative or more developed viewpoints
through additional data. A supplement at the end of the published diary of
fers further source material, including letters and quotes from other diaries.
Martin Olsson (ed.), Stockholms slotts historia 1—3 (Stockholm 1940-1941), especially Leijonhufvud (1941), pp. 273-295.
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Court Marshal Baron J. O. Nauckhoff wrote memoires at the end of his
life, which to all appearances were based on diary notes, offering the most
comprehensive account of life with Charles xiv, both as crown prince and
as king. For many years Nauckhoff was entrusted with different positions at
court, starting out as the crown princes ordinance officer in 1811, and ending
as the head of the royal household before leaving the court in 1832. For various
reasons he was less than enamoured by the kings person, and there are many
disparaging remarks in his narrative. Nevertheless, he is regarded as fairly dependable as far as facts go. Låter biographers and scholars have to a large extent been influenced by his negative bias in the way they represent Charles. I
will here attempt to offer a reading without falling into that trap, and instead
provide alternative interpretations based on a discussion of the power implications of the events and the kings behaviour included in Nauckhoffs texts.
Extracts from his memoires were published in a journal, Illustrerad tidning, in
1857, and in 1880 by Arvid Ahnfelt in the second volume of his collection of
historic letters, diaries and memoires Ursvenska hojvets och aristokratiens lif. It
is the latter publication which has been used in this essay.

The Royal Palace - the Constructed Enviroment19
The original castle of Stockholm, partly a medieval and partly a renaissance
building complex, was to a large extent burnt to the ground in 1697. The
architect Nicodemus Tessin the younger was commissioned to develop plans
for a new palace.20 The north wing, recently completed, had survived fairly

intact and served as the starting point of a completely new project. Tessins
role model Bernini has been credited with claiming: "A building is a faithful
reflection of the prince, therefore a prince should build large and magnificently or not at all".21 This quote highlights a view of a palace as representa19

20

21
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Bandura (2001), p. 15, has introduced a useful set of concepts regarding bodi space and social
milieu, which I have used to structure my analysis thematically and which serve as headlines:
constructed, imposed and selected environment.
Recently, a major scholarly project has highlighted Tessin the younger and his work, resulting in a number of publications consisting of catalogues, manuscripts by him, and scholarly
studies.
Ragnar Josephson, Tessin. Nicodemus Tessin d. y. Tiden, mannen, verket 2 (Stockholm 1931), p.
60. See Dovey (1999)) P- '6: "A dominant built mass or volume signifies the control over resources necessary to its production"; thus, size matters. See also Bo Vahlne, "Tessins Traité

tional and therefore symbolic space,22 a view which was shared by Tessin, who
strove to realise it in his conceived project.23 The Royal Palace was to become
a permanent visual record of both the kings prominence and his reign in the
splendour the architect imagined was required by contemporaries and future
generations. In addition, Tessin also laid plans to monumentalise the urban
environment surrounding the palace.24
The architect anticipated completing the new palace in six years. In reality it took fifty years, with long interludes of inactivity.25 When it was begun,
Sweden was an absolute monarchy and a European great power, but between
the times of the palaces conception, construction, and inhabitation, Sweden
lost its dominant political position and the role of monarchy was changed.
The first royal couple to take up residency in the palace was King Adolf
Frederick and Queen Lovisa Ulrika, along with their children.26 During their
reign (1751-1771) the kings power was severely restricted. Absolutism was
however the ideal of this couple, and they tried repeatedly with no success
to reclaim power.27 The rococo style was also introduced in Sweden, in large
measure through Lovisa Ulrika, who was the sister of Frederick the Great of
Prussia and well aware of the new stylistic trend.28 Finally, through a coup
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and the Swedish Royal Court", in Patricia Waddy (ed.), Nicodemus Tessin theyounger. Sources.
Works. Collections. Traicté dela decoration interieure 1717 (Stockholm 2002), pp. 30, 36.
Lefebvre (1991), pp. 33, 39, 45.
Josephson (1931), p. 96.
Ragnar Josephson, Tessins slottsomgivning [facsimile] (Stockholm 2002), passim. See also
Mårten Snickare, "Tre kungliga slott", in Mårten Snickare (ed.), Tessin, Nicodemus Tessin
d.y. Kunglig arkitekt och visionär. En konstbok från Nationalmuseum (Stockholm 2002), pp.
114-120.
Josephson (1931), p. 87.
During the erection of the palace, the royals lived in the nearby Wrangel Palace, originally inhabited by a noble family carrying that name. Vahlne (2002), p. 26. The previous royal couple
had no descendants and Adolf Frederick, a prince from Holstein-Gottorp, was offered the
crown.
Michael Roberts, The Age of Liberty. Sweden 1719-1772 (Cambridge 1986), passim.
Merit Laine, "An eighteenth-century Minerva. Lovisa Ulrika and her collections at Drott
ningholm Palace 1744-1777", Eighteenth-century Studies 31 (1997-1998), pp. 493-503, by the
same author En Minerva för vår Nord'. Lovisa Ulrika som samlare, uppdragsgivare och bygg
herre (Stockholm 1998). See also Marc Serge Riviére, '"The Pallas of Stockholm'. Louisa Ulrica of Prussia and the Swedish Crown", in Clarissa Campbell Orr (ed.), Queenship in Europé
1660-1815.
of the Consort (Cambridge 2004), pp. 322—343, who seems to be unaware
of the prior works of Merit Laine.
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d'état, their son and successor King Gustav ni accomplished for a time a
temporary reintroduction of absolutism with Louis xiv as his role model; this
is evidenced by his introduction of ceremonial bed chambers for the lever.19
After the overthrow of his son, Gustav iv Adolf in 1809, the idea of absolu
tism was abolished.30 This complicated political history is reflected in the
final plan and the subsequent fitting out and use of the palace, since its spatial
practice in combination with the social practice of its inhabitants continued
to echo the spectre of absolutism while at the same time was undergoing an
adaptation to new modes of inhabiting a palace.
Compared to Tessins two projected plans of the ground floor and the
first/second floor,31 the palace, as built, shows a considerably higher room
density on the two lower floors, permitting a larger number of dwellers, while
the upper floors are more in keeping with Tessins ideas of fewer and larger
rooms. Nevertheless, upper floors were modified to reflect an important posttessinian development inspired by French precedence, where the apartment
would have, not only a dual32 but a tripartite subdivision into ceremonial,
social and personal suites, articulated through the scale, size, and décor of
the rooms as well as their types.33 The idea of a need for personal space was
actually promoted already in the mid-seventeenth century by the Prétieuses,
and even Tessin in his writings mentions the need of supplying plans offering both public and more private space.34 In keeping with this development,
29
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Nils G. Wollin, "Den sengustavianska tiden 1785-1810", in Martin Olsson (ed.), Stockholms
slotts historia 3. Från Fredrik 1 till Gustaf V (Stockholm 1941), pp. 111-115.
Mikael Alm, "Royalty, Legitimacy and Imagery. The Struggles for Legitimacy of Gustavian
Absolutism, 1772-1809", Scandinavian Journal of History 28 (2003), pp. 20-23.
Vahlne (2002), p. 26.
Tessin mentions a division into a winter and a sutnmer apartment, as well as state rooms for
public occasions and retreat rooms for everyday use in a handwritten manuscript, recently
published, Observationer Angående så wähl Publiqve som Priuate huus byggnaders Starkheet,
beqwämligheet och skiönhet, in rättade, effter tvår Swänska Climat och oeconomie (Stockholm
2002), pp. 40-46. Cf. Peter Thornton, Authentic Décor, The domestic interiör 1620-1920 (Lon
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don 1985), p. 48.
See Scott (1995), p. 105, and Mark Girouard, Life in the French Country House (New York
2000), pp. 147-152, who both follow Norbcrt Elias, The Court Society (Oxford 1982), pp. 4453, whose analysis is based on the ideal representation of the hotel plan in the Encyclopedie.
Of course, already in Tessins day relative status not only between different apartments but
also different rooms was signified through the monetary value of their objects and decorative
details as well as the character of the art placed there as Vahlne (2002), p. 31, points out.
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at the Stockholm palace large reception rooms were located along the side
that faced the town, while smaller rooms, presumably in imitation of the
French concept of private apartments, were formed mainly towards the inner
courtyard already in the mid-eighteenth century. The second floor was more
or less reserved for ceremonial use as the State Apartment. Eventually, in
some lodgings, the so-called private apartment became more distinct and intimate through the aid of entresolling by the end of the eighteenth century.35
After 1785, three such entresols sets were created by the royal brothers, King
Gustav in and the dukes Charles and Frederick Adolf, in the innermost parts
of their respective apartments. 36
The main body of the Palace consists of four wings surrounding a central
courtyard, divided into four floor levels that are clearly destined for different
purposes. The ground floor and the mezzanine contain many smaller rooms,
while the first and second floors contain mainly large apartments, with a few
large and some small rooms, as well as two huge spaces with evident representational aspects: the Hall of the Realm (Rikssalen) and the Palace Chapel.
Within the large apartments all rooms are arranged in interconnecting double rows to facilitate easy movement and grand vistas. Large apartments are
placed opposite each other with monumental staircases between them in all
three wings. While the apartments do communicate with each other, they
are spatially separated by voluminous stairwells. This arrangement ensured
a high degree of independence for each separate user and simplified subdivision when necessary.
Spatially, one may summarise that social hierarchy is defined through the
aid of scale, size, and relative position with a strong vertical emphasis, and
a weaker horizontal one. Social inequality or differentiation is conceptually
demonstrated through the same means, and the allocation of space to various functionaries and functions corresponded with them, at least until the
reign of Charles xiv. Members of the royal family resided mainly on the first
floor. The king also had access to the State Apartment on the second floor.
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In France this practice was promoted early on, see Peter Thornton (1985), p. 97 and Girouard
(2000), p. 150. A high-ceilinged room is said to be entresolled when it is divided into two
low-ceilinged rooms by an intermediate new floor. Usually this entresol would be positioned
at the furthest end of an apartment beyond the state rooms.
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Wollin (1941), pp. 143 f. (Gustav m), 153-156 (Duke Charles), 177 (Duke Frederick Adolf).
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8. The plans show the layout ofthe

mezzanine (top) andground (bottom) floor ofthe Royal
Palace, where courtiers and servants had their quarters. The kitchens occupied part ofthe
ground floor as well. The drawings are digitally reproduced from Martin Olsson (ed.),
Stockholms slotts historia 3. Från Fredrik 1 till Gustav v (Stockholm 1941J.
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9. The plans show the layout ofthe first (bottom) and second (top) floor ofthe Royal Palace
of Stockholm, which in principle were reserved for the members ofthe Royal Family. The
drawings are digitally reproducedfrom Martin Olsson (?d.), Stockholms slotts historia 3.
Från Fredrik 1 till Gustav v (Stockholm 1941).
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Courtiers, with some few exceptions, would be allotted one or two rooms
each, primarily in the mezzanine and sometimes on the ground floor, signalling the fact that unlike their superiors they were not expected to entertain
company while serving their term of attendance. 37 The state of repair as well
as the furnishings of the courtiers' rooms gave further indication of the relative status of the incumbent.
In other words, the Palace contains a number of separate abodes of varying sizes, so that as many as possible of the members of the royal family, their
entourage and servants might be housed as befitted their respective ranks.
Likewise, some important public offices were also allocated space, such as
the Royal Chancery and various important judiciary and state drafting in
stitutions. 38 In fact, the Palace reveals itself to be a dynamic and complex
social space, where personal and public, social and official, housing and admi
nistration, are intricately entwined. 39 This means that there was not only a
symbolic element present in the conception of the palace, but also practical,
political, social and cultural ones. Therefore, the smallest of changes in the
distribution, disposition, access and allocation of space would have had a
socially significant meaning for both visitors and inhabitants. Thus, it is not
only the visually perceptible parts like fasade and interiör décor that inform
us of ideology, politics and social norms. In fact, subtle changes in spatial and
social practice may be of greater importance than the aesthetic field in revealing power relations and social standing within a built environment. 40

A Crown Prince in his Imposed Environment
On his accession to the throne, Charles XIII initiated a refurbishment ofwhat
had been the former kings apartment, so he might move there as befitted his
new prominence. The apartment, which he until then had occupied, was to
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This particular aspect of court culture has previously been studied in John Adamson (ed.),
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The Princely Courts of Europé 1500-1750 (London 1999), and Philip Mansel, The Court of
France 1789-1830 (Cambridge 1988). Marianne Jansson, Kungliga slottet — ett samhälle i minia
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be turned over to Crown Prince Charles John, and the present queens, formerly duchess, lodgings below were to be given to his spouse Desideria, after
necessary repairs. Until these were done, Charles John lived in the rooms
of the deceased crown prince, Charles August, for a few months. Precisely
where these lodgings were located is not stated in the letter of the Marshal
of the Realm referring to these arrangements, but the room allocation tables
in Stockholms slotts historia indicate that they may have been on the ground
floor facing Skeppsbron.4I Since Charles August was a bachelor it may have
been thought suitable, since it was not necessary to arrange an additional
apartment for a crown princess until he married.
The kings refurbishment was initiated only after Charles Augusts demise,
when the imminent arrival not only of a crown prince but also of a crown
princess and a prince made other arrangements imperative. Thus, from 1811
until 1818, Charles came to occupy the former ducal apartment of Charles
xiii on the second floor. There was no established precedent as to where the
crown prince ought to be lodged. Still, when Charles XIII turned over his
own former apartment he established an observable link between adoptive
father and adoptive son, stressing their dynastic relationship while emphasising Charles's position as king-to-be. Thus, in these early years, we find a clear
case of a symbolically confirmed spatial and social continuity between the
passing dynasty and the coming one. Charles himself lacked the power to decide over where and how he would be provided with living space within the
Palace. For good reasons though, he accepted the space allotted to him since
the dynastic spatial implications served to bolster his position as legitimate
heir to the throne.
The fact that Charles was a newcomer with an initally weak position
made it all the more imperative that he accommodate himself to established
social practice in order to be accepted and assimilated. To help him adapt and
adopt correct performance, he was surrounded, as Mikael Alm demonstrates
in a previous chapter of this volume, by potential advisors in the shape of
aristocrats of the old regime. This guaranteed a smooth transition. And, to
everyones delight, it turned out that this foreign prince, despite his humble
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Slottsarkivet, Riksmarskalksämbetets arkiv, B 1:52, p. 303 (December 30 1810). The repairs
were entrusted to the architect Gjörwell on the orders of the Marshal of the Realm von Es
sen, as instructed by the king. Leijonhufvud (1941), p. 292.
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origins, was in possession of an unexpected degree of social competence rel
evant to his new context.42 In fact, he appears to have been more socially apt
than the aristocrat by birth Charles August, who seems to have been shy to
a fault.
Whereas Charles, who had arrived to Sweden ahead of his wife and son,
was received with all the pomp and circumstance due a crown prince-elect
of Sweden according to earlier scripts, his wife was not received as a crown
princess-elect ought to have been when she arrived a few months låter.43 Her
Chief Court Mistress was not given the title of Excellence as was customary.
This and other breaches with established protocol signalled a social distinction made between her and former crown princesses with royal or aristocratic
lineage. The retinue sent to conduct her through the country was the small
est possible. Charles became affronted initally by the belittling measures and
tried to ensure the customary welcome, but was unable to persuade the king
to change his decision. He therefore opted for another strategy: referring to
the supposed shyness and inexperience of Desideria, he made sure that she
was received by an even fewer number of ladies-in-waiting than the king had
intended, attempting to mask a slight as caring concern.44
In addition, Desideria was lodged in an apartment which contained a set
of entresol rooms. No matter that the Gustavian princes had thought them
fashionable, Desideria found them indicative of social inferiority and not
commensurate with her new dignity as a crown princess. What most rankled
was the fact that the crown princess' bedroom was placed in the entresol suite
instead of preceding it.45 This did not correspond to French custom, where
the bedroom was firmly established as an important social venue due to the
custom of receiving people there. For this reason the bedroom should be spacious.4Ä Thus, being given a small bedroom could easily be seen as another
affront paid to the crown princess. It most likely implied an assumption that
she would not indulge in receptions or take a major role in the social life of
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Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902—42) 8, p. 613, and "Memoarer af hofmarskalken
Nauckhoff", in Ur svenska hofvets och aristokratiens lifi (Stockholm 1880), p. 50.
For the reception of Charles John, see AJms essay in this volume.
Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902—42) 8, pp. 613 f.
Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902-42) 8, pp. 638 f.
Thornton (1985), p. 94, Girouard (2000), pp. 120-127.

the court. In effect, she was seen to be firmly set aside as an insignificant,
possibly embarrassing adjunct of the crown prince; to be tolerated, but not
much more.
Apparently, after her arrival in Stockholm the crown princess eventually
became aware of the import of her treatment and complained, which only
led to her becoming alienated from her new adopted family. The queen in
her diary suggested that Desiderias conduct in this affair was proof of her
low descent and lack of adaptability, deliberately not recognizing it as a very
real concern in a society where legitimacy and rank were expressed through
privileges, appropriate ceremonies and commensurate spatial and social practice.47 The niggardly reception of the crown princess degraded her socially
and weakened her position of authority at court; to paraphrase Kertzer, a
crown princess becomes a crown princess by being treated like one; "Ritual
is used to constitute power, not just reflect power that already exists."48 This
non-verbal communication sent a strong message both to Desideria and to
the other ladies at court as to her status: the latter seem to have taken the
situation as a license to disparage her. The ladies assigned to her court also
became tarred with the same brush and reacted strongly to their demotion.
Not surprisingly, Crown Princess Desideria found both the social and
outdoor climate of Sweden in equal measures unpleasant and returned to
Paris after a few months, refusing to return until more than a decade had
passed. She left Sweden in June the year of her arrival and did not return until
1823.49 After her departure, their son Oskar remained in Stockholm with his
father and appears to have been lodged in the former apartment of the deceased elected Crown Prince Charles August vacated by Charles.50 Her leaving also meant that a court surrounding her was not necessary, and attending
ladies could be dismissed.
The primary sources reveal that Charles lived in the space of the Palace
more or less according to expectation for a long time. This was the case during his years as crown prince and for a few years as king. From Queen Hedvig
Elisabeth Charlottas diary it is evident that he took great care to appear social
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Kertzer (1988), p. 25.
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and affable, taking part in and even organising large events such as traditional
balls and dinners, as well as appearing when the queens inner circle met.*1 Although court life was somewhat subdued periodically due to the kings weak
health, it was livelier than it låter became after his demise.52
On the whole, Charles was very conscious of the necessity for legitimacy
and authority to be expressed symbolically, to the extent that he was perceived as being somewhat excessive by the members of the Swedish royal
household." The queen mentions his insistence on the crown prince receiving the same marks of honour as him, and his desire at all times to have the
entire royal family present at all public functions.54
The ancien regime character of the court of Charles
room allocation at the Royal

Palace.55

xiii

is testified by the

When someone was called upon to

serve a member of the royal family, this entailed not only a fee but also free
accommodation at the Palace or in some other building belonging to the
monarch or the State. Where a person was allowed to live and the number of
rooms allotted was influenced partly by that individuals general social status,
and partly by royal favour and by his/her rank at court.56 With few exceptions, living space in the mezzanine and on the ground floor was occupied by
aristocratic ladies-in-waiting and cavaliers. The most prestigious rooms were
those that were spatially closest to the members of the royal family or held
the largest number of rooms.
The fact that the royal personages had separate households affected so
cial practice in various ways. Nauckhoff relätes how Charles and his small
male entourage would be served dinner at 5 pm, and then between 8 and 9
pm would join Queen Hedvig Elisabeth Charlotta, in whose apartment the
evenings socializing normally would take place, followed by a light supper.
The king would also make an appearance there at 8 pm, presumably after
having had dinner with his closest retinue.57 The male members of the royal
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Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902-42) 8, pp. 612 £, 639-641, "Memoarer af hofmarskalken Nauckhoff" (1880), p. 50.
Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902-42) 8, p. 693.
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Cf. Kertzers discussion on "Investing and Divesting of Power", pp. 24-29.
"Memoarer af hofmarskalken Nauckhoff" (1880), pp. 48 f.

io. Charles XIV in his chosen inner sanctum at the Stockholm Royal Palace. The king is
comfortably seated, and is dictating to Count Erik Lewenhaupt. This unusual image has
the character of a snapshot; Charles XIV is portrayed as a private person. The painting
presents a relaxed atmosphere and has rarely been published. Most likely, the painting
was only intended for the family. The painter was originally a member ofPrincess Sofia
Albertina's court, and ivhen shepassed away, he was probably transferred to the kings
court. (Oilpainting by Carl Stephan Bennet, unknown date. Owner: King Carl XVI
Gustaf Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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family were thus not expected to entertain the members of the court in their
own chambers. This was clearly a gendered division of duties, allthough it
also reflected the hierarchy of the place, since the queen was the only woman
at the Palace who entertained. The small size of the lodgings of the ladiesin-waiting precluded the possibility of them ever being able to receive guests
in their rooms in the same way they could have done in their own homes.
The social life of the court thus revolved around the queen during the reign
of Charles XIII.
Since embarrassing altercations concerning rank occurred during some of
the receptions held to greet Charles upon his arrival,58 he took great care to
ensure that the spatial expression of rank was carefully upheld at least at the
formål dinners he gave, to avoid unpleasant incidents which assuredly would
have reflected negatively on him.59 When arranging for the celebration of the
kings name day in 1811, Charles was allowed the use of the State Apartment
on the second floor due to the large number of guests.
Life at the court of Charles XIII was not immune to change despite its
reliance on established precedence. In France a round table with chairs in the
middle of the salon became de rigeur in the early nineteenth century.60 In his
memoires Nauckhoff carefully describes how the entourage of Queen Hedvig
Elisabeth Charlotta would normally be socializing in a similar fashionable
way at a round table in her salon where Charles John excelled as a fascinating storyteller. It is obvious from the description that Nauckhoff found this
practice far too plain for a royal household/"
Kertzer remarks on the fact that the "stability of hierarchical political sys
tems, paradoxically, depends on the investment of authority in particular
individuals at the same time that it depends on being able to replace them".62
The changing of power from one king to the next is, as he also states, a
fraught situation;63 "When a political leader has become an important sym
bol of organizational unity, the leaders death can threaten this unity. One
solution is to keep the symbolism connected with the leader alive even after
58
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his demise."64 Through symbols and rituals, legitimacy and transference of
power to a new incumbent is made visible. In the case of Charles, it became
even more important to stress his legitimacy by keeping the link to the past
alive since he was not, as the saying goes, born to the purple. He also acted
swiftly when the old king died in 1818. Within a few hours of this event which
occurred late in the evening, he secured oaths of allegience from important
power holders before the break of dawn.65 Nauckhoff intimates in his memoires that this haste was unseemly, whereas in reality it was customary to deal
with the transference of power rapidly to avoid destabilizing a country.66
Spatially, Charles also clarified the continuity of kingship by refurbishing
the former kings apartment at the Palace and moving in there as soon as
possible, just as Charles XIII had done before him. The bedroom of the old
king though, was kept intact to honour his memory and to maintain a visible
link between the two. Charless former apartment was turned over to his son
Oskar, just as he had been instated in the apartment of his foster father a decade earlier. Their switching lodgings was a reenactment of what took place
when they arrived in Sweden, and functioned as an induction ritual in a
period of transition affirming their right to their respective roles. By living
in the kings apartment Charles xiv became the king, and by living in what
was now perceived as the crown princes apartment his son Oskar became in
effect crown prince. These two apartments had become charged with royal
charisma.
On becoming queen dowager, Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas previous po
sition was becoming symbolically circumscribed to divest her somewhat of
her previous power. Most notably was the dismissal of several of her former
ladies-in-waiting, so that her court became reduced in size. One consequence
of this was that those who had to leave also needed to vacate their rooms
at the Palace, and some had to give up their stipends. Charles allowed this
process to take its time as the ledgers of the Marshal of the Realm show, not
robbing people of their privileges too quickly. This was probably wise, since
these ladies would have been related to the King-Makers we met in the previ
ous essay by Mikael Alm.
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The queen dowager was not dispossessed of her apartment as used to be
the tradition, since the new queen, Desideria, remained in Paris for some
years to come. There was a more pertinent reason for not being overly hasty
in moving the old queen from her chambers than mere kindness. The physical proximity of Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas apartment and the kings may
have worked as a dynastic reassurance, as she was his adoptive queen mother.
This was consonant with Charless practice of using the elderly Princess Sofia
Albertina as a symbolic consort at public appearances.67 In that case it went so
far that when the princess due to ill health was unable to join the royal family
on an outing, her carriage would be brought along as a sign of her invisible
presence and support.68
The new regime was accepted and settled in. Life at court under the new
king continued much as before, with Charles dining with a select few, joining
the queen dowager at night for the few months she survived her husband.
After catching cold she låter died in 1818, and her whole court and most of
her servants were dismissed soon after.

A King in his Selected Environment
For five years Charles xiv lived "as a rich private person, having dinner at 5 pm
with Count Brahe and his duty officers, at times inviting an outsider, only to
return to his inner chambers, giving audiences, then the day was concluded.
Ladies were visible at court in the town only when formål dinners or the occasional ball were given, when Princess Sofia Albertina used to be invited"/9
From this quote and archival source material it is apparent that socializing
at court became a rare occurrence indeed, and that the once-teeming Palace
became a more or less depopulated bachelor den when only Charles xiv and
Crown Prince Oskar resided there. Apparently, the new king felt that the lack
of a hostess precluded a regular social life at court and only those functions
were held that could not be omitted without causing scandal. In this we see
the social importance Charles ascribed to the royal spouse; presumably he
may even have considered it being morally dubious to issue invitations to
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ladies without her presence. The point here is that Charles was only aware
of how the court functioned under his adoptive father, but not how it had
functioned previously when the social life of the court revolved around the
king, Gustav ni, instead. Princess Sofia Albertina served as society hostess on
formål occasions, but could not be expected to chaperone everyday affairs.
The large number of vacated rooms opened up new possibilities of allocation previously not thought of, and eventually changes were introduced
that altered the social geography of the Palace beyond recognition. From the
room allocation it is clear that the king took the opportunity to make the
space previously used for members of the court available to favoured domestics and other persons who catered to his welfare, as well as giving over space
to administrative staff close to his own apartment.70 "Ritual is not only used
to communicate that a person is to be exalted above others; it is also used to
calibrate degrees of power".71 Room allocation had its own established rituals
reflecting this, but they were transformed step-by-step during Charles xiv's
reign.
A few examples may suffice to indicate some notable changes in the social
geography of the Palace. Charles xiv's Private Office72 and its staff were installed on the first floor next door to the royal apartment, in rooms formerly
occupied by his adoptive father s library and a guardroom. The kings Coffee
Maker was given a room on the mezzanine floor where previously the kings
physician had his offices. The number of physicians-in-waiting increased,
and were allocated space elsewhere in the mezzanine where the ladies-inwaiting had formerly lived. The kings cook eventually became the next door
neighbour of the cavalier of the crown princes sons. The apartment of Countess Taube in the mezzanine, given to her as a sign of royal grace, was turned
over to Charless head physician, thus enhancing his social status spatially.
This would all be in keeping with the kings ambition to reward people according to ability and loyalty.
Count Magnus Brahe, låter Marshal of the Realm, and Charless righthand man, was allocated the spacious apartment of Queen Dowager Sofia
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Magdalena in the mezzanine after she had passed away and he had become
in essence the head of the army.73 The former apartment of the Marshal of
the Realm became his offices. It appears to have been perceived as unprecedented, that someone who was not a member of the royal family should
occupy so much space. It was a clear sign that a new epoch had begun. On
acquiring a larger apartment, Count Brahe might arrange his own formål
dinners, soarés and audiences with the kings tacit approval. This became an
intermediate level which, according to Nauckhoff, made it possible for the
king to dispense with his own audiences to a certain degree, and for the supplicants to be able to convey their errand without the aid of an interpreter,
since the king never learnt Swedish.
Apparently, such a turning over of royal privilege and duty was a novelty,
and Nauckhoffs own feelings concerning it are ambiguous, to say the least,
apart from the practical side of it. Brahes position became an object of envy
to other courtiers since it disturbed the previous balance of power.74 The old
apartment of the Marshal of the Realm had in fact been half the size of the
new one, and it furthermore had bordered on the kitchens. There is no doubt
that this combined change of social and spatial practice served to elevate
Count Brahe and strengthen his position in comparison to that of the other
courtiers.
A major impetus to another rehaul of space allocation appeared when the
queen, Desirée, or as she now became known, Desideria, finally consented to
settle down by the kings side in Sweden in 1823. Until then, she had lived on
her own in Paris, ostensibly due to ill health.75 The immediate reason for the
queens return was the marriage of her only son Oskar to Princess Josephine
(Josefina in Swedish) of Leuchtenberg, whom she was accompanying. Even
though the arrival of the new crown princess eclipsed the queens return, two
new high-ranking female inhabitants at the Palace required some effort to
create a suitable environment for them.
The queen and crown princess each required a separate court with aristocratic ladies-in-waiting, even though the number of them was significantly
reduced compared to the gustavian era, signalling a new practice at court.
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The number of courtiers present traditionally might be compared to the
practice of clientage where the number of clients was a sign of rank: the more
clients, the more important the patron. During Charless five years of grass
widowhood, some lesser-ranked individuals had, as we have seen, been introduced in quarters which, with few exceptions, had been previously occupied
by courtiers. According to the allocation tables, courtiers and ladies-in-waiting seemingly were sprinkled out among the domestics and other employees
connected to the king, which resulted in a socially more mixed environment:
the kings Coffe Maker, for instance, became the neighbour of higher-born
ladies-in waiting. Spatially then, social differentiation seems to have become
more dependent on the kings favour and needs than on established precedence: some were exalted, some were demoted.
This levelling of distinctions below the royal apartments may have devalued the office of courtier as such. During the old regime, aristocratic ladiesin-waiting were not seen or treated as employees despite the stipends paid to
them. The situation under Charles xiv may spatially have hinted at another
viewpoint where anyone engaged at court, irrespective of their social standing elsewhere, at least as far as lodging was concerned seems to have been set
more or less on an equal footing. The kings main physician may be cited
as an example, since the incumbent of this position for the first time in the
history of the Palace occupied larger quarters than any of the aristocratic
courtiers, excepting Count Brahe.
Charles xiv took the opportunity to make significant alterations in his
own mode of living at the Palace, which further disrupted not only the prevalent social practice, but also the spatial order. His adoptive father Charles XIII
had shared the first floor with Queen Hedvig Elisabeth Charlotta, with her
occupying the eastern part and he the western. The eastern part of the royal
couples apartment had been left vacant after the demise of the queen dowager, as Charles xiv had taken over Charles xiiis side of it, and the expected
move would have been to assign it to Queen Desideria. Instead, Charles xiv
moved upstairs into the State Apartment on the second floor, which had
previously been used mainly for formål entertaining; but did not in effect
occupy the representative parts of the suite. But, he chose to reside in a couple of smaller rooms that once upon a time had been part of Princess Sofia
Albertinas apartment.
The queen was given the entire first floor below, which included both
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the kings former apartment as well as the apartment of her predecessor.70
As far as she was concerned, the arrangement gives an impression of a compensatory gesture to redress the wrongs done her regarding the way she was
treated on her first soujourn. The size of her new apartment exceeded that
of any queen before her. There was no real precedent for this new arrange
ment, discounting the original late seventeenth century intention that King
Charles xn should inhabit the future State Apartment on the second floor
and his eventual spouse the first floor apartment. Since Charles xn died unwed, and the Palace remained inhabited until the mid-eighteenth century, it
is doubtful that Charles xiv was cognizant of this former intent.
As outward appearances go, the kings exalting himself to the prestigious
State Apartment can only have enhanced his own stature, since it was strongly aligned to notions of grandeur with its firm link to ceremonial use. Aside
from those few courtiers who previously lived at the Palace and were aware
of the old regimes arrangements, most of those who attended formål dinners
and gala balls already regarded this as the true residence of the monarch,
since that was where he occasionally appeared in public to them. The State
Apartment must have been imbued with royal charisma to a larger extent
than his former apartment, with wider majestic connotations of authority.
By appropriating this heavily symbolically laced environment, he reaffirmed
his dominating position as rightful king.
Crown Prince Oskar remained in his apartment, and Desiderias former
apartment below his was turned over to the new crown princess. This allocation reinforced the spatial dynastic aspect.77 Interestingly enough, care
was taken to give Crown Princess Josefina, unlike Desideria originally, a fullsized bed chamber in her suite next to the audience chamber, as tradition
prescribed. The crown princes bedroom was much smaller although fashion
able according to Bo Vahlne, who has written an exhaustive account of both
apartments' fittings and furnishings.78
Subsequently, their sons were given the apartment on the ground floor
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where I have presumed the former Crown Prince Charles August, and for a
brief period Charles, resided. There were other alternatives but it seems that
apartments formerly occupied by royalty served as important physical links
to the past. As we have seen, Charles appears to have perceived some of the
implications of the social geography of the palace when it concerned himself,
his family or his most trusted men, while in other cases he flouted established
convention in a manner that surprised or grieved his contemporaries.79
In the former State Apartment, Charles xiv designated a pair of smaller
cabinets as his personal interiör; a privileged enclave accessible only to a limited number of persons. This claim to privacy had not been exercised by any
of his predecessors.80 According to Nauckhoff, he even spent most of his waking hours working in the bed chamber.81 The sense of privacy was enhanced
by the elaborate evening ritual of the closing and locking of the doors which
intervened between the kings interiör and the rest of the apartment. This ceremony was performed by the kings attendants. Nauckhoff regarded this as an
example of a suspicious mindset, but seen from another persperctive it may
be interpreted differently as a ritual demarcation of the kings own territory.
The officers of the guard were also positioned quite a distance from the king,
according to Nauckhoff in a former State Bedchamber, and had to traverse
several rooms in order to reach him.82 Although previous regents were available to servants and visitors at all times, Charles xiv in this and other ways
limited the access to his own person and to his chambers. Locks clearly signify the power of exclusion, signalling the kings personal suite as forbidden
space and distancing him from other inhabitants in the Palace.83
With a queen in residence, a more traditional court life was resumed for a
few years in a way which resembled that of Charles xiii and Hedvig Elisabeth
Charlotta, but also offered new features. King Charles xiv initially dined
with the queen and select members of the court at 5 pm in her apartment
on ordinary days, while formål dinners on special occasions were held in his
apartment. While his dinner retinue was kept to a minimum, mainly requir79
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II. This painting gives a more dramatic impression due to the kings vivid movement,

raising bis arm in an accentuated orator's gesture. The officers surrounding him listen
attentively. This painting has been frequently published as a visual testimony to the
kings predilection of beginning the days work in bed. It was also used as a model for the
reconstruction of the kings bedchamber låter made at Rosendal. Due to its compelling
nature, it has also re-enforced the view of Charles XIV as an eccentric. (Oil painting by
Carl Stephan Bennet. Owner: King Carl XVI Gustaf. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet,
Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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ing the presence of his Lord-Chamberlain-in-waiting, his Aide-de-camp, the
Ordonnance Officer and Count Brahe, the queens company was considerably larger and consisted of the Lady of State, two Ladies-in-waiting, some
Maids-of-honour and the queens Lord Chamberlain.
The seating spatially reflected court status, with the queen and king seated
in the middle, Count Brahe opposite the king, and the others according to
rank. After dinner some polite conversation would take place over a cup of
coffee and an after-dinner liqueur before the king excused himself for a few
ho urs, only to return to the queens apartment at a låter time for some continued socialising as she continued to hold court. On occasion the queen might
visit the king without her attendants before retiring for the night. Those
visits were, in contrast to all the pomp and circumstance of the dinners, very
informal according to Nauckhoff.84
Some years låter, the king decided to more or less dispense with these
formål ordinary dinners to resume the practice previously mentioned from
his grass widower period of dining by himself in his own apartment, in select
company. Nauckhoff recounts:
During the latter part of my service, particularly in the winter, he became more inclined to so called chamber dining, that is, he would dine privately in his parlour in
the company of Count Brahe and at the outmost a few guests of select quality. These
private dinners were deliciously arranged, 12-14 dishes apart from dessert; only exquisite wines served. s '

The contrast of this restricted small-scale living in the midst of a huge state
apartment appears to have created a stränge impression coupled with the
door locking ritual, while it also promoted a certain mystical aura. By secluding himself in a world of his own making, and limiting access to it, he
emphasised and increased the psychological distance between himself as king
and his subjects, no matter their social standing. Being invited to a smallscale dinner in the kings apartment was a sign of royal grace appreciated by
the chosen few, and presumably regarded with envious eyes by the excluded
ones.s<s This was an effective way of establishing power relations through the
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use of space interacting with architecture without having to rely on impressive visual cues. The fashionable and yet comparatively simple and intimate
arrangements in the kings private rooms must have underscored the sense of
conferred royal grace. Furthermore, electing to live this space in an atypical
manner highlighted the issue of continuity and change. There was continuity
in the fact that he continued residing in the Palace, but change as to how he
resided there compared to his predecessors.

The French Connection
Charles xiv was of bourgeois origin, the son of a small town solicitor. He was
in the military most of his adult life, he was a revolutionary Jacobin, and he
was French. As a high-ranking officer, for military and preferential reasons,
Charles embraced a social culture within the army which was traditionally
influenced but not ruled by aristocratic norms.87 He also made his first unsuccessful appearance in a royal environment as French ambassadör in Vienna
for a brief spell in the 1790S, which taught him an object lesson. As a successful military commander, and married to the sister-in-law of Napoleon,
he was encouraged to socially adopt a role compatible with his prominence.
The emperor even provided him with a sumptous town house in Paris. As
a Frenchman of high standing and a member of Parisian high society in the
Napoleonic era, he was well cognizant of the established social norms and
ideas concerning expected upper-class life styles. Charles must have literally
embodied his entire social history as his schema expanded through his expo
sure to new social practices at every successive level he reached. This gave the
opportunity for him to acquire new schemas step by step, most likely in a
haphazard and fragmentary way.
He was middle-aged when he came to Sweden, and had lived with French
social and spatial practices for most of his adult life. Would it be surprising if
he, when possible, partially resumed a social practice by which he had been
imbued during his years in France? Most likely, he pounced on the possibility with relief, since he had a personal dislike for ostentatious living, testified
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by the correspondence between him and his wife already when they lived in
France.88 One example will be mentioned here.
Social practice changed radically in upper-class circles in France during
the eighteenth century, and this was immediately embodied in spatial prac
tice. Already well before the revolution the absolutist ceremonial life was
considered inimical to comfortable living.89 Furthermore, as the so-called salon culture was established, there came a shift in responsibilities within the
household, where the task of entertaining company became the main concern of the wife.90 The husband could lead a public life outside the home, a
possibility which became even more pronounced during revolutionary years,
whereas the wife was restricted to the residence.
This change in social practice in its turn influenced spatial practice. A
married womans apartment would be larger than her husbands, since so
cial entertainment would take place mainly there; while the husband would
reside in a smaller apartment, furbished and organised more to support his
personal comforts than to house public functions.91 This spatial and social
practice appears to have been upheld and perhaps even strengthened dur
ing the Napoleonic era. Furthermore, it coincided with court life during
Charles XIIIS reign in Sweden. Therefore previous expectations were conflated with Charles xivs own experience in Sweden as we have seen, leading
to him adopt a court practice centred on the women of the household. His
retreat into a small personal set of rooms would most likely not have been
regarded as stränge at all in a French context.
Swedish kings before him had evidently upheld a less comfortable life
style, influenced by conservative royal absolutist patterns. This was especially
the case when in residence in the prestigious Royal Palace of Stockholm. A
more relaxed life was only lived in the country residencies. Charles, who was
used to another way of life, managed to transplant the French customs he was
used to, partially at any rate, into the Swedish context. It is not surprising
that as he grew older he would cling even more tenaciously to the practices of
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younger days, since that is common enough among the elderly. His chamber
dinners, for instance, would also find a parallel with the dinners held with his
closest military staff.
Spatial practice cannot be entirely ignored when a building is used, but as
we have seen, it may be negotiated in various ways in actual social practice.
Reproduction of social custom and norms may at times be modified or set
aside when people with different backgrounds engage in new forms of social
practice in another physical environment. I suspect that this more often takes
the expression of a transfer of practices from another sphere, with other customs and norms made possible through personal agency. Frequently, when
such a displacement occurs, an interpretation based on perceived idiosyncracy may be created to explain the anomaly. The contemporaries of Charles xiv
did just that, as testified by diaries and other written records; they were puzzled, and voiced it. This viewpoint has låter been reproduced by scholars who
have interpreted his life style solely as excentric behaviour instead of seeing
it in a larger structural context, that is, the spatial and social practice of his
country of origin and his social milieu.
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Dynastic Histories
Art Museums in the Service of Charles xiv
PER WIDÉN

As a top ranking politician and military figure in the circles of Napoleon,
Charles xiv had witnessed how the revolutionary regime as well as Napoleon
himself had used the Louvre as a way of legitimizing their regimes. As king
of Sweden Charles xiv attempted something similar, although on a smaller
scale, when he turned the renaissance castle Gripsholm into the world's first
National Portrait Gallery, and tried to create an art gallery on the grounds
of his summer palace Rosendal on the royal hunting grounds outside Stock
holm.
The first public art museums opened in the late eighteenth century in
Vienna and Rome, the Belvedere and Museo Pio-Clementino. The Louvre, or
Musée central des Arts, opened in

1793

in revolutionary France, and quickly

became the model for a national museum (itself being modelled largely on
Museo Pio-Clementino), especially after Napoleon had recreated it as Musée
Napoléon and filled it with his art booty from Italy and the German states.1
During the 1820S and 1830S the princes and states of Europé tried to imitate
the Musée Napoleon, and new museums were opened in e.g. Berlin [Altes
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Museum, 1830), Munich (Glyptothek, 1830, Alte Pinakothek, 1836), as well as in
The Hague (Mauritshuis, 1822) and Madrid (Prado, c. 1820).
At the time of Charles xivs coronation in 1818, Stockholm already had a
public art museum, Kongl. Museum (Royal Museum), located in one of the
wings of the Royal Palace.2 The museum, focused on antique marble sculpture, contained the collections brought together by the late king Gustav 111,
and was opened for the public in 1794. The sculptures were purchased in
Rome during the kings journey there in 1783-84 and consisted of Roman
busts, candelabras and fragments. Foremost in the collection was a complete
suite oiApollo and the Muses, said to be the only one outside the Vatican, and
as piece dé résistance the Endymion, a Hellenistic or Roman sculpture of the
sleeping shepherd.
For reasons yet unknown, Charles xiv chose not to use this existing mu
seum, but instead tried to establish new structures that were his own and not
coloured by his predecessors. The two museums studied here, the National
Portrait Gallery at Gripsholm Castle and a never-realised project for an art
museum on the grounds of Rosendal Palace, were both closely tied to the
court and to the king personally. The aim of this study is to show how the
king used the concept of art museums as a tool in his image-making.
As has been shown by other scholars, art museums have frequently been
used by kings and their likes as means of representations of power and legitimacy.3 In early nineteenth century Sweden, Charles xiv used the concept of
art museums as a way of strengthening his and his new dynastys position on
the throne. One way of doing this was the traditional royal way of picturing oneself as a patron of the arts. Another way, hitherto unknown, was to
inscribe oneself in the line of succession in the context of a national portrait
gallery. During his reign, Charles xiv made use of both strategies, most successfully in the case of the National Portrait Gallery at Gripsholm Castle.
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Building on Tradition:
The National Portrait Gallery at Gripsholm Castle
Gripsholm Castle has a very special place in Swedish history. Built in the
sixteenth century, it is heavily connected to one of the most mythical figures
in Swedish history, King Gustav i, more commonly known as Gustav Vasa.
Gustav, a Swedish nobleman, successfully commanded the Swedish forces to
victory against the Danes, thereby ending the union between Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and in 1523 he made himself king of Sweden and established
his own dynasty of hereditary kings of Sweden.
Due to their highly symbolic value, Gustav 1 and the Vasa dynasty were
used in royal propaganda from the eighteenth century onward, and Grips
holm from early on was used for propagandistic purposes. Gustav 111, for
instance, used the castle to emphasise his own, very distant, relationship with
the Vasa dynasty. Gripsholm was seen as an important monument, and as
such attracted visitors and what we might, somewhat anachronistically, call
tourists. The first tour guide of the palace was published in 1755.4
Apart from its place in the historical mythology of Sweden, Gripsholm
was also a castle well known for its collection of portraits, mainly of European
royalties that in some way were related to the Swedish royal houses. During
the first half of the eighteenth century, Gripsholm was used more or less as a
storage place for less modern furniture and portraits. During the last quarter
of the century, the hanging of the portraits at Gripsholm were systematized
and in connection with the opening of Kongl. Museum in 1794, the decision
was made to transfer groups of portraits to Gripsholm, among them a series
of paintings depicting the Prussian relatives of the royal family, thereby creating a traditional royal portrait gallery in the castle.5
In the late 1810S however, the idea was brought forward among members
of the court to transform the collection at Gripsholm into a National Portrait
Gallery, comprised of pictures of "merited citizens" and foreign persons that
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had somehow affected Swedish history, thus creating the worlds first Na
tional Portrait Gallery.
The idea seems to have been initiated by the Marshal of the Realm, Count
Claes Fleming, and the County Governor and Governor of Gripsholm
Castle, Baron Pehr Skjöldebrand, who discussed the matter in a letter in
April 1821. From the letter it is clear that King Charles xiv was informed of
the plans.6 The real creator of the National Portrait Gallery at Gripsholm was
another man however; the former Chief Chamberlain of the Queen Dowager
Sofia Magdalena, Baron Adolf Ludvig Stjerneld. From what we know the
idea of a National Portrait Gallery was unprecedented, and was invented
by these men who themselves collected portraits and historical artefacts in a
manner similar to the collections at Gripsholm.7
Stjerneld was born in 1755 and served as an officer and courtier from his
early youth.8 During the 1780S he was one of the leading members in the op
position against Gustav 111. After the assassination of Gustav 111, in which he
apparently had no part, Stjerneld served as a loyal courtier during the reign
of Gustav iv Adolf. After Queen Dowager Sofia Magdalena had died in 1813,
Stjernelds life took a new turn, and he dedicated the rest of his living days
to the study of history and the collecting of old manuscripts and historical
portraits. In 1817 he founded Kungliga samfundet för utgivande av handskrifter
rörande Skandinaviens historia (Royal Association for the Printing of Manu
scripts concerning Scandinavian History) and the same year he was made
honorary member of Kungliga Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademien
(The Royal Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities).
From 1822 the work with the portrait gallery at Gripsholm was taken over
by Stjerneld. Each summer until his death in 1835 he worked in the collec
tions, enlarging them by donations and rearrangements of portraits from
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other palaces. The work was made easier by the fact that complete series of
portraits of royal relatives and important politicians had been sent to Grips
holm from the 1780S onwards, and by Stjernelds widespread connections
with persons who helped him in locating portraits suitable for the gallery.9
The donation of portraits to the gallery was seen as a patriotic deed.
The archival sources regarding the creation of the portrait gallery are
sparse.10 This is probably due to the informal character of the project. No
formål decisions seem to have been made. Instead, all work was conducted
by a small group of courtiers, all closely tied to the monarch. Among them
was the Marshal of the Realm Fleming, the highest official of the court, and
Stjerneld, who in his diary writes about dinners with the royalties several
times every year. In a diary entry from 1826 Stjerneld also writes that since
he "voluntarily has held the post" as curator of the portrait gallery.11
The function of the gallery seems to have been at least twofold. First, it
was a place where visitors could see the marvellous line of merited Swedish
citizens who could set an example for their own time. In one of his numerous

1823

guide books to Gripsholm, Stjerneld writes that
The Swede can proudly know that Sweden owns more exceptional men, from the sceptre
to the plough, than any of the most brilliant countries, when the number of inhabitants
is taken into account.12

The persons represented in the gallery were, apart from royalties, also politi
cians, famous authors, scientists and scholars and other persons that might
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fit the description of being a "merited citizen".13 Set in an historical environment, the marvellous line of depicted persons became a national and patriotic
example of the classical "historia magistra vitae", where the visitor regardless
of rank could and should, see and learn.14
The second function, the dynastic aspects of the gallery, seems to have
been central from the start. Among the portraits discussed in the letter mentioned above were one of the king himself and one depicting his predecessor
and adoptive father, Charles XIII. By displaying the line of Swedish kings,
beginning in the late middle ages and ending with Charles xiv, the new dynasty could place itself in a line of predecessors and thereby show the visitors
that the new dynasty was in fact royal and the latest link in a long chain. The
two parts of the gallery, the traditional royal portrait gallery and the newly
invented gallery of merited citizens thereby worked together, thus creating
something which was at the same time modern and traditional.
The setting of the gallery in a historical environment, in fact inside what
already at the time could be called a "heritage site" in the modern sense,
also invited the visitors to draw parallels between the king and his predeces
sors, especially the mythical "father of the nation" Gustav i, the builder of
the castle. The similarities between Charles xiv and Gustav i, that they were
both successful commanders who had earned their crowns by their successes
on the battlefields, were by these means stressed, and hence served the kings
dynastic ventures. That Gustav i and the similarities between them were seen
as important by Charles xiv is not least underscored by the fact that the
personal coat of arms of the Bernadottes are made up of the arms of the principality of Ponte Corvo, given to Charles xiv by Napoleon i, and the arms of
the Vasa Dynasty.
That visitors were supposed to see the similarities is underlined by the different guidebooks that were published and sold on the site. In them Stjerneld
emphasized the castles historical significance, telling the reader that the castle
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was the place where "the Chronicles preferably should be read; surrounded
by the proud or bad individuals of History".15 The historical environment
is used to provoke nationalistic feelings in the visitor and reader. This na
tionalism is then turned into royalism when confronted with the abundance
of royal portraits and the royalist tendency in the guidebooks, where the
kings generally are portrayed as "proud", "self-sacrificing", "a safeguard" and
- in the case of Charles

xiii

- one who "saved the fatherland twice".'6 In his

texts, Stjerneld places Charles xiv in a line of glorious predecessors bearing
the name Charles, and then turns to the future and the grandson of the
king, the forthcoming Charles xv. The young prince, to whom the book was
dedicated, is then encouraged to use the gallery and the depicted persons as
a model for his own actions.17
If the usage of the portrait gallery at Gripsholm Castle as a dynastic ven
ture should be successful, there must be something more than merely a gal
lery and explanatory texts. There must also be visitors. Travel diaries, letters
and royal decrees tell us that Gripsholm and the other royal palaces have admitted visitors from the higher classes at least since the seventeenth century,
but in the early nineteenth century admission to the palaces seems to have
been given to new and broader groups of people.
One explanation is that the royal palaces were being used in new ways, as
means of royal propaganda aimed at broader segments of society, not just the
elite, as before. Another is that the new steamboat technology allowed new
groups of people to be tourists. In fact, steamboats can be said to be part of
the foundation of the new mass-nation, especially in a country with great distances like Sweden. Already in the first years of steamboat traffic in Sweden
there were regular tours between Stockholm and Gripsholm on weekends in
the summer, providing a rather inexpensive way of spending a summer Sunday for the inhabitants of the capital. These excursions became so populär
that in the
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preface.
Stjerneld (1833), pp. 19 f.
Stjerneld (1833), p. 21.
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The portrait hanging sequence in the upper drawing-room of Gripsholm Palace in
the early 18305. Here, the visitor was truly, as the guidebook puts it, "surrounded by the
theproud or bad individuals ofHistory", in this instance some vjth century Senators,
as evidenced by the names written in pencil within the squares representing spaces for
portraits on the wall. (Pencil drawing by Maria Röhl 1832. Nationalmuseum. NMH
"jx—jxl.1913. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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The number of tourists who visited the castle and the Portrait Gallery is
difficult to assess, but an indication of the potential of the gallery is that on
Midsummers day 1833 Stjerneld noted in his diary that about 450 visitors had
been to the palace that day. Most of the visitors had come from Stockholm
on two steamboats, but a substantial part of them also came from the surrounding countryside.18 The number of visitors mentioned in the diary is of
course an extreme figure, but it shows us something about the popularity of
the castle as a place to visit. As a way of communicating with the public it
must have been comparable to a printed magazine, maybe even better, and
definitely more subtle.

Building for the New Regime:
The Project for an Art Gallery at Rosendal Palace
The museum project for Rosendal Palace was of a completely different kind
than the portrait gallery of Gripsholm. Rosendal was built close to Stock
holm in the

1820S

and carried no connections to any other royalties than its

builder, Charles xiv himself. It was his own personal palace, built with his
private money, as opposed to the other royal palaces, which were owned by
the State, although the monarch had the right to use them.
In 1828, the palace at Rosendal was just completed. In autumn of the same
year, a group of courtiers introduced a bill at the riksdag, claiming the need
for a new national art museum in Stockholm. The bill seems to have been
written by the Court Marshal and Governor of the Royal Palace in Stock
holm, Baron Fredrik Klingspor, the Chamberlain Baron Fredrik Boije and
the Court Intendant Axel Nyström.'9 All three were deeply involved in the
project of creating a national art museum and in the spreading of knowledge

18

Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, x 299 e, diary of A. L. Stjerneld.

19

The bill was brought before the riksdag by Fredrik Klingspor, but in a letter written by the
sculptor Niklas Byström, Fredrik Boije is credited for writing the bill (Uppsala universitets
bibliotek, Y 6:3, letter from J. N. Byström to A. C. Wetterling, February 28 1830), and in a
note written on a printed version of the bill found in Gustav Anckarsvärds private archive,
Axel Nyström is given the credit of writing it (Riksarkivet, E: 3130, Mikael Gustaf Anck
arsvärds papper, Museifrågan). It was most probably a collaboration between the three of
them.
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of art and its history. The bill was voted down, and, as it seems, in connection with the failure in the riksdag, plans were made by the king for an art
museum on the grounds of his palace at Rosendal.
The plans for the building were made by the kings favourite architect,
Lieutenant-Colonel Fredrik Blom. Blom, who was born in 1781, started his
career as an officer in the Navys Mechanical Corps, where he received his first
training as architect.20 He låter completed his architectural studies at Kongl.
Akademien för de fria konsterna (Royal Academy of Fine Arts), but never left
his position in the armed forces.
His first royal assignment for Charles xiv in 1818 was the so called "Stronghold", a small pavillion at the exercise area Ladugårdsgärdet outside Stock
holm. The following year the king commissioned drawings from Blom for
the palace at Rosendal, which, as mentioned, were finished in 1828. In 1833,
the drawings for the art museum were finished, and the following year the
ground was prepared and the first deliveries of stone for the building were
made.21 In the summer of 1834, which is hitherto unnoticed, the portico of
the intended museum was erected near the palace as a manifestation of the
kings intentions.22 The choice of material for the portico, Swedish marble,
was of course also intended as a national manifestation of the wealth of the
country.
As opposed to the portrait gallery at Gripsholm, which was housed in a
renaissance castle, the art gallery at Rosendal was intended to be a modern
building, situated on a hill east of the palace. Bloms plans show a building
with two top lighted wings extending from a central rotunda. The inspira
tion seems to have been taken from a wide range of sources, including Museo
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On Blom, see Ragnar Josephson, "Blom, Fredrik", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 5 (Stockholm
1925); Bo Lundström, Officeren som arkitekt och konstnär i det svenska 1800-talet (Uppsala
pp. 66-86, 127-136.
Two presentation drawings have been preserved, a section and a plan and fasade. Kungl.
1999),

21

Husgerådskammaren, RM 842 a—b. A slightly different version of the fasade was also published in Jacob Philip Tollstorp, Djurgården. Historisk statistik (Stockholm 1844).
22

Slottsarkivet, Rosendals slott, G 2:1, Invoice "N 2 1. Utgifter för det Nådigst anbefallte Mu
seum vid Kongl Lustslottet Rosendal från och med Junii till och med December månader";
Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, x 240 [Stjerneld], copy of letter from B. E. Hildebrand to A.
L. Stjerneld July 15 1834.
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The statue of Charles XIII, intended for the rotunda at the planned museum at
Rosendal. The king is posing in ceremonial garments, carrying the royal mantle in the
manner of a Roman toga, wearing a laurel wreath on his head, and holding a sceptre in
his right hand. With the left hand he is holding a document, which might be interpreted
as the act where Charles XIII adopted Bernadotte as his son. (Marble sculpture by
Bengt Erland Fogelberg, unknown date. Nationalmuseum. NMSk 395. Photo: Svenska
Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stockholm.)
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Pio-Clementino in Rome, Sch in kels Altes Museum in Berlin, and Klenzes Alte
Pinakotek in Munich as well as from Dulwich Picture Gallery, south of Lon
don.23
The fasades were intended to be rather traditional, with arcades made of
Swedish marble surrounding the windows and decorative sculpture in between. The iconographic program of the fasades also seems very traditional,
with sculptures of different personifications of virtues representing the king.
Some of the virtues can be identified from the sketches, e.g. Justitia, Victoria
and mother Svea, the Swedish equivalent of the French Marianne or the British Britannia.
The main purpose of the museum seems to have been to house the five
monumental, larger-than-life marble sculptures commissioned from the sculptors Niklas Byström and Bengt Fogelberg. The sculptures depicted the kings
predecessors Charles x, Charles xi, Charles xn and Charles XIII and the Old
Norse god Odin (Woden/Wotan), a deity used by Charles xiv as a personification of himself. In the sagas, Odin was the successful warrior who came to
Sweden to be king, invited by the old and childless king Gylfe, a perfect metaphor for the new king and his background as a successful French General.24
The sculptures were to be put on display in the central rotunda with Odin
as the focal point, thereby creating a superb dynastic manifestation depicting
the king as part of a long tradition, in fact inscribing him in the ancient sagas,
as well as showing him to be a patron of the arts.
The intended hanging of the surrounding picture galleries is more unclear. It appears that the museum was intended to house the kings personal
collection of art, but the dividing line between private and public was far
from clear when it came to the royal collections.
In a section plan of the museum, there is a sketch of a picture hanging
done in pencil.25 The outlined hanging is rather cluttered, with the paintings very close to each other. The paintings are shown hanging in four to
five rows, with two rows of smaller pictures closest to the floor and, above, a

23

For an analysis of the building and its prototypes, see Per Bjurström, "Kungens konstmu
seum", in Christian Laine (ed.), Rosendals slott (Stockholm 2003), pp. 326 f.

24

See Solfrid Söderlind, "Åsars och Karlars ättling", in Christian Laine (ed.), Rosendals slott
(Stockholm 2003).

25
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Kungliga husgerådskammaren, RM 842 b.

row of large mainly horizontally organised compositions flanked by groups
of smaller pictures. Close to the ceiling, the person who drew the sketch has
included a last row of smaller horizontal paintings. No individual painting
can be identified. It has been suggested, though, that the large horizontal
pictures were battle paintings, of which the king had commissioned several
from Swedish artists, depicting his achievements in the battle field, and that
the hanging should be seen as centred around these.2Ä
The sketched hanging looks very old fashioned for its time.27 It is cluttered, and seems to be more focused on symmetry than on any pedagogical
ideas such as schools or chronology. The lack of space between the pictures
would have made it hard for the visitor to look at individual paintings, especially since many of them are placed close to the ceiling.
The person behind the sketched hanging is unknown. It might be Blom,
but a more plausible name is the curator of the Kongl. Museum, Court Intendant Lars Jakob von Röök, whose hanging of the lower gallery at the
Royal Palace in Stockholm in 1841 bears close similarities to the sketched
hanging for the museum at Rosendal.28
It seems clear that the main purpose of the museum was a manifesta
tion of Charles xiv as king and patron of the arts, and of Bernadotte as the
royal dynasty of Sweden. But the chronological proximity to the rejection of
the bill for a national museum at the riksdag of 1828 makes it plausible that
the king also intended to solve the museum question by himself. None of
the authors of the bill seems to have been directly involved in the plans for
Rosendal, though.
Another interesting feature is the similarity between the intended composition of the sculptures in the rotunda at Rosendal and how Stjerneld described what the visitors saw at Gripsholm. Stjerneld writes:
The proud Charles x gave Sweden the most necessary provinces. Charles xi from here
arranged Swedens most honourable prosperity, thereby sacrifying his entire lifetime. The
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Bjurström (2003), p. 328.
See e.g. Giles Waterfield, "Picture Hanging and Gallery Decoration", in Giles Waterfield
(ed.), Palaces of Art. Art Galleries in Britain 1750-1990 (London 1991).
The hanging of the lower gallery at the Royal Palace in Stockholm is shown in Förteckning
öfver de Taflor, som visas i det Kongl. Museum i Stockholm 1841 (Stockholm 1841), reprinted in
Per Bjurström, Nationalmuseum 1792-1992 (Höganäs 1992b), pp. 90 f.
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The architect Bloms presentational drawing shows the plan and fasade ofthe
intended art museum at Kongl. Djurgården, Stockholm. The drawing shows the modern
gallery building with two toplightedgallery wings streching out from a central rotunda.
The rotunda seems to be intended for sculptures as square fundaments are marked in the
drawing, five large and eight smaller. At the back side ofthe building a new set of smaller
rooms in two storeys are sketched in pencil, making room for larger collections. (Fredrik
Blom, date unknown. Kungliga Husgeradskammaren. RM 842a. Photo: Alexis Daflos,
Kungliga Husgeradskammaren, Stockholm.)
14.
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A section ofthe planned but never built art museum. On tbe gallery walls a suggested
hanging ofpaintings is drawn in pencil and in the rotunda one can see the shapes of
the intended monumental sculptures. It is uncertain ifwhoever drew the hanging had
specific works of art in mind, it is most probably made to illustrate the general impression
of the gallery, rather than to show an exact intended hanging. (Fredrik Blom, date
unknown. Kungliga Husgerådskammaren. RM 842 b. Photo: Alexis Daflos, Kungliga
Husgerådskammaren, Stockholm.)
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heroic Charles xn is here seen depicted the year of his death in 1718, with his hand on his
sword and the other pointing towards the Norwegian mountains. Here is also the xmth
of our Charleses, whose existence saved the fatherland twice. The portrait of Charles xiv
shows us the high achievement that makes his name alone into a safeguard of the nowadays manifoldedly blissfull Sweden.29

The similarity in composition between the rotunda at Rosendal and the described gallery is striking. Both the rotunda and Stjernelds text conjure up
the predecessors of Charles xiv to legitimize him as their equal. The lines of
continuity are of course made even clearer by the fact that they all bear the
same name and that their deeds and virtues are portrayed as very much the
same.
The construction work at Rosendal museum seems to have ended in 1838.
It has been suggested that the king was offered to buy the sculptor Niklas
Byströms house close to Rosendal, with the intention of solving the "mu
seum problem".30 By that year though, the question of a national museum
had been under consideration by the riksdag since 1841, and the question was
finally solved in 1845, when the riksdag voted for the building of a national
museum.

Art Museums in the Service of Royal Image-Making
As mentioned above, there was already an art museum in one of the wings
of the Royal Palace in Stockholm. The museum contained the collections
brought together by Gustav 111, to whose memory it was dedicated.3' The
Kongl. Museum was in no way an exemplary museum. The sculpture galleries
were fairly modern but in the long run too small. The real problem, however,
was the collection of paintings, which had never been properly displayed.
When the museum was created in the 1790S, the antique sculptures had
been its main subject, but during the following decades a shift in taste had

29
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Stjerneld (1833), pp. 19 f.
See e.g. Georg Nordensvan, Svensk konst och svenska konstnärer i nittonde århundradet 1
(Stockholm 1925), p. 324.
Bjurström (1992b) pp. 76-103; Olausson & Söderlind (2004), pp. 572-600.

occurred, and in the 1820S the collection of paintings became as interesting
as the sculptures. This meant that the Kongl. Museum appeared as rather oldfashioned, and not in line with what one could expect of an art museum
at that time. Suggestions were made that the palace wing opposite to the
sculpture gallery should be rebuilt to serve as a gallery for the paintings, both
in 1798 and 1816/17, which would have transformed the entire western part of
the palace into an art museum very much like the Louvre or the Hermitage
in St. Petersburg.32
In fact, there is ample evidence that plans were made for the Kongl. Mu
seum in the late I8IOS. New instructions were given concerning the entry to
the museum, which allowed entrance to a much broader segment of society,
and a new inventory of the collection of paintings was made.33 Together with
the plans to turn the southern wing of the palace into a modern toplighted
picture gallery, this clearly shows that some persons were working very actively in the interest of the museum. But the ideas were never realized. At
present we do not know who made the plans and who opposed them, but
a plausible theory is that Charles xiv (as crown prince) for some unknown
reason opposed to the plans.
Why Charles xiv chose to ignore the existing museum in his residence
in Stockholm and instead chose to concentrate on new projects outside the
capital is hard to say. Additional research is needed. A possible explanation
is that the Kongl. Museum was too closely connected to the old regime of
Gustav in and Gustav IV Adolf, but that is contradicted by the fact that the
driving political force behind the creation of the museum was not Gustav IV
Adolf but the adoptive father of Charles xiv, who as Regent in the years
between 1792-1796 created the museum together with the Master of Ceremonies at Court and Antiquarian Carl Fredrik Fredenheim.
Whatever the reasons, the fact is that Charles xiv did not use the existing
museum structure to any extent, but instead tried to create his own new mu-
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Söderlind (1993), pp. 94 ff.
Nationalmuseums arkiv, Kongl. Museum, A I:i, "Protocoll, hållet inför Intendenten öfver
Kongl. Majr- Museum, Herr Öfver Intendenten och Riddaren Silfverstolpe den 23 April 1816";
"Instruction för Kammarförvaltaren vid Kongl. Majts Museum. Stockholm den 28 Febr.
1817"; "Ordnings Reglor för Studium i Kongl. Musei rum. Stockholm d. 25 Sept. 1818".
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seums. These new museums were the never-realised art gallery at Rosendal
and the National Portrait Gallery at Gripsholm. Although on the surface very
unlike each other, the two projects have several similarities. Both were intended to work as a means of manifesting King Charles xiv and the new royal
dynasty. The newly invented portrait gallery at Gripsholm sought to do this
by showing the monarch as one in a long line of predecessors, and stressing
the similarities between the highly appreciated Gustav i and Charles xiv, as
well as showing the audience a wide selection of portraits of merited Swedish
citizens where the king could appear as "primus inter pares".
In the case of the intended art museum at Rosendal, the king could more
freely appear as a patron of the arts, but the preserved drawings show that
the exhibitions were also supposed to stress the continuity of the throne,
and show the visitors that the king really belonged on the throne of Sweden. In the main rotunda of the museum, five larger-than-life marble statues
were to be put on display, showing King Charles xiv personified by the Old
Norse god Odin, surrounded by his predecessors on the throne of Sweden,
Charles x, Charles xi, Charles xn and his adoptive father Charles XIII.
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Operas Role
in Royal Image Making
Repertoire and Performances 1810-1826
KARIN HALLGREN

As the first Swedish piece performed at the opera, it was highly successful and is indeed
both beautiful and interesting and includes many theatrical effects. The battles which
occur in it, and by which the Swedes triumph over the Danes, attracted particularly
vigorous applause on account of the abiding hatred between these nations, and never
have I heard such a noise from the pit.'

The eye-witness account above, from the opening of the opera Gustaf Wasa
in 1786 (music by Johann Gottlieb Naumann, libretto by Johan Henric Kell
gren), shows the power and intensity of emotions that an opera performance
can call forth. The staging of events from the 1520S appeared to the noisy parterre audience to be in direct connection to the political issues of the day. As
representative arts, opera and theatre communicate not only through a text,
but to the utmost degree also through acting and personification.2 For the
audience, opportunities are provided to connect with the action, sometimes
to a very high degree, as in the case mentioned above. Another eye-witness,
the publicist Carl Christoffer Gjörwell, described the vigorous behaviour of
the audience: "the voice of the people was constantly roaring: have at them,
have at them, have at them".3
1

2
3

Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902—42) 2, pp. 99 £: "Såsom varande det första svenska
stycke, som blifvit gifvet på operan, rönte den stor framgång och är verkligen också både
vacker och intressant samt innehåller många teatereffekter. De strider, som däruti förekom
ma och i hvilka svenskarne afgå med segern öfver danskarne, blefvo i synnerhet lifligt applå
derade till följd af det alltid inneboende hatet mellan dessa nationer, och aldrig har jag hört
parterren föra ett sådant väsen."
See e.g. Sven-Åke Heed, Teaterns tecken (Lund 2002).
From a letter to the Historiographer of the Realm, Anders Schönberg, here quoted from
Anna Johnson (ed.), Johann Gottlieb Naumann, Gustaf Wasa (Stockholm 1991), p. 34: "Fol
kets röst larmade idkeligen fram: slå på, slå på, slå på."
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That stage performances have been used to glorify power is a well-known
fact. The use of music in connection with coronations has been noted, and
not least French nineteenth century opera has been studied from a social and
political perspective.4 The multi-faceted character of the music experience
has also been noted, as well as the strength and power a shared experience can
elicit within the audience.5 In an intricate interplay between actors and audience, aestehetic experiences, feelings and political ideas are communicated.
Thus, a performance can fulfill different functions at the same time. The
power in stage performances has always been regarded suspiciously by the
government, noticeable not least through censorship and other regulations
that have been in use.6
During the nineteenth century people were well aware of the connection
between the repertoire and society, as is shown in an artide in Aftonbladet
(The Evening Post) from 1883, which discusses the finances of the royal theatre. Aftonbladet regrets the kings decision to not pay for the theatre any longer. The paper remarks that stage performances in all countries are regarded
as "specially suited to illustrate celebrations that are important for the na
tion and the royal house".7 During most of the nineteenth century, the king
had principal responsibility for the Opera. He appointed the manager of the
Opera and defrayed the cost for most of the work. As shown by the excerpt
from Aftonbladet, the king abandoned this responsibility towards the end of
the century. But when Bernadotte was elected heir to the throne at the beginning of the century, an opera without royal support was hardly imaginable.

4

5

6

7
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See e.g. Jane F. Fulcher, The Nations Image. French Grand Opera as Politics and Politicized Art
(Cambridge 1987).
Jane F. Fulcher, "The Concert as Political Propaganda in France and the Control of Performative Context"', The Musical Quarterly 82:1 (1988), pp. 41-67.
See e.g. Elizabeth Norman McKay, Franz Schubert's Music for the Theatre (Tutzing 1991); Wil
liam G. Knight, A Major London Minor': the Surrey Theatre 1805-1865 (London 1997); Anselm
Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera. Music Theater in Paris in the Nineteenth Century (Chi
cago 1998).
Here quoted from Gunnar Richardson, Oscarisk teaterpolitik. De kungliga teatrarnas omvand
ling från hovinstitution till statliga aktiebolag (Göteborg 1966), p. 37: "särdeles lämpliga att
illustrera högtider av betydelse för fäderneslandet och kungahuset".

i6. On the left hand side, thefagade ofthe i8th century Opera House can be seen. The
performances discussed in the essay were held here. Opposite the Opera House but not visible in this picture, Princess Sofia Albertina built her palace with a fagade which mirrors
that ofthe Opera. In the centre, the Royal Palace ofStockholm can be seen. (Lithography
by A. Burman. Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, Kart- och bildavdelningen. Photo: Uppsala
universitetsbibliotek.)
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In this essay I want to focus on how Charles xiv and his opera directors
utilized the opera stage to communicate their opinion regarding the royal
family and the union with Norway. To which festive occasions did they pay
attention, and which repertoire was performed at these occasions? How did
Charles xiv make use of the tradition of a royal opera? While research on
Gustavian opera is extensive, corresponding attention has not yet been paid
to the early nineteenth century. It is therefore important in this essay to raise
questions about repertoires as well as about organization and financing, because as a performing art, opera is dependent on practical conditions for its
activities.

The Tradition — GustafWasa 1810
The activities of the Stockholm court opera, founded by Gustav iii in 1773,
had been curtailed since 1806 due to the war effort.8 The large stage in the
opera house was then closed, and a large part of the staff was dismissed. The
remaining activity was organized by the so-called Operett- Theatern (The Theatre of Operettas) which performed spöken plays and Singspiels. All performances were temporarily given at the Arsenalsteatern (The Arsenal Theatre), a
smaller theatre which earlier on had been used mostly for spöken plays. After
the coup d'état in 1809 the reorganization of the opera began at once. Already
in December the same year, the stage in the opera house was re-opened and
performances were resumed.9
The celebration of Charles Johns arrival in Stockholm in 1810 provided an
excellent opportunity to inaugurate the theatre with a special performance of
GustafWasa. The recently appointed Opera Director Anders Fredrik Skjöldebrand had received, at the same time as his appointment in the summer of
1810, "the kings order to prepare the opera Gustaf Vasa to be played as a gala
performance at the arrival of the crown prince".10 GustafWasa had since the

8

9
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Concerning the origin of the Gustavian opera see Marie-Christine Skuncke & Anna Ivars
dotter, Svenska operans födelse. Studier i gustaviansk musikdramatik (Stockholm 1998).
F. A. Dahlgren, Anteckningar om Stockholms Theatrar. Förteckning öfver svenska skådespel upp
förda på Stockholms Theatrar 1737-1863 och Kongl. Theatrarnes Personal 1773-1863 med flera
anteckningar (Stockholm 1866), p. 90.
Excellensen grefve A. F. Skjöldebrands memoarer (1903—04) 4, pp. 150 £
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time of Gustav ni been called "the Swedish national opera", and had been
performed on special occasions, such as the wedding of Gustav iv Adolf in
November 1797.11 Charles xm had wanted it performed for his coronation
festivities 1809, but was persuaded to give up this idea. His consort, Hedvig
Elisabeth Charlotta, wrote in her diary that conceivable explanations for this
were that it was considered too expensive (primarily because it had not been
performed for a long time) and that it would be tactless towards the intended
prince hereditary, the prince of Augustenborg, to perform a piece where the
Danes were insulted. In her mind it was right to do without it. The expense
was unreasonable during a time of hardship and amusements were unsuitable
in any case, as peace negotiations had not yet been concluded, and one was
faced with the prospect of losing Finland.12 A better opportunity to perform
GustafWasa came instead with the celebration of the new crown prince.
The opera depicts Gustav Vasas struggle against Danish supremacy. The
good relationship between Gustav Vasa and his closest fellow-combatants is
an important theme in the plot. In the introduction to the second act, Gustav
Vasa praises the men for braveness and courage, and they reply by honouring
Gustav who "delivered his country from distress and slavery".13 Here there
was a clear opportunity for the audience to draw a parallel between Gustav
Vasa and the newly elected crown prince, something which was pointed out
by Hedvig Elisabeth Charlotta. She thought that the plot was very suitable
for the occasion, and it was also much appreciated. The plot, in which Gus
tav Vasa is elected by the people, and saves them from tyranny and is eventually crowned, could be viewed as an allusion to the new crown prince.14
The opening scene of the second act ends with the jointly delivered hymn
"Noble shadows, venerate fathers".15 Already in the time of Gustav m this
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For an analysis of the opera GustafWasa, see Birgitta Schyberg, "'GustafWasa' as theatre
propaganda", in Inger Mattsson (ed.), Gustavian Opera. Swedish Opera, Dance and Theatre
1771-1809 (Stockholm 1991), pp. 293-322, and Hans Åstrand, "'GustafWasa' as Music Dra
ma", in Inger Mattsson (ed.), Gustavian Opera. Swedish Opera, Dance and Theatre 1771-1809
(Stockholm 1991), pp. 281-292.
Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902—42) 8, pp. 403 f.
Johnson, ed (1991), Act II p. 9: "frälst sitt land från nöd och slaveri".
Hedvig Elisabeth Charlottas dagbok (1902-42) 8, p. 614.
Johnson, ed. (1991), Act II pp. 23—30: "Adla skuggor, vördade fäder".
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hymn held special significance as a solemn complimentary song for the king.
The text confirms the idea of a long line of Swedish kings and "noble men",
one in which Charles John may now be included.
At celebratory performances of this kind it was customary to write a particular prologue. But this time, in the autumn of 1810, there was not enough
time. Special text and music had to be composed, and the soloists, the choir
and the orchestra would all need time to rehearse the piece. On this occasion,
the prologue with attendant work had to be omitted, since all resources went
to the rehearsals of the grand opera, which had not been performed since
1797.16 Skjöldebrand was still expected to "give the spectacle an application
for the merry occasion"17, and solved the problem by creating a historical
allegory that was inserted into the opera itself at the end of the second act
where Gustaf Vasa is dreaming. A historical allegory was also suitable because
the new crown prince did not understand Swedish. Using pantomime and
ballet, certain kings chosen from Swedish history were represented on stage
in a program written by Skjöldebrand and described by himself as on the following pages illustration.
The allegory highlights Swedish history and the continuity from Gustav
Vasa to the newly elected crown prince. The parallel with the coronation of
Charles x in France 1825 is striking. At that time, the coronation was celebrated at the Paris Opera with the new piece Pharamond. In a central tableau in
the opera, a number of French kings were seen on the stage in a long line,
which ended with the new king in the hall.'8 In a similar manner, the allegory
and the performance of GustafWasa represents the official opinion of the new

16

One task for Skjöldebrand before putting up GustafWasa was to re-assemble the artists, who
from 1806 had been forced to leave the royal theatre. It was in many ways a difficult task.
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Excellensen grefve A. F. Skjöldebrands memoarer (1903—04) 4, p. 150: "gifva spektaklet en tilllämpning till det glada tillfället".
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Benjamin Walton, '"Quelque peu théåtral': The Operatic Coronation of Charles x", in iyth
Century Music 26 (2002), pp. 3-22.
Excellensen grefve A. E Skjöldebrands memoarer (1903—04) 4, p. 150: "Under Gustafs drömmar
synes Sveriges tron med lejonet vid foten, skakad af storm och åska. Hastigt blänker för ett
ögonblick namnet Karl xm och allt blir lugnt, men är ännu mörkt. En stjärna stiger åt höj
den, stannar och lyser klart, men slocknar hastigt; då ökas mörkret och musiken blir djupt
sorglig. Men ändtligen synes en tilltagande ljusning, musiken klarnar med den, och i hast
uppstiger en sol med namnen Karl
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och Karl Johan förenade bland strålarna."

17. The drawing shows

the scene where a guardian ängel is descending on a cloud. In
the specialperformance in 1810 King Gustav Vasa is dreaming offuture successors to the
throne:
" While Gustav Vasa was dreaming one could see the throne of Sweden with the lion at its
foot, shaken by storm and thunder. Suddenly the name Charles xin shines for a moment
and everything becomes calm, but it is still dark. A star rises to the summit, stånds still
and shines clearly, but expires rapidly, which referred to the arrival of the heir apparent
Charles August and his sudden death. Darkness then increases and the music becomes
very sad. At last, though, one can perceive an increasing dawn, the music is enlivened in
proportion and rapidly a sun rises with the names Charles xni and Charles John united
among the beams." 19

(Pen drawing by John Hall the Younger. Kungliga Biblioteket, Bildsamlingen.
KoB Sv. konstnärer. Photo: Kungliga Biblioteket, Stockholm.)
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crown princes position in tradition. The performance becomes both a link to
the past and an expression for expectations for the future.
A performance like this was not possible to realize without additional economic resources. The Opera Direction took advantage of the possibility of
resuming its activity as a prestigious institution with this festival performance,
aimed at spreading splendour upon the royal family. During this time there
was no longer the close collaboration between king and management that existed during the time of Gustav in. Therefore, the actions of the first directors
were of great importance for the running of the Opera. Their employment
did not imply managing artistic day-to-day work. Instead, they would direct
the general activities and contribute to the reputation and the position of the
Opera in society. It was not a full-time job. All directors during the first half
of the nineteenth century were noblemen who held other commissions such
as diplomats and cabinet ministers. Their prominence at court and in the
government shows that it was seen as an important and prestigious task to
be Opera Director.20 The First Director, appointed by the king, largely made
decisions on his own concerning the various activities of the theatre. A new
organization was established in 1813, and the administration was divided in
two departments, one for finances, the other for stage concerns, each with its
head, called a Second Director. The latter of these functioned in practice as
the stage director responsible for performances.21
Many of the first and second directors had begun their services at the
Opera already during the time of Gustav 111, as, for example, the first direc
tors Gustaf Löwenhielm and Gustaf Lagerbielke, as well as the second direc
tors Johan Peter Törner and Carl Gustaf Nordforss, spöken of below. They
all were good examples of continuity in the leadership of the Opera. The coup

20

First Directors at the Opera during the time 1804-1827 were: Abraham Niclas Edelcrantz
(1754-1821) 1804-1810, former Secretary of Gustav 111, member of the Swedish Academy, ennobled 1789; Anders Fredrik Skjöldebrand (1757-1834) 1810—1812, Cabinet Minister, General,
member of the Swedish Academy; Gustaf C. F. Löwenhielm (1771—1856) 1812—1818, mem
ber of the court of Gustav m, Minister in Vienna 1815 and Paris 1818; Crown Prince Oskar
(1799-1859) November 1818; Gustaf Fredrik Åkerhielm (1776—1853) 1818-1823, Cabinet Minis
ter; Gustaf Lagerbielke (1777-1837) 1823-27, Cabinet Minister, member of the Swedish Acad

21

emy.
Gösta M. Bergman, Regi och spelstil under Gustaf Lagerbjelkes tid vid Kungl. teatern (Stock
holm 1946), pp. 138 f.
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d'état in 1809 made it possible in practice to restore the Gustavian opera to
the condition in which it had been at the time of Gustav ni. That many of
the persons who were active then remained in the management must have facilitated such a restoration. The performance of GustafWasa can in the same
way be seen to fit into a tradition in place from the time of Gustav 111. Persons
belonging to Gustav ms theatre chose the repertoire, whereas Charles John
exercised no influence.

Opera for the People - Föreningen 1815
When Charles John was elected heir apparent, activities at the Opera were
still organized within the framework of the Operett-theatern. Finances were
dependent on contribution, and the crown prince contributed with gifts
amounting to 36,500 rdr banko for the period 1811-1815. At the same time, the
Opera was undergoing reorganization, and after some temporary solutions,
both theatre institutions were combined into one organization on 1 July 1813,
with the name Kongl. Teatern ("The Royal Theatre"). Still, there were two
stages for acting, the Opera house and the Arsenalsteatern. In practice, large
performances were given at the Opera house and less extensive pieces at Arse
nalsteatern, regardless of whether spöken theatre or opera was performed.22
While it was important to be able to stage larger pieces on solemn occasions, these performances were still only occasional elements in a repertoire
dominated by French opéra-comiques and other comedy plays.23 Select per
formances at the kings expense were enacted at the Stockholm opera, from
the time of Gustav m, side by side with opera performances intended for a
paying audience.24 These conditions did not change during the nineteenth
century. The choice of genre often depended on which audience was approached, as is shown by the following example.

22

23

24

Betänkande och förslag af den utaf Kongl. Maj:t den 25 september 1897 tillsatta Teaterkomité
([Stockholm] 1898), pp. 3-10.
On the repertoire of the Opera, see K. G. Strömbeck & S. Hofsten, Kungliga Teatern. Reper
toar 1773-197} (Stockholm 1974).
For an account of Gustavian opera, see Anna Ivarsdotter, "Den gustavianska operan", in Leif
Jonsson & Anna Ivarsdotter-Johnson (eds.), Musiken i Sverige 2. Frihetstid och gustaviansk
tid 1720-1810 (Stockholm 1993), pp. 287—350. On the audience and different kinds of perfor
mances, see pp. 310—312.
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Shortly after the establishment of the union with Norway, Charles John
wished to have a play performed where he could give his opinion about the
union. The result was the musical play Föreningen (The Union), opening in
January 1815.25 The play is set in the borderland between Sweden and Norway
in the autumn of 1814. The main characters are two families, each with a
brother and a sister who want to marry the sister and the brother from the
other family. The conflict between Sweden and Norway causes problems,
however, but after numerous difficulties the play concludes with a double
wedding and a happy ending. The personal relation symbolized the relationship between the two nations of the union. The music was composed and
arranged by the Master of the Kings Music (hovkapellmästare) Edouard du
Puy, and consisted mainly of folksongs and folk dances.26 The text was written by First Director Gustaf Löwenhielm and Second Director Carl Gustaf
Nordforss.27
Föreningen was called an "incidental play with song and dance in one
act".28 The designation suggests that the play should be understood as an entertainment without any profound ambitions. At the same time, the features
of songs and dances were populär at the time and were therefore emphasized.
The play is in two parts. After a number of scenes with spöken dialogue, a
"Divertissement" is performed. It becomes both an entertainment of its own
and an element in the play, where it is included in the festivities that are cel-

25

16

For a description of the piece, see Martin Tegen, "Föreningen. Norsk-svenska unionen 1814
och tillfällespjäsen 1815", in Henrik Karlsson (ed.), "Hemländsk hundraårig sång". 1800-talets
musik och det nationella (Stockholm 1994), pp. 132-143.
Edouard Du Puy (1772-1822) was employed as actor and singer at the Opera from March
to November 1799, and from October 1812 to April 1822. From 1812 on he was also active as
Master of the Kings Music at the Opera. Earlier in the 17905 he was employed in the court
orchestra as third leader (Concert-Master) 1793 and as second leader 1796-99. See Dahlgren

27

(1866), p. 529.
Carl Gustaf Nordforss (1763-1832) came to Stockholm in 1785, and soon joined the circles
around Thorild, Lidner och Kraus. In 1790 Gustav 111 appointed him Second Director at
Dramatiska teatern. In 1799 he took on the same task on the lyric stage, and stayed there until
1818. Nordforss wrote some pieces of his own in the same style as Föreningen. In addition, he
translated and revised more than 60 pieces for the stage. See Nils Personne, Svenska Teatern

28

4. Under Karl Johanstiden 1818-1827 (Stockholm 1916), pp. 11 f.
Fxlouard Du Puy, Föreningen (Stockholm 1816): "tillfällighetspjäs med sång och dans i en
akt".
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ebrated in connection with the union of both the engaged couples and the
brother countries. The divertissement consists of a number of song items followed by dances and a concluding chorus sung by all performers. The songs
are written in a simple style, and have many similarities with the repertoire
spread by the publications of the steadily growing music trade, addressing a
broader circle of customers.29 The fraternization between the families, and
therefore also between the two countries, finds expression not least through
the songs, as is shown by the following examples.
In the third song in the divertissement a Swedish young man appears and
tells everyone that he will perform a "Norwegian song" of an old kind (see
NOTE EXTRACTION 1).30 The song has a decided folk character, with a fanfare
like introduction, mainly consisting of broken triads. The text describes how
Norway and Sweden shake hands and the former enemies turn into a pair
of twins.
As a direct answer to this song a Swedish song follows, performed by a
young Norwegian soldier (see NOTE EXTRACTION 2). The music has a distinctly military character, achieved above all through the dotted rhythms and
reiterated notes. The harmony too, principally consisting of the main chords,
contributes to the forthright manner. The text deals with the hero who protects the North. He expands the frontiers of the country he has been called
to support. It is not blood that stains his victories. Instead, he adorns his
head "with an oak-leaf wreath, to build his dominion on leniency".3' In the
last strophe all are exhorted to fraternize. "As solid as the foundations of the
snow-mountains, resting on honesty, stånds the union, which has been tied
by CHARLES and Nature."32
By letting the characters sing a song from the opposite country, a sense
of "fraternization" is achieved on the stage, too. At the same time as the text
speaks of a united brotherhood, the audience can see such a brotherhood pres-

29

See Veslemöy Hcintz, "Förlag, musikhandel, instrumenttillverkning", in Leif Jonsson &
Martin Tegen (eds.), Musiken i Sverige 3. Den nationella identiteten 1810-1920 (Stockholm

30

1992), pp. 185-198.
All comments on the piece refer to Edouard Du Puy, Föreningen (Stockholm 1816).

31

"med eklöfvets krans, Att grunda på mildhet sitt välde."

32

"Så fast som de åldriga fjellarnas grund, På redlighet hvilande, står det förbund, Som knutits
af CARL och Naturen."
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ent itself in practical action through the two young men singing a song from
each respective brother country. The melodies could be regarded as symbols for
two national characters, which are different but nevertheless possible to unite.
The parallel between the oakleaf-wreathed hero who protects the Northern
countries and the newly elected crown prince is also easy to draw.
When the two young role characters have performed their songs it is time
for the Swedish master (Sven Carlson) to appear. He introduces the song
"One king, one people, one country", a text which becomes something of
a motto for the play (see NOTE EXTRACTION 3). The melody, in D minor, is
broad and flowing, a character which is achieved partially by the choice of
key and the long note values giving weight to the melody, which can be interpreted as being in a "patriotic style". There is also a certain folk music link.
The text speaks of Charles XIII as the Father, whose children now rejoice. He
is also called "Manhems patriark", who joyfully looks at the Hero (that is,
Charles John) and holds out his hand to the grandson (that is, Oskar).
After this solo several dances follow, and both Swedish and Norwegian
"polska" dances are performed. The play concludes with Norwegian and
Swedish soldiers appearing together on the stage. The stage directions in the
libretto read as follows:
The officers agree on what shall happen, whereupon they each run to their respective
troupe. Positions are taken. The exercise begins. Swedish and Norwegian troupes break
through each other, so that a Swede and a Norwegian stånd next to each other and form
a square, one of each side is open to the hillside. As soon as the formation is done, the
people once again sing: 'One king, one people, one country etc'. The exercise is timed so
that when the song is finished a square is formed. Then the artillerists set off fireworks,
within the square, representing the arms of the two realms and the high monograms of
His Majesty the King and His Royal Highness the Crown Prince. END. 35

33

Gustaf Löwenhielm & Carl Gustaf Nordforss, Föreningen, tillfdllighets-pjes i en akt, med sång
och divertissement. Uppförd på kongl. teatern i Stockholm den 2januari 1815 (Stockholm 1815):
"Officerarna öfverenskomma om det som skall ske, hvarefter de springa hvar till sin trouppe.
Ställning slås. Manövern börjar. Svenska och Norrska troupper genombryta hvarandra, så,
att en svensk och en Norrman komma att stå bredvid hvarandra, och formera en fyrkant,
hvars ena sida upp åt berget är öppen. Straxt sedan ställning är slagen, börjar folket på nytt
igen Chorn: 'En Kung, Ett Folk, Ett Land. etc.' Manövern sker i takt efter Chorn, och
afpassas så, att i det sången slutas, är fyrkanten formerad. Då afbrännes, inom fyrkanten, af
Artilleristerne ett fyrverkeri, föreställande begge Rikenas vapen, och H. M. Konungens och H.
K. H. Kronprinsens höga Namnchiffrer. SLUT."
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At the end of this striking scene, which visually conveys the message of fraternization, the song that Sven Carlson has already sung is performed once
more, this time by the entire ensemble. As distinguished from the first time,
the melody has a concluding part using the same text but with new music
written in D major. That makes for a grand conclusion, where the text "One
king, one people, one country", is emphazised by longer note-values and
more repetitions, and therefore without much difficulty can be seen as the
motto of the play, as the content that Charles John wanted to convey to his
new subjects.
The modest choice of genre and the use of folksongs and folk-dances
show that the intention was to present a play with populär content. No previous knowledge was needed to understand the play, and the individual music
items were all of an easy-listening character. In spite of the fact that the music
in Föreningen was mainly composed of simple songs, these songs nevertheless
held a great expressive power. They were chosen and arranged with care, and
their different stilistic features had distinct connotations, implying that with
the help of music one could portray both the simple subject and the majestic
ruler. All this speaks in favour of the assumption that Föreningen was aimed
at a wider audience. This is confirmed by the fact that the play was performed
annually until 1820, totalling 46 performances, each time with the opening
performance on the anniversary of the union, on 4 November.34 Apart from
the representative function of Gustaf Wasa, the play also belongs to the opinion-forming activity of the royal theatre. The royal interest in celebrating
anniversaries is an important factor here, as it provides an opportunity to take
part in the creation of traditions.
Even though Föreningen (and many other plays) attracted relatively large
audiences, it was of course not possible to finance the Opera by ticket incomes alone. The Opera finances were a continuous problem, and every year
additional royal funding was required to cover the annual deficits. The riks
dag was not inclined to increase its grant, and in 1818 Charles xiv decided to
stop supporting the theatre, which then became an entrepreneurial contract
venture instead. The entrepreneur, Johan Peter Törner, was Second Director
at the Opera, which was renamed Stockholms teater (The Stockholm Theater)

34

Dahlgren (1866) p. 218.
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and he resumed giving performances on i July 1818.35The Master of the Kings
Music Edouard Du Puy entered into the contract together with Törner. Although the king did not award any grants, Törner could command the state
subsidies that had been granted to the Opera.
Charles xiv apparently had no greater interest in the Opera, unlike his
predecessor, Gustav 111, whose commitment was a necessary prerequisite
for its creation. His son Oskar would låter on show a greater interest in
the events of the stage, and he also composed several works himself.36 But
Charles xiv seems to have regarded the Opera as an institution which mainly
created problems, not least financial ones. In spite of that, the Operas time
as a contract-managed institution was brief. After only a few months, in the
beginning of November 1818, the king resumed the running of the Opera,
notwithstanding that the planned period for the contract was 10 years.37 The
king now had to contribute 20,000 rdr banko from his own means. Moreover, there were payments from public funds, as well as contributions from
others, including Crown Prince Oskar, who rented a box for 4,000 rdr banko
per year, and Princess Sofia Albertina, who rented a box for 1,000 rdr banko
per year.38
Why did the king resume the responsibility for the Opera? The immediate
explanation is that he wished a performance in honour of the anniversary of
the union, which the entrepreneur did not consider economically feasible, as
the performance would include both music and ballet.39 (The importance attached to the celebration of anniversaries is evident; the piece referred to was
probably Föreningen.) The resumption of responsibility by the king shows,

35

Johan Peter Törner (1768—1844) was employed at the Fortifications administration in 1791
and låter, among other things, Major in the army 1810 and titulär Colonel 1816. Törner was
Second Director between April 1812 and June 1818, and between November 1818 and April
1832. For a short period in 1832, when First Director Bernhard von Beskow had resigned
prematurely, Törner served as First Director as well. See Dahlgren (1866), p. 418.
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See e.g. Anders Wiklund, Eduard Brendlers opera Ryno. Källkritik, analys, edition (Göteborg
1991).
F. A. Dahlgren (1866), p. 98.
Betänkande och förslag af den utaf Kongl Maj:t den 25 september 1897 tillsatta Teaterkomité
([Stockholm] 1898), pp. 3-10.
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Tobias Norlind & Emil Trobäck, Kungl. Hovkapellets historia 1526-1926 (Stockholm 1926), p.
130.
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according to my view, that he was well aware of the importance of the Opera
in the formation of public opinion. Though he did not himself show any
interest in the opera, and clearly wished that it was run by someone outside
the court, the Opera was of such a great importance that it was not possible
to get rid of it. Even if the king in this respect did not want to uphold the
tradition, he found it necessary to do so for political reasons.
The formerly populär Föreningen was performed only once more after
1820. As part of the celebrations of the 5oth anniversary of the union, the play
was performed on 4 November 1864. This time it was not a success, and this
was certainly due to both the content and the form of the play. The public
opinion concerning the union had changed and was no longer positively
inclined towards it. The piece may also have been regarded as old-fashioned.
The divertissement as a genre had gone out of fashion and did not have a part
in the repertoire. In spite of changes, among other things newly composed
music numbers by August Söderman, the piece did not generate any response
from the audience.40

Opera for the Nobility
- La Vestale 1823 and Fernand Cortez 1826
Crown Princess Josefinas arrival in Stockholm in June 1823 attracted great
attention. In connection with the wedding, two festival performances were
staged at the Opera. Apart from a prologue, specially written for the occasion, the performance on the first evening was Mozarts opera La clemenza
di Tito and on the second evening La Vestale by Spontini.41 This was the first
performance of La clemenza di Tito in Stockholm. The opera is written in the
Italian opera-seria-style, which has always had a close connection to court
opera. In the opera the good and wise prince, who because of his foresight
eventually arranges everything to the best, is honored by his people. Apparently the work fulfilled its representative function, but it never attained any
greater popularity, and was only performed four times within the space of
two seasons.

40
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Tegen (1994), p. 143.
Statens musikbibliotek, Cathalog öfver Kongl. Theaterns Musikalier. i:a Bandet. Upprättad
år 1841 af Bibliothekarien A. F. Schwartz.
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La Vestale had been on the repertoire earlier.42 From a stylistic viewpoint it belongs to the French revolution opera, with its predilection for
magnificent scenery and extensive chorus and ballet features, along with
many solo and ensemble numbers. The emphasis on individual feelings is
characteristic, as is the stress laid upon the visual presentation. The interest
for Spontinis work at the Stockholm Opera in the 1820S had a clear connection to the new aesthetic ideals beginning to gain currency within opera
at this time.43
La Vestale is set in ancient Rome.44 In the first act, the Roman general
Licinius returns to Rome in triumph, together with his friend, the centurion
Cinna. Licinius has earlier sought to marry Julia, a girl of patrician birth. Her
father opposed the marriage. Because of that, Licinius devoted five years to
win honor and promotion in battle, so that he could become a suitable match
for Julia. During this time Julia, obedient to her dying fathers command, has
become a priestess of Vesta, sworn to eternal chastity. She still loves Licinius.
In a ceremony, Licinius receives a crown of triumph as a reward, and Julia is
among the Vestal virgins who deliver it to him. When this happens, Licinius
tells Julia about his plan to rescue her from the temple and elope with her
that very night.
The second act begins in the temple of Vesta, where Julia has the responsibility of tending the sacred fire, which must never be extinguished. Licinius
arrives and the two of them declare their love to each other. Licinius assures
Julia that the gods will have mercy on them for the strength of their love.
They do not notice that the fire has gone out. When the enraged people approach, Julia takes the full blame. The high priest condemns her to death by
being buried alive.
In the third act, Licinius pleads for Julias life, but the high priest remains
implacable. A procession of Vestal virgins enters together with Julia into the
temple. Her veil is placed upon the altar. If Vesta pardons her, a sacred fire
will burn the veil as a sign. Licinius arrives, asserting that he is equally guilty,
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La Vestale had its premiére on 3 January 1823 at the Stockholm opera. The translation was
done by Anders Lindberg, and the ballet was written by A. I. Carey. See Dahlgren (1866), p.
383.
Bergman (1946), pp. 104-108.
This summary is based on Gaspare Spontini, La Vestale (Garland 1979).
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but Julia denies that and descends to the tomb. Licinius and his followers attempt to rescue her and fighting breaks out. Suddenly the sky darkens, and a
storm erupts. A thunderbolt strikes the altar and burns the veil and relights
the sacred fire. The high priest interprets the miracle as a sign of Vestas forgiveness. Licinius and Cinna bring Julia, who is unconscious, up from the
tomb, and the lovers are reunited. In a final chorus everyone celebrates the
happy outcome.
The great battles in the opera parallel a smaller conflict between individuals. The feelings of the role characters are performed on the stage and
make it possible for the audience to empathize with them. The ideals that
are emphasized can be connected with ideals that fitted well in the contemporary context: Licinius wins glory and fame in combat, which compensates for his lack of noble birth. As a reward, he receives a victors crown.
The parallel to Charles xiv is evident. The image of the woman as the one
who is eternally faithful and loyal is typical of the time, as is the love theme
and the happy end. Here it also well fits in a performance celebrating the
young newly wedded couple, which hopefully will guarantee the future of
the dynasty.
When Josefinas and Oskar's first son was born in 1826, it was the first heir
apparent in the Bernadotte dynasty born in Sweden. The birth was celebrated
with a festival performance of Fernand Cortez by Spontini, given on 13 June
1826. This time, a piece with a marked propaganda character was chosen. In
1808, Napoleon demanded an opera with the conquest of Mexico as subject,
as a propaganda piece for the planned campaign against Spain. The result
was Fernand Cortez, an opera in three acts with choirs, mass-scenes and live
horses on the stage. It had its first performance in Paris in 1809.45 The Swedish
minister in Paris at the time, Gustaf Lagerbielke, acquired the music for the
Royal Academy of Music in Stockholm. It is also possible that he attended
a performance of the opera in Paris, and it is quite certain that he attended
a performance in Berlin in 1820.46 The music to Fernand Cortez was thus
available in Stockholm, and only the opportunity to perform it was lack-
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A substantial revision of the piece was undertaken after the premiére season in 1809. A new
version was performed in 1817, and it is that version which has been performed ever since. It
met with great success during the following decades on the European stages.
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Bergman (1946), pp. 205 f.
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18. Costume drawingfor the main female character in the opera The Vestal Virgin.
(By C. J. Hjelm. Kungliga Teatrarnas arkiv. Serie Fy:A vol 3 idnr. KTA 6.40. Photo:
Kungliga Teatrarnas arkiv, Stockholm.)
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ing. This came when princes birth was to be celebrated. Lagerbielkes action
shows how the Opera could aquire music from abroad, and becomes another
example of how the need for representative performances went hand in hand
with the interest from the Opera Direction to give operas that went beyond
the usual repertoire (Lagerbielke was at the time of the performance First
Director of the Opera, a post he held from 1823 to 1827.)
Fernand Cortez takes place in 1520, and is a free rendering of a historic
event.47 In the first act, Spanish soldiers in Mexico revolt. It is only the Spanish leader Fernand Cortez who can master them. Cortez' brother, Alvar, has
also taken part in the combat, and is now held in Mexican captivity. Cortez
has a lover, Amazily, who is a niece of the Mexican king, Montezuma. At the
beginning of the second act, Cortez and his forces are outside Mexico City.
Cortez is offered peace by the Mexicans if the Spaniards leave the country.
Cortez responds by setting the whole of the Mexican fleet on fire and by taking Amazilys brother Télasco prisoner. He proposes an exchange of prisoners, Alvar for Télasco. The Mexican priests do not accept this. Instead, they
want Amazily, whom they regard as a traitor, to be executed. If this does not
happen, they will execute Alvar. The stubborn attitude that the priesthood
shows is not shared by the Mexican people. Instead, they want to unite the
fighting groups. Similar opinions have been shown earlier by the Spanish sol
diers. In the third act, Amazily arrives just in time to prevent the execution of
Alvar. Just as the Mexican high priest is going to kill Amazily, the Spaniards
break into the temple. Télasco unites Amazily and Cortez with each other
and all rejoice in the union of the two peoples.
As in La Vestale, the course of historical events is interwoven with personal
events creating major consequences for the involved individuals. Not least the
female principal role, with her dual loyalties, is interesting in this regard. It is
typical that she has to function as an intermediary, as a necessary condition
for a locked situation to be resolved in a satisfactory way for all involved.48
The ideal which is promoted in the opera is the just army leader who
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This summary is based on the artide "Ferdinand Cortez", in The New Grove Dictionary of
Opera (London 1998).
See Karin Hallgren, "Individens lust och kollektivets krav - Meyerbeers Hugenotterna", in
Torsten Pettersson (ed.), Operavärldar från Monteverdi till Gershwin (Stockholm 2006), pp.
141-156.
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keeps his soldiers in order at the same time as he is noble and wants the best
for those he conquers. Besides being a great ruler he appears on the stage as
an emotional person too, who shows great care for his brother and for his
beloved. The parallel to the Swedish king was made evident in the Swedish translation, for example in the concluding chorus, when all actors sang
together:
What days of joy are once more approaching! / A hand from high has protected us: / May
Providence protect with Grace / Our King and His Dynasty and His Country! 49

As usual with this kind of performance, a special floor was built on the amphitheatre and the parterre, which therefore became a prominent "parquette".
In the middle of this parquette sat the royal family, with the king, the queen,
the crown prince, the crown princess and the Princess Sofia Albertina surrounded by the rest of the court.50
In performing La Vestale and Fernand Cortez, the Opera Direction followed a tradition of using representative pieces which honoured royal ideals.
At the same time, the Direction made use of the opportunity to connect to
new ideals of style. That this was important is clear from the unsuccessful
performances of La clemenza di Tito. Probably it was regarded as an old-fashioned piece compared with the new style of Spontinis work. The public now
wanted characters which could create sentiments of sympathy, rather than
the types representing sovereign characters in a realm beyond ordinary life.

Conclusion
The celebrations of Charles John in 1810 introduced this essay. It is fitting to
conclude with a few words about how the Opera celebrated the 25th anniversary of his government in 1843. h

was

done by once again performing parts

of Fernand Cortez (ouverture and the second act) together with a newly writ49

Étienne de Jouy, Ferdinand Cortéz, eller Mexikos eröfring. Lyrisk tragedi i tre akter af herr de
Jouy. Musiken af herr Spontini. Ofversättning. Första gången uppförd på kongl. svenska theatern;
under högtidligheterna, i anledning af hennes kongl. höghet kron-prinsessans återvundna hälsa,
den 11 juni 1826 (Stockholm 1826), p. 58: "Hvad glädjedar sig åter närma! / Oss skyddat har en
högre hand: / Må Försynen med nåd beskärma / Vår Kung och Hans Att, och Hans Land!"

50

Bergman (1946), pp. 194 f.
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ten musical play entitled Ett National-Divertissement ("A National Divertissement"), consisting of choruses, songs and dances in a folklore style.5' Three of
the dances were taken from Föreningen, presented in 1815.
A prologue (with text only) written by Carl Wilhelm Bottiger was per
formed on this occasion. In the prologue the author in a customary way
honours the monarch for his long achievement and emphasizes continuity by
alluding to Gustav 111 and his theatre. The text evokes how the high North
in a time of distress calls to the South to give it one of its heroes. One alone
is worthy, the South replies. He is a man of the people who understands the
pleas of the people, and who has brought esteem to himself through military
achievements. He came, and may now as an old man look back on a quartercentury as a king. Around him, this hero who has given up the swords, stånds
a prince with four younger brothers. Charles xiv's interest in the story of
Fernand Cortez is pointed out, and Cortez' bravery and honour is paralleled
to the young kings dreams for the future.52
Even if it is a concession to the occasion, it is interesting to see that the
ideals presented in the operas of Spontini are the same as the ideals for which
the king is honoured in the prologue: military achievements, his relation to
his subjects and his ambitions. He is also depicted as an ancestor of a dynasty
that blossoms forth.
Several examples in the operas indicated Charles xivs relation to tradition
as well as to his people, both when it comes to the text and to the performance itself. This interpretation gives the audience a possibility not only to
understand, but also to take part in the plot with empathy. The repertoire of
these occasions also shows the span between the international and the nation
al which is present in the Operas performances, as well as the combination
of old and new repertoire, providing a good balance between continuity and
change. A visit to the Opera, besides giving an aesthetic experience, implied
taking part of the forming of opinions about social issues. In its own time,
the Opera was not just an aesthetic institution, but a place for disseminating
ideas as well.

51
52

See Nils Ekedahls essay in this volume.
Carl Wilhelm Bottiger, Prolog till Operan Ferdinand Cortez, jemte ord till kupletterne i det
National-Divertissement, som gifves å Kongl. Theatern d. 6 Februari 1843; ^ firande af H. M.
Konungens regerings-jubilaum (Stockholm 1843).
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Celebrating Monarchy
Panegyrics as a Means of Representation
and Communication
NILS EKEDAHL

In the summer of 1810, the four estates of the riksdag gathered in Örebro in
order to elect an heir to the Swedish throne. The election had been preceded
by a number of diplomatic changes of direction, but when it was eventually
held on 21 August, Jean Baptiste Bernadotte was elected by general consensus. In the evening of the same day, his appointment was celebrated at "the
club of the honourable Peasant Estate" with a song written for the occasion:
BERNADOTTE!

O! Swerges hopp och Hieltars ära!
Tag den lott
Wårt hjerta will Dig bära.
Swea röst
I dag Dig allment kallar.
Glädjen skallar - känslan swallar
Uti wåra bröst.
Blif wår Far:
Du trogna Barn bland oss skall finna.
Glädjens dar
För Manhem låt upprinna.
Tukta swek.
Låt ingen styfbarn wara:
Lik wår CARL i fred och fara
samt i bardalek.1

1

"BERNADOTTE! Oh, Swedens hope and heroes' honour. Accept the vocation we offer you
with our hearts. Unanimously, Sweas voice summons you today. The joy resounds, the feelings abound, in our bosom. Become our father! You will find faithful children among us. Let
the day of happiness break for Manhem. Punish perfidy, let no one be a stepchild. Like our
King Charles in peace and danger, as well as in warfare." "Svenska Enighetens glada stämma,
wid Riksdagen i Örebro, höjd på Hederwärda Bondeståndets Klubb, d. 21 Aug. 1810", Örebro
Tidning 45, August 23 1810.
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Two days låter, the song was printed in the local newspaper, where the author,
Hans Olof Sundelius, a former clergyman, characterised it as "the joyful voice
of Swedish unanimity". 2 Even though the song had primarily been composed
for members of the fourth estate, the author claimed it expressed a nationwide feeling of optimism.
What makes Sundeliuss song interesting is not so much its lyrical idiom
- which obviously was rather simple - but the fact that it was sung at the
peasantrys club. It is also worth noticing that it was composed as an imita
tion of Carl Michael Bellmans widely known Gustafs skål (A toast to King
Gustav'), a song intimately associated with Gustav iii's coup d'état and abolition of the parliamentary constitution in 1772. Bellmans song achieved great
popularity and, in the following decades, it was widely sung as a tribute to
the Swedish king. 3
Yet, in this specific setting the song cannot have been entirely uncontroversial. After Swedens military defeat by Russia in 1808-09, the Gustavian
autocracy had lost most of its legitimacy, and among the aristocratic officers
who had taken the initiative to depose Gustav iv Adolf, allusions to Gus
tav ms coup must have been most unwanted. On the other hand, there is
reason to suppose that many members of the fourth estate wished for a strong
royal power as a counterbalance to the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie. When
Sundelius imitated Bellmans song, it was, therefore, probably seen as an expression of the peasants' wish for a politically active monarch. Moreover, Ber
nadotte was portrayed in the song as part of a long and influential tradition
of monarchical patriarchalism that emphasized the kings duty to protect his
subjects as well as the peoples subordination to royal authority.
Sundeliuss song was the first one to address Bernadotte as heir to the
Swedish throne. 4 It was followed by numerous poems and orations, and in

For further details about Sundeliuss biography scc Linköpings stifts herdaminne 5 (Linköping
I 943)>

PP- 246—249. At the time Sundelius wrote the song, he was waiting for the kings deci-

sion about his appeal against the resolution of the cathedral chapter in Linköping to dismiss
him from priesthood. The members of the fourth estate supported his appeal, and in a letter
to Charles xm, a number of representatives of the estate applied that his appeal should be
granted. Moreover, in the course of the riksdag Sundelius composed a poem addressed to
Charles xm, published in Örebro Tidning 32, July 26 1810.
3

Cf. Olof" Byström, "Gustafs skål", Bellmansstudier 6 (1934), pp. 71—88.

4

A preliminary bibliography of the literary celebrations during Bernadottes time as crown
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this essay it is my intention to discuss the importance of demonstrative poetry
in creating the image of the Bernadotte dynasty. Traditionally, demonstrative
or "epideictic" poetry has been identified with pre-modern society, dominated by a "representational" form of publicity according to Jiirgen Habermass
Strukturwandel der Ojfentlichkeit (i. ed. 1962). In his study, Habermas stated
that the public sphere of the early modern period did not function as a forum
for political communication but as a showground for the self-display of the
elite, the status of which it aimed to confirm.5 As a result, celebratory writings
similar to Sundeliuss song have usually been interpreted as a means of politi
cal propaganda, directed from above and executed by writers and publicists
loyal to the authorities.6
In my opinion, this way of understanding panegyrics is too simplistic, and
by examining some pieces of poetry addressed to Bernadotte and his family, I would like to modify the traditional view of panegyrics as ideological
indoctrination or simple flattery. As I will suggest, the large number of panegyrical poems from the i9th century cannot be interpreted merely as a form
of ritual or as part of the royal propaganda machinery. Rather, we should
recognize the panegyrical genre as a channel for an exchange of legitimacy
that provided not only a medium for the authorities to communicate suitable messages to the people, but also offered citizens a possibility to articulate
political opinions. I will, therefore, argue in this essay that the genre should
be conceived of as an important medium for political communication.
Before doing this, however, some words need to be said about the nature
of panegyrics in classical rhetoric and in the literary practice of the early
modern period.

prince is given in Sven Almqvist, "Poetiska hyllningar till Carl Johan under kronprinsti
den. Ett bibliografiskt utkast", Carl Johans Förbundets handlingar för åren 1985-1988 (Uppsala
1989), pp. 105-129.
s

Jiirgen Habermas, Strukturwandel der Ojfentlichkeit. Untersuchungen zu einer Kategorie der

6

Cf. for instance the introduction to Mary Whitby (ed.), The Propaganda of Power. The Role

burgerlichen Gesellschaft (Frankfurt am Main 1990), pp. 58-67.
ofPanegyric in Late Antiquity (Leiden 1998), pp. 1—13, and Arne Melberg, Realitet och utopi.
Utkast till en dialektisk förståelse av litteraturens roll i det borgerliga samhällets genombrott
(Stockholm 1978), pp. 38-42, 50-64.
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The Epideictic Genre
From ancient times, epideictic rhetoric has formed a constituent part of
political life. At present, the term panegyric has a derogatory connotation,
usually understood as flattery or outright adulation. According to classical
rhetoric, however, the aim of the genre was to demonstrate the honourable
or shameful in specific situations, and in his Rhetoric, Aristotle pointed out
genos epideiktikon as a particular genre of persuasive discourse. The genre was
not so much concerned with the process of political or judicial decision-making but with displaying accepted values by offering praise and blame: rather
than persuading the audience to carry out a certain line of action, it aimed
to inspire the listeners and clarify the significance of the present moment.
Aristotle, therefore, labelled it "epideictic" or "demonstrative", a definition
echoed in the Latin term genus demonstrativum.7
Originally, epideictic rhetoric had been performed orally, and in ancient
Greece the genre was closely connected with panegyreis, the public festivals
of city-states. But the genus demonstrativum was also cultivated as a literary
genre, particularly in late antiquity. Panegyrical speeches and texts were produced by many orators and writers, and together with the Athenian sophist
Isocrates, whose Panegyricus (380 B.C.) was widely admired, the Roman author Pliny the Younger was held in high esteem due to a laudatory speech in
honour of the Emperor Trajan (100 A.D.). In Imperial Rome, demonstrative
rhetoric was a central part of the political culture and strongly connected
with the rule of the emperors.8
The humanist revival of classical rhetoric during the Renaissance meant a
revival of epideictic literature. Eloquence was an ideal of the period, and the
classical forms of the Roman genus demonstrativum were taught systematically in schools. Pupils were also taught to compose occasional poetry, which
played an important part in the social life of the early modern period.9 In

7

For a further presentation of the epideictic genre in classical rhetoric, see George A. Kennedy,
A New History of Classical Rhetoric (Princeton 1994), pp. 58-62, 195 ff., 225 ff., 245 ff.

8

Plinys Panegyricus is discussed by Susanna Morton Braund, "Praise and Protreptic in Early
Imperial Panegyric: Cicero, Seneca, Pliny", in Mary Whitby (ed.), The Propaganda of Power.
The Role of Panegyric in Late Antiquity (Leiden 1998), pp. 53—68, as well as by Kennedy (1994),

s

pp. 192 ff.
See further O. B. Hardison, The Enduring Monument. A Study of the Idea of Praise in Ren-
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Sweden, the number of panegyrics addressed to kings and other royal per
sonages increased throughout the lyth century, reaching a peak in the last
two decades of the century when a large amount of celebratory texts was
dedicated to Charles xi and Charles xn. Also in the course of the following
century, a great number of panegyrical poems and orations were produced.
This was particularly the case in the early 1770S, when Gustav m's coup d'état
was accompanied by a great number of celebrations, portraying the king as
Apollo, bringing light and order back to the North. In the låter years of
the Gustavian autocracy, enthusiasm for panegyrics declined. Yet, the identification of the king with Apollo remained, and in a famous poem written
on account of the dedication of Johan Tobias Sergels statue of Gustav 111 in
Stockholm in 1808, it was employed with fervour by Johan Olof Wallin, an
ambitious clergyman who ended his career as Archbishop of Uppsala. By the
publication of his poem, Wallin immediately achieved the position of master
of the heroic idiom of Gustavian panegyrics.10
In the following decades the view of epideictic oratory and literature
changed deeply. The traditional notion of panegyrics had been called into
question frequently during the previous century, but in the first decades of
the icith century it was almost totally rejected. Both the romanticists and the
liberals completely despised it, although for different reasons. The romanti
cists, on one hand, discarded all kinds of political panegyric as a matter of
principle since, according to them, the genre lacked aesthetic value and was
unworthy to be called poetry. The liberals, on the other hand, made no objections to political literature but questioned the panegyrical idiom for being
too devout. Rather, they preferred to cultivate a conversational and "realistic"
literary discourse to expose and discuss social and political questions.11
Thus, the notion of epideictic literature was continually contested during
the first part of the icjth century. Still, it is obvious that it offered an impor-

aissance Literary Theory and Practice (Chapel Hill 1962), pp. 24-42, and Per S. Ridderstad,
"Tryckt för tillfället", in Harry Järv (ed.), Den svenska boken 500 år (Stockholm 1983), pp.
10

11

235-258.
Håkan Möller, Den wallinska dikten. Från informatorsåren till Dödens ängel (Uppsala 2000),
pp. 70-128.
Cf. Arne Melberg, Fördömda realister. Essäer om Cederborgh, Almqvist, Benedictsson, Strind
berg (Stockholm 1985), pp. 9-50, and Jon Viklund, Ett vidunder i sitt sekel. Retoriska studier i
C. J. L. Almqvists kritiska prosa 1815-1851 (Uppsala 2004).
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tant medium of communication. Even though the genre had lost a good1
part of its literary reputation, the production of panegyrics continued, and
throughout the reign of Charles xiv the genre was regularly used to proclaim
political values. The importance attached to it is illustrated by the fact that
Henrik Ibsen, a well-known pioneer of modern drama, began his career by
writing celebratory poems addressed to the Bernadotte dynasty.12
By nature, the panegyrical genre was large and multifarious, and in this
essay I will concentrate on three types of political panegyric: first, poems
written by royal commission for State occasions in Stockholm, then poems
written by local authors on account of the royal familys journeys to various
parts of Sweden, and finally a kind of short poetic toasts sung or recited at
festivities arranged by the many voluntary associations of the time.

Panegyrics by Royal Commission
A central part of the panegyrical genre is represented by poems written for
State occasions in Stockholm. In most cases, coronations and royal weddings
or funerals included a number of solemn cantatas that explained the meaning
of the ritual to the spectators. As part of the ceremonies, the cantatas served
as officially authorised panegyrics, and normally the task of composing the
librettos was conferred to poets close to the Swedish Academy or the Royal
Theatre. Originally, the librettos were composed for the ceremonies at hand,
but as they were regularly printed in the newspapers afterwards, they were
made available to a wider reading public.
The libretto composed by Bernhard von Beskow for the delayed coronation of Queen Desideria in 1829, is a good example of this. Appointed as pri
vate secretary to Crown Prince Oskar in 1825, von Beskow became a member
of the nobility two years låter, when he also took a seat as one of the eighteen
members of the Swedish Academy.'3 Accordingly, he was well known to the
king and the royal family when he composed the libretto.
12

Cf. Vigdis Ystad, "'En Stridsmand under Deres Majestets aandlige Banner.' Henrik Ibsens
dikt til de svensk-norske konger", in Lars Burman (ed.), / vitterhetens tjänst. Textkritiska
uppsatser. En vänbok till Barbro Ståhle Sjönell (Stockholm & Hedemora 2003), pp. 144—163.

13

Ivar Simonson, "von Beskow, Bernhard", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 4 (Stockholm 1924), pp.
65—83. The importance attached to the libretto is illustrated by the fact that H. A. Kullbergs
libretto tor Charles xivs coronation in 1818 had been unfavourably reviewed by several crit-
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It appears that von Beskow fulfilled his task to perfection. Depicting Sweden-Norway as a peaceful, pastoral landscape, he combined elements taken
from classical mythology with elements from the old Norse tradition. In the
previous centuries, the Roman myth of the Golden Age had often been employed for royal coronations, that were said to inaugurate a new era of peace
and prosperity.14 In accordance with this tradition, von Beskow tried to illustrate the flourishing, peaceful period that had begun with Bernadottes
accession to the throne:
Fredlig sol på bergen ler.
Sänkta svärd och lösta pansar,
Gyllne ax bland eklöfs-kransar,
Blida taflan Norden ger.
Blommor viras utaf Friden
Kring den lia, hvarmed Tiden
Bärjar, men ej härjar mer.
Lugnets stjernbild, ärans glans,
Stråle samfält öfver Norden!
Verld-skalf vandra genom jorden,
Nordbon ser dem trygg, ty hans
Fjellborg skola de ej skaka.
Sköldmön ses, som fordom, vaka
På dess spets med lyftad lans.' 5

In keeping with the nationalist idiom of the period, the classical elements
were amalgamated with motifs from the old Norse tradition, and written in
ics. Cf. Gustaf Ljunggren, Svenska vitterhetens häfder efter Gustaf ni:s död 5 (Lund 1895), pp.
14

236 f.
The use of the myth of the Golden Age in panegyrics from the i7th century is discussed in
Hans Helander, Neo-Latin Literature in Sweden in the Period 1620-1720. Stylistics, Vocabulary
and Characteristie Ideas (Uppsala 2004), pp. 430-434, and Maria Berggren (ed.), Two Panegyr

15

ics in Verse (Uppsala 1994), pp. 102 ff.
"The sun smiles peacefully over the mountains. Lowered swords and unbuttoned armour,
golden ears among garlands of oak leaves, paint a quiet picture of the North. The peace
winds flowers around the scythe, by which father Time harvests, but never hurts anymore.
The constellation of peace, the brilliance of honour, may shine together over the North. The
world may tremble by earthquakes, but the Norseman will view them calmly, since they
cannot budge his fortress in the mountains. Like in former times, a valkyria is seen watching
from the top of the mountain with her spear raised." Bernhard von Beskow, Ord till musiken
i kyrkan vid Hennes Majestät Drottning Eugenia Bernhardina Desiderias kröning. Den 21
augusti 1829 (Stockholm 1829).
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a lucid, visual style, the libretto represented snowy mountains, clear sunlight,
bold Norsemen and a legendary woman warrior {sköldmö), watching the people from the top of a mountain. Thus, the libretto reflects the interest at that
time in the national topography as well as in Geatish folklore in a way that
brings to mind the interest in the Northern wilderness that characterises an
important part of the landscape paintings of the I9th century.16
However, the message of von Beskows libretto was not entirely unequivocal: behind the affirmative language, the libretto echoed a feeling of danger,
that draws attention to the fact that the coronation took place in a period of
social and political upheaval. As pointed out by Torvald Höjer, King Charles
and his men observed the chain of events on the continent very cautiously,
and when von Beskow maintained that the "earthquakes" shaking other parts
of Europé would never reach the sun-lit idyll of Sweden-Norway, there is
reason to interpret the libretto as a poetic incantation against the threat of
political unrest on the European continent.17
Another cantata written by royal commission is the series of couplets
composed by Carl Wilhelm Bottiger for the so-called National-Divertissement celebrating Bernadottes silver jubilee as Swedish monarch at the Royal
Theatre in 1843.18 Bottiger was not quite as closely associated with the court as
von Beskow, but as Professor of Aesthetics at Uppsala University and having
composed a number of patriotic poems, he was more or less a poet laureate.
Thus, four years låter in 1847, Bottiger could take a seat as a member of the
Swedish Academy.19
As with von Beskows poem, the National-Divertissement emphasised the

16

17
18

19

Cf. Torsten Gunnarsson, Nordic Landscape Painting in the Nineteenth Century (New Haven
1998), pp. 79-130Torvald T:son Höjer, Carl XIV Johan. Konungatiden (Stockholm 1960), pp. 231—251.
For a short characterisation of divertissement as a dramatic genre, see Marie-Christine
Skuncke, "Körsbär och krigspropaganda. Bellmans Lust-spel den 17 Juli 1790", in Pär Hell
ström & Tore Wretö (eds.), Läskonst, skrivkonst, diktkonst. Aderton betraktelser över dikt och
diktande jämte en bibliografi över Thure Stenströms skrifter (Stockholm 1987), p. 290.
Cf. Sverker Ek, "Bottiger, Lars Fredrik Carl Wilhelm", Svenskt biografiskt lexikon 7 (Stock
holm 1927), pp. 171-180, and Paul Fröberg, Skalden Bottiger (Stockholm 1943), pp. 213—242. It
is worth mentioning that Bottiger also composed a panegyrical prologue to Gaspare Spontinis opera Ferdinand Cortez, which was performed as part of the festivities in 1843, 35 we"
as En majdag i Wärend, a populär vaudeville celebrating Charles xiv. For further details, see
Fröberg (1943), pp. 229-237.
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prevailing interest in the national landscape and folklore. But whereas von
Beskow had concentrated on the Northern landscape, Bottiger focused on the
people, and in his couplets a number of typical Swedish characters including a
peasant from Scania (En skånsk bonde), a man from Dalecarlia {En Morakarl)
and a peasant girl from the middle of Sweden {En Vingåkersflicka), paid homage to the king. Rural people from various provinces of Sweden had figured
in Gustavian panegyrics, but most probably Bottiger had borrowed the char
acters from Christian Didrik Forssells Ett år i Sverige (1827—32), an illustrated
book containing pictures of Swedish peasant costumes and ways of life.20
In the political discourse of early i9th century Sweden, the self-governing,
free-holding peasant played an important part as the allegedly true holder of
ancient virtues. The literary portrayal of the peasantry was deeply idealised,
and in a renowned poem called Odalbonden ('The Yeoman') published in
1811, Erik Gustaf Geijer had turned the Geatish yeoman into a personification
of freedom and industriousness: being "a man of his own" and "no ones slave
and no ones master", he served as a moral prototype for modern citizenship.21
Moreover, he personified truthfulness and loyalty to the king, who was said
to trust in the unselfish support of the peasants.
Geijers poem set the to ne for the literary portrayal of the peasantry for a
long time. In his couplet, Bottiger depicted the Scanian peasant as a freedomloving man of action rather than a man of words, owning his strip of land
since long ago:
Svenska bonden ärfde svenska jorden,
Men han ärfde ock fädrens sinn'.
Stor i handling, aldrig stor i orden,
Lägger han sig om trohet vinn.
Plogen vänder han med kraft än lika seg,

20

21

Cf. Christian Didrik Forssell, Ett år i Sverige. Taflor af svenska almogens klädedrägt, lefnadssätt
och hemseder. Tecknade av J. G. Sandberg, beskrifne av A. Grafström (Stockholm 1827). The
use of peasant characters in Gustavian and Kjth century Swedish drama is discussed in
Marie-Christine Skuncke & Anna Ivarsdotter, Svenska operans födelse. Studier i gustaviansk
musikdramatik (Stockholm 1999), pp. 299—343, as well as in Bo Grandien, Rönndruvans glöd.
Nygöticistiskt i tanke, konst och miljö under 1%00-talet (Stockholm 1987), pp. 70 ff.
Melberg (1985), pp. 24-27. For a further discussion of Geijers ideal of a Geatish citizenship,
see Patrik Hall, The Social Construction of Nationalism. Sweden as an Example (Lund 1998),
pp. 170-208.
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Herre är han själf uppå sin ärfda teg,
Ej på tinget hans ord är falt,
Men evigt älskar han den kung, han valt.
Se, från Lappland ända ner till Skåne
Samma idoga, raska nit!
Årets växt bestäms af sol och måne,
Och dernäst utaf bondens flit.
Re'n ur smälta drifvor skjuter grödan ung,
Gamle bondemän omkring sin gamle kung
För en framtid då sörja ej,
Men hviska: "ännu lefver gamle Frey". 22

Asserting that all peasants "from Lapland all the way to Scania" had inherited
the industriousness of their forefathers as well as their freedom-loving mentality, the couplet reiterated a central theme in Geijers Odalbonden. However, according to Bottiger, the typical quality of the Swedish peasantry was
its loyalty to the king. Since the peasant had chosen his King together with
his fellow countrymen, he stayed loyal to him. "Forever he loves his elected
king", Bottiger affirmed and in the following stanza he suggested a mysterious
connection between the affection felt for the monarch and the welfare of the
people by identifying the king with Frey, an old Norse god of fertility alleged
to have been the progenitor of some Geatish rulers of ancient Sweden.23 Combined with eagerness and industriousness, true affection for the monarch thus
constituted the best protection against failing crops and bad times.

Panegyrics from the Provinces
Writing ex officio, von Beskow and Bottiger spread the official portrayal of the
relationship between the king and the people. Consequently, their librettos
can be interpreted as parts of the royal propaganda machinery.
22

"The Swedish peasant inherited Swedish soil, but he inherited the mind of his forefathers
as well. Great in deeds, but not in words, he strives for faithfulness. He turns the plough
forcefully as before, he owns his strip of land, he never speaks falsely at the local court, but
loves forever his elected King. Behold, from Lapland all the way to Scania, unchangeable
industriousness, vigorous zeal! The years crop is determined by the sun and the moon as well
as by the peasants diligence. Shoots grow in thawing snow, old peasants gathered around
their elderly king do not worry about the future but whisper: "Old Frey is still alive". Carl
Wilhelm Bottiger, Samlade skrifter 3 (Stockholm 1858), pp. 2 f.

23

Cf. Folke Ström, Nordisk hedendorn. Tro och sed iforkristen tid (Göteborg 1985), pp. 175 f.
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19. Scanian peasants from Torna. Several of the personages acting in Carl Wilhelm Botti
gers National-Divertissement in 1843 seem t0 have been derivedfrom Christian Didrik
ForsselTs and Johan Gustaf Sandbergs Ett år i Sverige (1827-32,), an illustrated book on
peasant ways oflife, reflecting the vivid interest in Swedish history andfolklore within
the expanding bourgeoisie. (Uppsala universitetsbibliotek. Photo: Uppsala universitets
bibliotek.)
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Most panegyrics addressed to the Bernadotte family were, however, produced spontaneously, composed and printed on an authors own initiative
in order to mobilise the hearts and minds of the local people. This was particularly the case with the many journeys made by the members of the royal
family to various parts of Sweden-Norway. The arrival of a royal person in a
provincial town was a carefully organised public event, painstakingly coordinated by the local authorities. Normally, the royal visitor and his entourage
were met at the town gate by the county governor, the magistrate, the local
clergy and the leading citizens, who escorted him into the centre of the town,
accompanied by cheering crowds and gun salutes. Having arrived there, the
guests were greeted with speeches by the chief magistrate and the vicar, as
well as with songs and poems sung by schoolchildren. After having been
paid homage by the citizens, the royal visitor went on to a formål banquet,
arranged by the magistrate or the leading citizens.24
Epideictic rhetoric played an essential part in the festivities and in addi
tion to being addressed with songs and speeches, the visitor was normally
honoured with poems written for the occasion. In many cases the poems
were printed in advance, so that they could be delivered to the guests and
read by the audience, but frequently they were also submitted to the local
newspapers that usually contained lengthy reports about the festivities.
On the whole, the contents of the poems were quite repetitive: almost
without exception the authors testified to the joy and wonder felt in the presence of the monarch and other members of the royal family. Moreover, the
authors repeatedly declared that this joy naturally articulated itself in poetic
inspiration. An illustration of this is found in a poem written on account of
Charless visit in Gothenburg in 1819, in which the citizens were portrayed as
children, cheerfully gathering around their beloved father:
Upp, fröjda dig, GÖTHA: din Borg har fått sluta
Den dyrkade Drotten i trovärdig famn,
[...]

24

A colourful description of the festivities arranged on account of Charles xiv's visits in Upp
sala in 1819 and 1834 is given in Claes Annerstedt, "Om Karl Johans beröring med Upsala
universitet och besök i Upsala", Carl Johans Förbundets handlingar för åren 1915-1918 (Uppsala
1918), pp. 18-44. A contemporary report of Charless and Crown Prince Oskars arrival in
Linköping in 1819 is given in Linköpingsbladet 47, June 12 1819.
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Den trofasta hyllning, Monark! vi Dig bjuda,
Förlåt! den har yrande glädje till tolk
De stormande rop, som mot himlarna ljuda,
Dock äro en gärd af Ditt tacksamma Folk. 25

Most probably the celebrations in Gothenburg had been carefully organized,
and many citizens probably experienced them merely as a formål procedure.
In the poem, however, the ovations were described as a spontaneous outburst
of happiness, passionate and impossible to control. As well as paying tribute
to the king, the author took the opportunity to confirm the sincerity of the
publics feelings for the monarch.
A similar line of argument was developed in a poem printed in Lund in
1823, in which the tributes paid to the king were described as tokens of the
peoples heartfelt love:
Men högt på thronen ses CARL JOHAN vaka.
För hwad HAN gett sitt folk,
ger folket nu sin kärlek fritt tillbaka,
och sången är dess tolk. 26

Also in this poem, the ovations were described as a "free", spontaneous expression of the peoples love for the king. By doing so, the author alluded to
the kings motto, "The love of the people is my reward" (Folkets kärlek, min
belöning), as if intending to reinforce the truth of the motto.
Another facet of the poems written on account of the royal journeys is the
attempt to inscribe the new dynasty into the historical mythology of Sweden. This mythology included a number of historically and politically significant towns and regions. One such region was the province of Dalecarlia,
"the native soil of Swedish liberty", according to Christian Didrik Forssells

25

"Rise, Gothia, rejoice! Your burgh has enjoyed the felicity of clasping the venerated ruler in
its arms [...] Receive, oh King, the truthful tributes we offer to you. Pardon that they are
delivered in a happy, boisterous way, but the storm of enthusiasm is an offering to you from
your grateful nation." Versar, afsjungnepå en BaL uti Götheborg vid HANS KONGL. MAJ:TSHöga
närvaro (Göteborg 1820). If not otherwise indicated, the poems referred to henceforth are
available in Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, Verser rörande svenska kungliga personer. Karl xiv
Johan med gemål.

26

"Charles is seen watching, sitting on his throne. What he has given his people, the people are
now giving back freely with love in the shape of a song." Skålar, afsjungne den 1december 1823
(Lund 1823).
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Ett år i Sverige, which was intimately connected to the legendary adventures
of Gustav Vasa, King of Sweden 1523—1560.27 It had played an important part
in the official panegyrics to Gustav 111 where the parallels between the two
monarchs had been carefully pinpointed, and in the opera GustafWasa (1786),
Johan Henric Kellgren and Johann Gottlieb Naumann had depicted Gustav
Vasas struggle in Dalecarlia against the Danish King Christian as a prototype
for Gustavs struggle for political dominance.28
In close accordance with this tradition, Bernadotte was likened to Gustav
Vasa almost immediately after his arrival in Sweden. His solemn entry into
Stockholm in 1810 was celebrated with a performance of GustafWasa at the
Royal Theatre, and when he visited Falun, the provincial city of Dalecarlia,
some years låter, the parallels between him and Gustav Vasa were put forward
explicitly:
Med redlighetens enkla ton
Du hyllas, Konung! i de bygder,
Der fordom banan till en thron
Sig öppnade för Wasas dygder.
På Swerges frälsning stod Hans rätt,
Som Din, att Swerges Krona bära;
Som Hans, skall ock Din hjelte-ätt,
I sekler wårda hennes ära.29

In Gustavian panegyrics, authors had usually focused on the ancestral bond
between Gustav Vasa and Gustav 111. The poems addressed to Charles xiv
followed another line of argument, and in the poem both he and Gustav
Vasa were described as self-made heroes, having "redeemed" Sweden thanks
to their martial virtues. As a consequence, both could claim to be lawful rulers of Sweden.

27
28

29

Forssell (1827), p. 3.
See Birgitta Schyberg, '"GustafWasa as Theatre Propaganda", in Inger Mattsson (ed.), Gus
tavian Opera. An Interdisciplinary Reader in Swedish Opera, Dance and Theatre 1771-1809
(Stockholm 1991), pp. 293-322, and Skuncke & Ivarsdotter (1998), pp. 100—114, 181-194.
"With an upright, simple melody you are greeted, Oh King, in the provinces where once
upon a time the way to the throne was opened for the virtues of Vasa. His right to carry Swedens crown was founded, like yours, on his salvation of Sweden: like his, your heroic dynasty
shall preserve the glory of Sweden for centuries." Sånger till Hans Maj:t Konungen och Hans
Kungl. Höghet Kron-Prinsen. Afsjungne under Defie Höge Personers wistande i Dalarne år 1819
(Falun 1821).
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20. The proposal oftoasts played an important part in the festivities arranged by the aristocracy and bourgeoisie. This caricature by Hjalmar Mörner 1830 shows a dinner scene
with two obviously inebriatedguests in the foreground. (Lithography. Private owner.
Photo: Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.)

But sometimes Dalecarlia was also deployed as a symbol of political constitutionalism. For instance, in the poem quoted above, the author indicated
that both Gustav Vasa and Bernadotte had achieved their position as king
thanks to the support of the common people. Whereas Gustav Vasa had obtained the Crown thanks to the support of Dalecarlian peasants, Bernadotte
had been elected monarch by representatives of the entire people, and at the
same time as the author eulogized Charles for having delivered Sweden from
the chaos of the Napoleonic Wars, he tactfully reminded the king of the fact
that he owed his position to the people. Subsequently, the Bernadotte dynasty could succeed only as far as it based its power on populär support.
In this case, the demand for political influence was implicit. In several
poems it was stated more explicitly. For instance, in a song printed in Lund
in 1832, the king was openly told that he could gain the citizens' affection
only by being "a man of the people" {Du folkets kärlek vannj och vinner den,
men blott som folkets man).3° The phrase may be taken as an allusion to Ber
nadottes humble extraction as well as to his motto ("The love of the people
is my reward"), but it was probably intended primarily as a reminder of the
fact that he had been elected king by the riksdag, a circumstance that demonstrated the peoples right to political influence.
Another place of historical significance was the city of Uppsala. The city
was assumed to have been a centre for the pre-Christian worship of the Norse
gods, and since a number of ancient Swedish kings were supposed to have
been buried in the grave mounds in Gamla Uppsala, the city held a promi
nent place in the historical mythology of Sweden. It was also the seat of the
Geatish League, an association of academics and civil servants striving for the
revival of old Northern traditions. When King Charles and Crown Prince
Oskar visited Uppsala in 1819, their visit was, therefore, portrayed as a revival
of Swedens ancient past:
Der Odin i högen är lagder
Der wandrar på grafwar en kommande Nord,
Som, färdig till ära och bragder
Och styrd af Din ätt, skall förvåna wår jord. —
Här är endast framtid: här stå icke mer
De forntida murar, de ramlade ner, —
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Till Hans Maj:t Konungen den 12 september 1832, af den Studerande Ungdomen i Lund (Lund
1832).
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21. Crown

Prince Oskar receiving a swordfrom the Geatish ivarrior-god Odin at the
burial mounds in Gamla Uppsala. Studying at Uppsala University in the early 1820^
Oskar was in contact with members of the Geatish League, a group ofacademics and
civil servants trying to revive old Northern traditions. (Engraving by Hugo Hamilton in
K. A. Nicanders Runor (1825^. Photo: Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.)
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Men forntida, trofasta slägten
Af hoppfulla ynglingar fostras Du ser!3*

The song, that was sung by students standing on parade, focused not so much
on the king as on the youthful students who characterised themselves as an
"ancient, faithful generation", willing to fight for "honour". Even though
most of the external evidence of the power of the ancient Goths had fallen
into ruins since long ago, the spirit of them was still alive, and if led by the
king, the students promised to amaze the entire world with their bravery. As
indicated, the song was composed in a belligerent idiom, reminiscent of the
military activism typical of many political poems from the

1810S. 32

In the poem from Dalecarlia, the king was compared with Gustav Vasa. In
this case, he was associated with Odin, the old Norse warrior-god. The comparison was frequently used and was sanctioned by the king himself: already
in 1812, Bernadotte had ordered a painting showing Odins arrival in Sweden
and meeting with the legendary King Gylfe, thus illustrating his role as defender of the realm as well as his relationship with the elderly Charles

xiii. 33

According to the myth, Odin had been followed on the throne by his son
Yngve Frey, and that the identification of Bernadotte with Odin could also
include Crown Prince Oskar is demonstrated by a picture in K. A. Nicanders
Runor

(1825)

which portrays Crown Prince Oskar receiving a sword from the

hands of Odin at the grave mounds in Gamla Uppsala.

Panegyrics in the Social Life of the Bourgeoisie
A third important type of panegyric is represented by toasts composed in
verse for banquets or other festivities within the bourgeoisie. This type of

31

"Where Odin is buried in a grave mound, a coming North is wandering in the hills. It is ready
for bravery and honour, and led by your descendants, it will astonish the world. In our town is
only the future: here are no more the ancient walls, they have collapsed, — But you will find an
ancient, honest generation of young men brought up in hopefulness." "Sång till Hans Maj:t
Konungen samt H. K. H. Kronprisen wid deras ankomst till Upsala den 17 Oct. 1819. Af de
studerande Nationerna", Stockholmsposten October 22 1819.

32

Cf. Ingmar Stenroth, Sveriges rötter. En nations födelse (Stockholm 2005), pp. 55-100.

33

Solfrid Söderlind, "Karl Johan mellan nordiskt och klassiskt i svensk bildkonst", in Antoinette Ramsay Herthelius (ed.), Karl XIV Johan — en europeisk karriär (Stockholm 1998), pp.
163-169.
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A scene from a society ball in Stockholm, 1820. Some of the attendees are identified in
pen writing below the scene, for instance, the Countesses Brahe and Fersen and Colonel
Peyron, as well as the ambassadörs ofBritain, Prussia, and Denmark are mentioned.
A printed version exists with the title "La société de Stockholm en caricatures en 1820
(Water colour. Private owner. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum, Stock
holm.)

22.
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poem lacked classical precedents and had been introduced in Sweden during
the latter part of the i8th century. However, it emerged fully in the first decades of the following century, when the genre rapidly became populär, and
towards the middle of the K)th century, it dominated panegyrics completely.
Nonetheless, the genre has been almost totally neglected by scholars.34
This type of panegyric was closely connected to the social life within the
new voluntary associations of the period and reflects the increasing political
importance of the bourgeoisie. The voluntary associations had many different aims including religious, cultural and philanthropic, and included members from various social groups. They seem, however, to have recruited raembers particularly from the middle classes, who regarded the associations as an
arena for political participation; although several associations gained sanction
through royal patronage the members met there as free citizens rather than
as royal subjects.
Within the social life of the associations, banquets, balls and other festivities played an important part. They were often celebrated on royal name
days or other occasions related to the royal family, and the festivities regularly
included a number of toasts in verse addressed to the royal family. In many
cases, the toasts seem to have been printed in advance but they were often
published in newspapers as well. Usually the poems were anonymous, but as
the readers of the papers were told when and where they had originally been
sung, there is reason to assume that they served as a means of advertising the
associations to the public.
One feature that makes the toasts interesting, is the way they reflect the
bourgeois family ideology of the early icjth century.35 On the continent, the
image of royalty had been transformed during the previous century, and as
pointed out by Simon Schama and Linda Colley, royal dynasties were usually

34

A notable exception is found in Håkan Möllers study of Johan Olof Wallins poetry, which
includes a derailed analysis of a versified toasc from 1837 to Christopher Hughes, Ameri
can ambassadör to Sweden. Möller (2000), pp. 307-345. That drinking-songs were used as
weapons in the political debates is noticed in Sten Carlsson, Grupper och gestalter. Studier
om individ och kollektiv i nordisk och europeisk historia (Stockholm 1964), pp. 143—163, and in
Ann Ohrberg, Vittra fruntimmer. Författarroll och retorik hos frihetstidens kvinnliga författare

35

(Hedemora 2001), pp. 209 ff.
For a comprehensive description of this ideology, see Jonas Frykman & Orvar Löfgren, Den
kultiverade människan (Lund 1979), pp. 74—130.
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described as "companionate" families, consisting of husband, wife and children. The royal aura was demystified and domesticated, and instead of being
described as holy beings installed by God, royal persons were portrayed as a
family or "a domestic pärlor group".3<s
The process of domestication is easily recognised in the toasts dedicated to
the Bernadottes. Over and over again, the dynasty was portrayed like a bourgeois family: the toasts normally contained poems addressed to all members
of the royal house, not only the king but also the queen, the crown prince,
the crown princess as well as their children. Specific qualities were ascribed
to each person and, taken together, the toasts articulated a set of social roles
revealing a "family romance" parallel to the one described by Lynn Hunt in
The Tamily Romance of the French Revolution (1992).37
According to these roles, men were depicted as protective fathers. The role
of father to the people was firmly anchored in the traditional language of royal
patriarchalism, and as indicated in the introduction to this essay, Bernadotte
was celebrated as the father of all Swedes as early as 1810. Performing this
role, he had to maintain justice and paternal care, and in the poem quoted in
the introduction, Bernadotte was urged to act like a respected pater familias,
treating his subjects like children: "Become our father/ You will find faithful
children among us." As children, Swedish subjects should, in turn, reciprocate
this paternal care by showing obedience and holding the king in veneration.
Moreover, according to this ideology men should prove themselves useful in public life. In several toasts, the king was, therefore, portrayed as the
defender of the realm, safeguarding freedom, peace and prosperity. On this
point, the panegyrists frequently alluded to Bernadottes martial merits from
the Napoleonic Wars, which were said to have granted him the status of hero.
How this theme was carried out, is illustrated in a toast to the king proposed
on Charless name day in 1830:

3<s

Simon Schama, "The Domestication ofMajesty: Royal Family Portraiture, 1500—1850",/o«rnal of Interdisciplinary History 17 (1986), pp. 155-183, and Linda Colley, Britons. Forging the
Nation 1707-1837 (New Haven 1992), pp. 228—236.

37

Cf. Lynn Hunt, The Family Romance of the French Revolution (Berkeley 1992). The "family
romance" unfolded in the toasts differs in many respects from the French one described by
Hunt, but the way she confronts the gender ideals of the period is applicable also to the
gendered language of the versified toasts.
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Gud! Dig anrope vi,
Stå Kung CARL JOHAN bi,
Allsvåldige!
Åt Svithiod länge spar
Vår dyre Konungs dar!
I alla skiften var
Hans skyddare!
Hans dag var segersäll.
Må nu en herrlig qväll
Bli Hjeltens lön!
Mån länge i vår bygd
Åt hvarje Samfunds-dygd
Hans spira gifva skygd!
Gud hör vår bön!38

In the form of a prayer, the toast described King Charles as an aged but heroic
defender of Sweden, blessed by the Almighty. Thanks to God he had overcome
the dangers of the Napoleonic Wars, and in the poem the author described the
king as an instrument for Gods protection of Sweden. By virtue of his martial
virtues, he had restored peace and affluence and, in the toast, the author asked
God to reward the monarch with a "glorious evening" that would guarantee
that civic virtues would thrive in Sweden even in the future.
Whereas the king was portrayed as the father of the entire people, the
queen and the crown princess were usually depicted as mothers of the royal
children. According to the panegyrists, their most important duty was to bear
and bring up an heir to the throne, and in a toast from 1830, Queen Desideria
was praised as a mother:
Och hvad moders-fröjd du njuter!
Se, Carl Johans Kungastam
Sköna, friska grenar skjuter.
Gud, Er Ätt gör lyckosam!39

38

"Oh God Almighty, we beseech you, save our King Charles! Preserve for Svithiod, the days
of our beloved King, be forever his protector. His daytime was victorious; may a glorious
evening be his reward. May his sceptre maintain all civic virtue among us. Oh God, listen to

39

our prayer." Skålar, afsjungne vid Carls-dagens firande i Gefle, år 1830 (Gävle 1830).
"What a bliss of maternity you enjoy! Behold, beautiful, fresh branches sprouting from the
stem of King Charles. May God bless your family!" Skålar, afsjungne vid Carls-dagens firande
i Gefle, år 1830 (Gävle 1830).
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At this time, however, Desideria, who was born in 1777, was growing old.
Most likely the "beautiful, fresh branches" were represented by Crown Prince
Oskars and Crown Princess Josefinas children. In the toasts, the role of
mother was particularly connected to the youthful Josefina, who was regularly portrayed as a paragon of delicacy, goodness and maternal care, the female
virtues characteristic of the bourgeois family ideology. In this respect, Jose
fina can be compared with Queen Louise of Prussia (1776-1811) and Princess
Charlotte of Great Britain (1796-1817), who both functioned as romanticist
symbols of motherhood: as pointed out by Giinther de Bruyn and Linda
Colley, Queen Louise and Princess Charlotte were almost turned into secular
counterparts to the Catholic Virgin Mary.4°
The way the fantasy of motherhood was projected upon Josefina, is illustrated by a toast dating from 1842 that pays tribute to her female and
maternal virtues:
Ja! Redan, som Furstinna,
Du ärad är och stor,
Men störst likväl, som qvinna,
Och ärad mest, som Mor.
Se der Ditt väldes styrka,
Din tjuskrafts hemlighet!
Ty heldst will menskan dyrka
Det godas Majestät.41

The principal quality that made Josefina worthy of praise was, according to
the author, not her position as a royal person, but her femininity and her
role as a mother. As a woman she represented goodness and care, and in pos
session of a particular female charisma (tjuskraft), she was able to conquer
everyone. Rhetorically the poem reflects the family ideology of the period,
according to which the woman bore the task of creating a peaceful and pleasant home for the family.

40

41

Cf. Giinter de Bruyn, Preussens Luise. Vom Entstehen und Vergehen einer Legende (Berlin 2001),
pp. 71—97, and Colley (1992), pp. 270 ff.
"Even as a princess, you are great and honoured, but you are greatest as being a woman, and
most honoured as being a mother. Behold, in this you find the strength of your dominion,
the mystery of your charisma. Since most of all, men want to worship the majesty of good
ness." "För H. K. H. Kron-Prinsessan", Den 28 Januari 1842 i Kalmar (Kalmar 1842).
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2y Crown Princess Josefina and Prince Charles. This painting explicitly called attention
to her position as the mother ofthe Bernadotte dynasty. In the background, there is a portrait of her husband Crown Prince Oskar, whereas the young Prince Charles holds in his
hand a medallion showing his grandfather Charles XJV. (Oilpainting by Fredrik Westin
1826. Nationalmuseum. NM Grh 1695. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)
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According to this ideology women were closer to the transcendental sphere
and were thought of as mediators of piety and self-sacrificing love. They were
usually portrayed in emotional terms, and while fathers should be venerated,
mothers should be loved and idolized. This ideal is clearly recognisable in the
toasts dedicated to Josefina, who sometimes was described in a sentimental,
semi-religious idiom:
En Andakt ljuf vår känsla genombäfvar,
När för vår tanke, Dyrkade! Din bild,
Af godhet, Dygd så Himmelsk skön, framsväfvar,
Med blicken sänkt till Folket, hög och mild.
[...]

1 huslig krets, i Kungaborg, i Rike
Du Nordens Prydnad! Utsprid Sällheten!
Och som i Dygd, i Sällhet ej Din Like
Du äge, som Furstinna, Mor och Wän. 42

In this toast, Josefina — herself a Catholic — was portrayed almost like the Ma
donna, benignly watching over the people from above.43 She was described as
a personification of goodness and virtue and, in addition to being glorified
as a princess, she was praised as a "mother" and a "friend". As such, she was
said to evoke feelings of devotion {andakt) and happiness (sällhet), a fact that
illustrates the poems place in the family ideology of the time. By equating the
family, the dynasty and the nation, the poem projected the bourgeois family
ideal onto the nation.
As a consequence of this projection, Josefinas role as a mother formed a
parallel to the kings role as the father of the people. But whereas the duties
of the father were performed in public, the maternal virtues were confined to
the domestic sphere. According to the family ideology, women should focus
strictly on their duties as housewives and mothers, and in a well-known ser-

42

"A feeling of devotion pervades us, as we perceive the adored picture of you, characterised
by goodness and heavenly virtue, sailing through the air and looking down on the people
compassionately. [...] In the household, in the palace as well as in the realm, spread out hap
piness, you adornment of the North. Like in virtue, you have no equal in happiness as being
a princess, a mother and a friend." Skålar, afsjungne i Gefle den 28 Januarii 1828 (Gävle 1828).

43

Josefinas position as a Catholic at the Protestant Royal Court in Stockholm is described in
Gunnel Becker, "En katolsk kronprinsessa och drottning", in Gunnel Becker & Kjell Bliickert (eds.), Drottning Josefina av Sverige och Norge (Stockholm, 2007), pp. 69—102.
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mon delivered in 1827, Johan Olof Wallin declared that it was against the very
nature of women to be mentioned or even noticed in public. A true woraan
must refrain from all kinds of public attention, even praise.44
For practical reasons, this ideal of seclusion was not fully applicable to female members of the royal house, but sometimes the ambiguities of praising
them were reflected in the toasts. For instance, this is illustrated in a poem
dedicated to Queen Desideria in the early 1840S:
Drottning! Du, hvars namn
Bor i tacksam famn,
Gömdt af nöden, som Du stödde.
Du, som lefver blott
För den ljufva lott,
Att i sår, der smärtan glödde,
Gjuta tröstens balsam, medlidsam och huld.
[...]

Hur vi sjunga må,
Blifver Du ändå
Högre älskad än besjungen.
Ty den stilla dygden vill ej ryktets pris,
I det tysta blommar hennes paradis. 45

In the poem, the dual character of the role of queen is uncovered, insofar as
the queen was praised for her philanthropic activities at the same time as the
readers were told that her "quiet virtues" never sought the praise of men, but
"flourished" in obscurity. Therefore, it was better to honour her by silent love
rather than by verbal tributes. Essentially, the toast was based on a rhetorical
anomaly: the Queen was publicly praised for not seeking public attention.

44

Cf. Carina Burman, "'Qvinnans ädla och stilla kallelse' - en retorisk analys", in Håkan
Möller (ed.), Johan Olof Wallin. En minnesskrift (Uppsala 1989), pp. 33-44. That the ideal
was still current in the 1840S is indicated in Alexandra Ramsay, "Sällskapsspel eller filantropi?
Fruntimmersföreningens i Helsingfors stora lotteri

1861",

in Birgit Sawyer & Anita Görans

son (eds.), Manliga strukturer och kvinnliga strategier. En bok till GunhildKyle, december 1987
45

(Göteborg 1987), pp. 284 ff.
"Oh Queen, You, whose name lives in the hearts of the poor, who you have helped. Compassionate and mild, you live only for the good destiny of pouring the balm of comfort into the
wounds of a burning pain. [...] No matter in what way we sing, you will be more loved than
praised. Since your quiet virtues seek no praise but flourish rather in obscurity." "För H. M.
DrottningenDen
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Januari 1842 i Kalmar (Kalmar 1842).

Panegyrics as a Means of Representation
and Communication
As indicated by the discussion above, the production of panegyrical poetry
served several functions during the first half of the I9th century. Besides serving the purpose of illustrating the importance of a specific occasion and paying tribute to members of the royal family, the poems proclaimed moral and
political values, as well as demonstrating an authors rhetorical and poetic
skill. It is also evident that they reflected several of the most significant cultural and political trends of the period, for instance the interest in the North
ern landscape and the Geatish mythology, as well as constitutionalist ideas
and the bourgeois family ideology. Fulfilling all these aims, the poems served
as a means of political representation as well as of political communication.
Hence, the genre cannot be reduced to conventional ritual, ideological indoctrination or simple flattery. On the contrary, it must be recognized as an
important way of producing political and ideological meaning.
First and foremost, it should be emphasised that the cited poems served
as instruments of representation. Through them, royal personages and citizens
were made aware of one another: while von Beskows and Bottigers cantatas
gave a symbolical presence to the common inhabitants of Sweden-Norway
as a backdrop to the royal ceremonies in Stockholm, toasts recited or sung
in verse by members of voluntary associations symbolized the royal family
in relation to the emerging bourgeoisie. Particularly in the latter case, it is
evident that the poems served as symbolic representation as they literally represented the ruling dynasty by verbally giving its members presence in the
local arena.
The main purpose of most panegyrical poems was to assert loyalty to
the monarchy, and since both citizens and royal personages were regularly
described in a highly idealised way, the genre as a whole seems to corroborate Jiirgen Habermass description of a pre-modern "representative" public
sphere. Rather than being celebrated for what they had actually accomplished,
both parties symbolized ideal values and virtues. Whereas the members of the
royal family were portrayed as caring and protecting, the citizens were invariably described as happy, humble and industrious.
Despite all this, it is obvious in my opinion that the poems also served
as a means of political communication. As shown by several of the examples
x 45

quoted above, the authors made use of the panegyrical genre in order to
gain support for political opinions and demands, from the royal personages
themselves as well as from the reading public in common. This fact indicates
that the genre served not only as a means of representation, but as a channel for the communication and exchange of political meaning as well. This
communicative function can be observed most clearly in poems composed
in connection with royal journeys, which local writers took advantage of in
order to direct political messages to the king. For instance, when a number
of writers declared that Bernadotte owed his position as king to the peoples
consent and could only gain the citizens' affection if he acted like "a man of
the people". However, the function is also visible in the toasts, which to a
large extent dealt with defining social roles.
As a whole, the panegyrical poems evoked many different political beliefs
and ideals and, in spite of their submissive, celebrative idiom, it seems justifiable to interpret them as rhetorical claims, made by various groups and
individuals in order to articulate political values and prescribe attitudes to
the readers. The production of panegyrics cannot, therefore, be understood
merely as a means of flattery or state-propaganda, but must be recognised
as an important means for the exchange of political meaning. In the light
of this fact, there is good reason to maintain that the panegyrics addressed
to the members of the Bernadotte dynasty also served as parts of a modern,
"bourgeois" public sphere of political debate.
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Journalism on Royal Duty
Pehr Adam Wallmark in Defence of Charles xiv
CECILIA ROSENGREN

1843 was a year of jubilee in Sweden. Charles xiv John had reigned over the
Scandinavian peninsula for twenty-five years, and every possible opportunity
for publicly celebrating the old and brilliant hero was taken: his eightieth
birthday, his name day, his accession to the throne, his coronation, the review
of troops and so on.1 All of the illuminated festivities were gladly attended
by the people, which was convincingly demonstrated to everyone by the
exhaustive stories in the press. The oppositional papers as well as those that
were loyal to the Government covered the occasions, and described how the
Swedes cheered and paid homage to their king, the man who had saved their
country in a time of national crisis after a disastrous war and the loss of
Finland, and who had upheld peace ever since. "The love of the people will
be my reward" was the motto chosen by Charles xiv. At this moment, who
could possibly venture to suggest that the kingly wish had not been fulfilled?
asked Sveriges Stats-tidning (The Swedish State-paper).2
The most influential oppositional newspaper, Aftonbladet (The Evening
Post), agreed that the rejoicings were indeed impressive and dearly loved by
the people, but added a few words of warning. According to Aftonbladet it
would be a mistake to interpret the festive mood as something other than a
pleasant break from the worries of ordinary life. Under the protection of the
Swedish press law from 1810, Aftonbladet and its editor Lars Johan Hierta, had
been the mouthpiece of these kinds of worries for over a decade. Aftonbladet
had been a harsh critic of the Governments failure to adjust to modern times

1

A vivid picture of the celebracions is given by Johan Carl Hellberg (Posthumus), Ur minnet
och dagboken om mina samtida personer och händelser efter 1815 inom och utom fäderneslandet
(Stockholm 1870), pp. 162-176.
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Sveriges Stats-tidning, February 3 1843.
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and a proposer of liberal reforms. Some years before the jubilee, the paper
and the oppositional flank of the Swedish riksdag had definitely shaken the
kings reign to its core.3 Had the public opinion now really changed in favour
of him, Aftonbladet wondered. The paper suspected it to be a conjuring trick
of some sort. A detailed report of the jubilee celebration arranged by the
citizens of Stockholm in February 1843 thus ended with these words:
The festival was by all means both successful and beautiful. What remains now is a wish
that certain people will not exploit' it as political capital that they can take advantage of
in the years to come. It would be a mistake to do so, even if the idea of doing so is already
on the programme of- some; because the proper interpretation of the mentioned homage
to the aged ruler, if one wanted to manifest the public opinion with a transparency,
would surely be: FOR THE EIGHTY YEARS. NOT THE TWENTY-FIVE.4

The king was worthy of an anniversary celebration, but his regime was not.

Journalistic Strategies
The purpose of this artide is not to analyse if the motto of Charles xiv
matched up to the affection of the Swedish people, nor to evaluate the deeds
or the omissions of the king and his Government. What will be in focus is
the notion of possible journalistic exploitation of political capital, as feared
in the extract above. The fact is that the parvenu Bernadotte dynasty seemed
to have secured its future in 1843, despite the growing public critique. Had
the development of the public sphere in Sweden and of the press, whatever
its political colour, thus facilitated the consolidation of the dynasty? What
rational and convincing image of Charles xiv made the general legitimacy of
his regime possible? What exploitative strategies did Aftonbladet allude to?
The liberal opposition in Sweden had quickly understood the potential
of the public sphere, and made newspaper-editing a way of doing politics.
In many ways, the ideals of these liberal publicists were representative of the

3
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For a good outline of the opposition against Charles xiv and his Government see Torvald
T:son Höjer, Carl XIV Johan. Konungatiden (Stockholm 1960), pp. 304—398.
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kind of "biirgerliche Öffentlichkeit" that Jurgen Habermas has uncovered.5
Aftonbladet and its editor Lars Johan Hierta stånd out as the prime examples
of this kind of politicized journalism.6 Members of the Cabinet and the
Swedish official class were, 011 the contrary, very sceptical towards the new
conditions for public communication. Eventually they had to accept the
public sphere as an unavoidable element of modern bourgeois society, but
most of them thought it below their dignity to involve themselves in the
public sphere of newspapers. A common opinion among historians is that
Charles xiv shared this aversion. There is evidence for such an attitude. In
1835, f°r instance, he wrote a letter to his son Oskar in which he described the
press as an illegitimate and tyrannical power that one had better avoid.7 It is
possible that the king indeed felt this way, but it does not fit in with his actual
practice in the journalistic domain.
For example, almost immediately after his arrival in Sweden, Charles
John set up his Private Office (.Enskilda byrån) with the purpose of seeking
information about the public opinion and to find ways of influencing the
opinions of the people. Though private, the Office was not a secret one. It
had opening hours and messengers like any department of State. Much of the
desired information came from the press and many newspapers were taken
in, Swedish as well as foreign, and of different political colours. Charles xiv
was probably one of the most assiduous newspaper readers in Sweden. Since
he never learned Swedish, the Office quickly developed into a translation
agency. Another busy undertaking was the writing of letters, speeches and
artides that the crown prince, and låter on the king, wanted to make public.8
For this purpose the Office made use of a number of publicists, often semi-
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secretly and paid out of Charles Johns own pocket.9 These publicists were
often, but not always, unsuccessful and underpaid civil servants who had
made panegyric journalism their bread and butter.10 These publicists of
dependence were, however, easily detected by the public and were in general
mistrusted, and consequently provided doubtful support. Their newspapers
had few readers and never yielded a profit. The expenses part were initially
seen as extra ordinary, but soon they became the largest item of expenditure.
Taking into account the investments made by Charles xiv, this strategy to act
in the public sphere must be considered a failure."
There were other unsuccessful royal strategies aimed at controlling the
exchange of opinions in the public sphere. The so-called Confiscation Act
(.Indragningsmakten) was unconstitutionally installed at the extraordinary
session of the riksdag in 1812. The Act was a sort of post-censorship, and
allowed the Chancellor of Court to seize an already-published newspaper if
its content was defamatory or endangering the safety of Sweden. First, it was
intended to calm public opinion during a shift in foreign politics initiated by
the crown prince. His entering into an alliance with Russia, the archenemy of
Sweden, in order to carry out the plan of amalgamating Sweden and Norway
in a powerful Scandinavian unit, was not readily accepted by the Swedish
public. Låter on, the Confiscation Act was used as a general weapon against
the liberal press. The Act might have had a calming effect initially, but it never
really worked in favour of the Government. Since it involved post-censorship,
and since the freedom of the press was guaranteed by the Constitution, the
liberal publicists managed to get round the Act by substituting the confiscated
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newspapers with new ones with almost similar names. Here again Aftonbladet
stånds out as the prime example. In 1844, when the paper was distributed
under the name of Tjugoförsta Aftonbladet (The Twenty-first Evening Post),
the Act was withdrawn.12
Notwithstanding these attempts to master both liberal opinion and the
public debate, Charles xiv considered himself to be an up-to-date king. He
knew by heart and could recite long passages from modern political thinkers
like Montesquieu, Rousseau and Adam Smith. It was not his high lineage,
but instead his qualifications from a successful military and political life in
France and Europé that had made Jean Baptiste Bernadotte a legitimate ruler
of Sweden. The Swedish riksdag had acknowledged this when it had chosen
him as heir to the throne in 1810, and Charles xiv was always very keen on
stressing this. He wanted to represent himself as a man of merits and as a
citizen, as shown by these notes found among the private documents of the
king:
La raison et les lumiéres du siécle réclamaient contre 1'existence de vielles lois gothiques,
toujours en vigeur; le Roi travaille å les faire mettre en harmonie avec la nouvelle
constitution liberale qui régit la Suéde [...] Sur le trone, les idées liberales, et il offre, au
monde, le spectacle d'un Roi vraiment citoyen qui ne veut d'autre autorité que celle qui
lui est nécessaire, pour faire le bonheur de ses sujets.'3

Charles xiv never lost hope that "le spectacle d'un Roi vraiment citoyen" could
be realized in public.14 The Members of the Cabinet were less convinced, and
unwilling to try. The king could, however, rely on the ideological changes
within the official class in nineteenth century Sweden. When nobility no
longer was required for admission to the Government offices, at least not in
principle, competence, incorruptibility and efficiency were to be promoted.
A special bond between the king and his civil servants was thus created. It was
considered a sort of a grand gesture when the king delegated a part of the State
authority to these new officials of merit, who on their part swore an oath that
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they would always work for the general good of the State.'5 In my opinion,
a key-figure leading to an understanding of a more prosperous journalistic
strategy of Charles xiv is found among these officials - namely the Secretary
of Chancellery (Kansliråd) and Chief Librarian of the Royal Library Pehr
Adam Wallmark.16 In the following, focus will be on his attempt to create a
populär image of the reign of Charles xiv and the Bernadotte family, mainly
by the means of editing the newspapers Journalen (The Journal) (1810—1834)17
and Sveriges Stats-tidning (The Swedish State-paper) (1834-1844), but also by
writing and publishing polemic books.
Charles John and Wallmark met already in November 1810. The crown
prince needed a teacher in Swedish, and Wallmark, who had succeeded in
teaching another Frenchman the language at a rapid pace, was appointed
to the taslc. However, the language studies were not top priority for Charles
John. He was more interested in Wallmark as editor of Journalen. In the
autumn of his life Wallmark remembered this first meeting with the crown
prince:
Ah! he [Charles John] shortly said, vous avez une belle occasion d'étre utile a votrepays, and
he gave a rather detailed talk over the influence of a newspaper on the public opinion,
and added finally: et l'opinion est la reine du monde, rappellez-vous de cela. I understood
already from this first conversation that the Prince attached great importance to this kind
of literature, and its effects, probably remembering the efficiency of the press in his native
country during the first period of its notorious/famous [ryktbara] revolution. And so he,
as I låter learned, had artides from our leading political newspapers, polemical as well as
others, daily translated and read out loud.' 8
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24. Pehr Adam Wallmark in profile with the Order ofthe Polar Star on his coat. The
portrait was printed together with an obituary in Svenska tidningen 1858. (Uppsala

universitetsbibliotek, Kart- och bildavdelningen. Photo: Uppsala universitetsbibliotek.)
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At this moment, neither Wallmark nor Charles John could imagine the
development of the press and the expansion of the public sphere. But already
in 1810 the Frenchman understood that his politics and his position as crown
prince of Sweden and, sooner or låter, king, needed backup. What he lacked
in traditional legitimacy, he had to compensate for. His strategies within the
field of publicity were important to this cause.

Between the King and the Public
Amongst the publicists who worked in the service of Charles xiv, not all of
them were failures. Wallmark was a case in point, and he stood out because of
his "personality, standing, insights and his long lasting loyalty",19 and because
of his rhetorical competence in creating a coherent and rational image of the
king and his politics. Yet very little research has been done on Wallmarks
political activities as publicist.20 Perhaps, as his daughter Clara Wallmark writes
in her biography of her father, this is due to the fact that the position between
the king and the public was awkward.21 His contemporaries treated him with
suspicion, and posterity likewise. Nevertheless, Wallmark insisted on being
independent of any party, with the exception of the good of the State. In his
opinion, the public sphere had developed in the wrong direction, towards a
biased situation in which the oppositional press dominated. In 1841 Wallmark
commented upon the modern kind of newspapers in a letter to Charles xiv:
[...] elles nensérent que les artides qui entrent dans leur Systéme et ne donnent en entier
que les discours ou artides qui attaquent les Gouvernements respectifs ce qui leur sont
défavorables.22

Wallmarks own policy was to let his paper be open to different opinions,
on the condition that they were expressed in a civil manner. Sometimes
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this ideology placed him in troublesome situations. His Journalen was, for
example, subjected to the Confiscation Act and seized in 1813 because of an
artide commenting upon the foreign policy of Sweden. At the same time
Journalen was an unofficial mouthpiece for the politics of the crown prince.23
Of course one has to be suspicious towards Wallmarks own declaration of
independence, but when reading the artides in Journalen it becomes dear
that he was not one of the cringing panegyric publidsts. Wallmark could
keep his standard because he held sodal capital which other publicists lacked.
In the literary circles of Stockholm, he was a man of high esteem, though a bit
old-fashioned with a taste for the Enlightenment rather than Romanticism.
He was Chief Librarian at the Royal Library - not a very profitable position
financially, but it gave him the title Secretary of Chancellery and låter on he
received Nordstjärneorden (the Royal Order of the Polar Star). In his doings
he appeared as a modern, competent and incorruptible official. He might
have been charmed by the personality of the crown prince, like so many
others, but he was not an opportunist. Charles xiv is supposed to have said:
You [Wallmark] never ask for anything for your own use, and you never accept what I
have to offer you; this is something that kings rarely experience.24

Again, one has to be suspicious of such descriptions. Wallmark chose to
support Charles xiv, and he did earn something from it. Still, my impression
is that he was never forced to defend the king, but did so according to his own
conviction after careful consideration. In Sveriges Stats-tidning a manifesto
was presented, for the kind of journalism that Wallmark as civil servant
vindicated.25 The argument was that the modern political world tended to
split into two spheres, ministry and opposition. If the ministry was assisted by
an active official class, which was the case in Sweden, this class must see it as
a duty to fight with the opposition in public, in different public appearances
and newspapers. However, the conditions of the fight were defined by current
political reality. The officials represented power; they worked in the name of
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the State and the common good. The opposition was not restricted in the
same manner, and was guided by the principle of self-interest, which tended
to degenerate into one-sided analyses of society and, in the end, rebellion.
For Wallmark the choice was simple. Supporting the opposition would be to
work for a disintegration of society, and a publicist official must balance the
opinions and further the interest of the State and its protector.

Wallmark in Defence of Charles xiv
In addition to newspaper publication, by which Wallmark tried to uphold
a pro-government standpoint without being subservient, he wrote several
books in favour of Charles xiv, most of them published anonymously. These
texts were carefully argued and in a pragmatic way related to the political
context. They also reflected the complex ideological situation of Charles xiv
and of the age. In Genom hwilka medel kan en Regering i synnerhet göra sig
älskad och bibehålla ett folks kärlek? (By what means can a Government
arouse and keep the love of the people?) from 1815, the radical philosophy
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau backed up the argumentation on justice and the
foundations of the good state.26 In Anmärkningar i Statistik och Statslära mot
Odalmannen (Notes on statistics and politics against the journal The Yeoman)
from 1823, Wallmark used the political theory of John Locke in pleading for
the superiority of the constitutional monarchy of Sweden and, implicitly, for
the legitimacy of Charles xiv as elected king. He wrote:
Thus it is clear that the totality of the power must be located somewhere else than in
a transient family, - namely in the large and ncver dying entity, called the People. The
people never cease to be the people, even without a ruler; but a ruler ceases to be a ruler
without the people. [...] He cannot perform outside or inside the state without the
powers that he gets from the people. 27

Anmärkningar was an attempt to meet with the political tendencies in Sweden
in the beginning of the 1820S, which threatened to undermine the legitimacy
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of Charles xiv by the means of criticizing the theoretical foundations of the
constitution. In his paper Odalmannen (The Yeoman) the former Secretary
of State, Hans Järta, had attacked the Swedish political system for promoting
a loveless and uncharitable society, without higher ideals. In his view, Sweden
was turning into a juridical machine and becoming a kind of industrial
company where special interests of profit and economical calculations
ruled. Wallmark countered that the worry was unjustified. According to
his interpretation of Lockes theory, the state should be looked upon as a
treaty of marriage between two independent partners of age, the king and the
citizen, rather than as an industrial company. Under the protection of this
treaty, patriotism and other inner properties like gratitude and love would
grow.28 Charles xiv himself had urged Wallmark to refute the argument of
Järta, a task Wallmark unwillingly accepted since Järta was an old friend.
But the king insisted on the duty of an official to defend the constitution
of his country, and to not mix this duty with personal matters.29 Apparently
Charles xiv was pleased with the work done by Wallmark, and he continued
to look upon Wallmark as a defender of the constitution, rather than as a
defender of himself as king.30 In this defence, the more radical and liberal
part of the Enlightenment thought came into use, and created the possibility
of a coherent and just reasoning about the legitimate grounds for the rule of
Charles xiv.
Låter on the defence was more focused on the actual exercise of
power. For example in Historisk-Statistisk Återblick på Sveriges yttre och inre
förhållanden under de sistförflutna Trettio åren (Historical-Statistical retrospect
of the internal and external state of things in Sweden during the last thirty
years) from 1843 ar|d Historiska Beriktiganden af åtskilliga i en del nyare skrifter
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förekommande uppgifter om och emot fd. Kronprinsen Carl Johan under hans
deltagande i de politiska händelserna åren 1810-1814 (Historical corrections of
the many misstatements in some publications that have recently appeared,
concerning the politics of the Crown Prince Charles John during the political
events 1810-1814) from 1858.}r In these books, Wallmark wanted to present a
more reasonable picture of the politics of Charles xiv than was often manifest
in public. The texts were not written at the request of the king, but on
Wallmarks own initiative. They gave expression to the Wallmarkian efforts to
try to balance the opinions within the public sphere. According to Wallmark,
the judgement of the opposition was biased and misleading, because it was
supported by an incorrect analysis of the historical and statistical sources.
Unfortunately the public did not know this, and relied on this inaccuracy
to form an opinion that could only dissociate the people from their king.
For instance, a major issue in the publics mind was the idea that Charles
John had turned his back on Napoleon and made friends with the Russians
out of personal vengeance and dynastic hopes. Furthermore, the alliance
with the Tsar showed his ignorance of the Swedish mentality. The strategic
vision of a Scandinavian unity was also at issue. Had the king not failed in
amalgamating Norway and Sweden, as was the purpose? Other accusations
concerned the line of demarcation between the private economy of the king
and the Treasury of the State, and the allegedly very slow development of
society during his reign.
By referring to a massive amount of statistics and historical sources to
which Wallmark had access via his position at the Royal Library, he refuted
all of the uncertainties about Charles xiv s political decisions and exercise of
power. His pragmatic argument was that Charles xiv did what he had to do
due to the circumstances. He had been offered the throne to stabilize Sweden
politically, and to secure peace and prosperity for the country. In Wallmarks
own opinion, he had succeeded. The argumentation was obviously progovernment, but once again Wallmark managed, or was elever enough, to
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stay away from panegyric writing. He took the accusations seriously, and
then countered with a criticism of the rendering of the sources. The story
told by Wallmark, which was heavily and convincingly supported by figures
and facts, was meant to make the reign of Charles xiv appear as coherent and
as positive as possible. Still, Wallmark made the reader aware of the fact that
the sources available could be interpreted in different ways. In this way he
could challenge the story told by the opposition. This might have played a
role in making the public sphere more balanced, and worked in favour of the
Bernadotte dynasty.

As already mentioned, Charles xiv and the Members of the Cabinet tried
to influence public opinion by placing pro-government artides and fitting
news in newspapers like Wallmarks Journalen. This was not a very successful
strategy. And when the liberal paper Aftonbladet scored a tremendous
success in the

1830S,

considering circulation figures and public impact, it

became urgent among the officials close to the king to counterbalance the
oppositional press. This was one of the reasons why the official newspaper
Sveriges Stats-tidning was set up in 1834.32 Wallmark was appointed editor.
The paper was to replace and take over the business of the old official journal
for public and legal announcements, Post- och Inrikes Tidningar which had
been in the service of the Swedish state since 1645. Consequently, an Official
section and a Legal section were represented, as in the preceding journal.
The purpose was, however, to offer the Swedish civil servants and all other
citizens a newspaper of a modern type, one which could satisfy the modern
newspaper readers demand for variety. The prospectus made it clear that
the Government now wanted to show that it had grasped the significance
of the press in a constitutional monarchy.33 In line with the ideology of
Swedish officials, Sveriges Stats-tidning was supposed to be an impartial voice
in contrast to other newspapers, which all represented special interests. But,
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A good account of the economical and editorial turnabouts surrounding Sveriges Stats-tidning is given by Torbacke (2005), pp. 270—324.
See Prospectus tillSweriges Stats-tidning ([Stockholm] 1834).
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remembering Wallmarks remarks on the public sphere, this did not exclude
discussion within the newspaper if it was sensible and moderate. A Nonofficial section that would provide the reader with reflective artides on various
topics, political and cultural, was thus added to the already existing sections.
Many interesting artides were indeed published in this section over the years
— on the worth of military neutrality, the relation between the king and the
government, charity etcetera — though the artides were neither completely
impartial nor carried any conviction with the oppositional opinion.
One wishful thought was that civil servants from different civil service
departments all around Sweden would feel obliged, again in line with the
ideology of officials, to contribute with artides and news. An editorial office
with officials was established, and many of them were paid in advance.
Unfortunately, neither the ideology nor the pre-payment guaranteed that the
job would be done. Some officials were enthusiastic, but the majority were
indifferent or still viewed newspaper writing as a degrading business. Not
even a royal exhortation to all the officials in Sweden made them decide
to write for the paper.34 Sveriges Stats-tidning turned out to be an expensive
project. It was encumbered with a bad financial position from the start. It did
not attract the expected amount of subscribers. It suffered from the suspicion
of the oppositional press, even if Aftonbladet had pointed out the lack in
Sweden of a state journal in the style of the French Le Moniteur. And it
suffered from the indifference coming within the official class. All in all,
Sveriges Stats-tidning did not pan out and was discontinued in 1844, at the
time of the death of Charles xiv.
In the history of the press, Sveriges Stats-tidning is looked upon as a fiasco.
It was a lost case along with the other failures of Charles xiv in the public
sphere.35 It is true that the paper never succeeded in challenging Aftonbladet,
but was it solely a fiasco? If the public sphere is understood as a social field
in the sense of Pierre Bourdieu, constituted by positions which are related to
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each other in creation, definition and distinction, the enterprise of Sveriges
Stats-tidning may not have been a failure after all.361 think it is plausible that
Sveriges Stats-tidning played a major part in this field, and was more than
just a punching bag for the opposition. In regard to the image-making of the
Bernadotte dynasty, the paper opened new possibilities for the royalties to
represent themselves nationwide to the people. Of course, the public staging
of the king and his family was not new. It has always been a central aspect of
power to create legitimacy through public representation. In Sweden, reports
of royal ceremonies and other royal activities had been recurrent elements in
the official paper, Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, since 1645. However, my claim
is that Wallmark as editor of Sveriges Stats-tidning brought the representation
up to date. He made use of the potentiality of the public sphere to promote
the peoples approval of Charles xiv and the Bernadotte dynasty. Wallmark
was too good a publicist not to exploit the means available for his intentions,
and did so in the same way as the editor of Aftonbladet exploited the possible
ways with the field of the public sphere to increase the political capital of the
opposition.
One has to take into account that the lively political public debate in
Sweden during the reign of Charles xiv was mainly a matter for an audience
in Stockholm. And even if Sveriges Stats-tidning could never compete with
Aftonbladet when it came to circulation figures, it still had a nationwide
coverage and reached civil servants of all sorts all over Sweden. Sweden
remained a hierarchical society and traditionally loyal to the authorities, and
for these civil servants the debates in Stockholm were often looked upon with
a lack of understanding. Aftonbladens complaints about the impact of Sveriges
Stats-tidning on civil servants in the country confirm this.37 When Charles xiv
left Stockholm in 1838, a year of real political crisis and scandalous affairs,
he discovered that the hostile atmosphere in the capital had no comparison
elsewhere. On the contrary, he met with indignation towards the oppositional
press.38
One may assume that the political capital that Wallmark, as an official
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and a publicist, wished to increase through journalistic activities was that of
strengthening the motto of the king. In Sveriges Stats-tidning the methods
differed from those in the books earlier mentioned, in which he tried to
sway public opinion through philosophical argumentation in the first texts,
and philological and historical reasoning in the låter texts. The readers of
Sveriges Stats-tidning must have been more diverse when it came to education
and social standards, and other methods to communicate were needed. A
possible key to the way Wallmark tried to influence this wider audience
was formulated already in 1814. At the request of Charles John, Wallmark
had written a memorandum which included a positive outlook on the
union between Sweden and Norway. It was printed in Allmänna Journalen,
and apparently quite a success when it was read out loud at Stortinget (the
Norwegian Parliament).39 The crown prince was very pleased with the
reaction of the Norwegians, since their hostility towards Sweden softened. In
his autobiography, Wallmark commented upon the memorandum:
It was, for obvious reasons, a fabricatedMemorial, but the fiction was deliberately chosen,
to be able to express the positive feeling for the union that could be discerned among the
Members of the Parliament at Eidsvold, and already could be anticipated in the fierce
opposition of M. Rein, if one did not assume that he fought a phantom.40

So, if the love of the people was the reward wanted by Charles xiv, why not
point out that it was already fulfilled, and not a phantom? Even if Wallmark
was particular about coherent reasoning and enlightened judgement, he
was not unfamiliar with the power of fiction. This power could be used in
the fabrication of the happy and content Swedish people. But the political
situation and the changes within the public sphere made this a precarious task.
Panegyric journalism was, as I have mentioned, ridiculed. To be convincing,
Wallmark had to adjust to the oppositional press. Hence, depicting Sweden
and the rule of Charles xiv solely in flattering terms did not work. During
1838, a year of internal crisis, Sveriges Stats-tidning thus reported with a
surprising frankness on devastating fires, bad harvests, famine, poor people
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Allmänna Journalen, July 8, 9 1814.
Wallmark (1852), p. 387.
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26. The cartoon "Reviewing thepapers" by Ferdinand Tollin from 1840 shows a row
of government-friendly papers, personified as goblins ofsome sort with the features of
the editors. Ihe Swedish State Paper is, however, depicted as Charles XIV himself,
oldand decrepit, leaning on a staff. The salientplume is named the "National Quill"
(Rikspennan)."Revy af Tidningarne", PlateJ in Portfölj af Svenska Karikatyrer (1S40)
by Ferdinand Tollin (signature Ille). (Photo: Kungliga Biblioteket, Stockholm.)

and vagrants pestering the countryside, the riots in Stockholm in connection
to the arrest of the scandalous chronicler Magnus Crusenstolpe, etcetera.41
Naturally, the king was not to blame. It was rather a matter of bad luck.
So, Wallmark supplemented these distressing events with reassuring reports
on the measures taken by him. These reports were often about temporary
changes of regulations of different kinds, but stories on the engagement in
committees doing relief work and charitable institutions were even more
frequent. It was also important to report on the back-up of the Swedish
people who, according to the state-paper, willingly assisted the royal work
within charitable societies. The opposition harshly criticized the lack of
political planning and preventive measures which characterized the regime
of Charles xiv. The Crown Prince Oskar understood the criticism, and wrote
in his diary:
Why are people so displeased with the present state, and fear for the future? Because
the Government, though on the whole good and generous, lacks both power and
method [...] the good emerges without plan and sort of at random, with a word that the
Government executes but does not govern!42

In Sveriges Stats-tidning, Wallmark transformed this sort of reactive rule into
a hallmark. Over and over he told the story of the great hero who continually
repeated his first intervention on Swedish soil which saves the Swedes in
troublesome times.43 It was a repetitive strategy of transforming any signs
of the incapacity of the Government into a proven capacity on the part of
Charles xiv, and to show the continuous support of the people.
In addition, Wallmark did not hesitate to show a more human and
vulnerable side of the king. This made him both a hero and a mortal being
with whom the readers could sympathize. In 1838, for instance, a real human-
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interest story was published. Charles xiv was thrown off a horse, his shoulder
was dislocated and it hurt. But luckily the Crown Prince Oskar and the Crown
Princess Josefina rushed from Drottningholm to look after their father at the
palace in Stockholm. During the days to come, the readers of Sveriges Stats
tidning were provided with details concerning the doctors medication and
the health of the king (who was in pain). 44
Another gripping story the same year, one in which Charles xiv was
connected to the great days of Old Norse and the Swedish soil, was that of a
bauta.45 The soldiers of a regiment in the northern province of Jämtland had
found a huge bauta by the shore of lake Storsjön, and made it into a memorial
stone - a monument in grateful remembrance of the kings inspection of
the troops in 1835. The runic decorations on the stone combined Old Norse
mythology with the actual political situation of the union between Norway
and Sweden, and together they seemed to represent Charles xiv and his
achievements as ruler of the north. He was an integrated part of the history
of Sweden, despite his French origin. Sveriges Stats-tidning published a
letter from a visitor in Jämtland, who had passed the stone by chance on
Midsummers Eve. It impressed him deeply:
I turned to the object next to me. Tall and Kingly was the royal stone, gilded by the
slanting rays of the sun, in the magic summcr eve of Jämtland [...] I read the inscription:
Ät this place His Majesty Charles xiv John, greeted the soldiers of Jämtland August
xxvn MDCCCXXXV', carved on the dragon of time, that meanders round the Nordic free
running lion and through the heart, which lies safely under the aegis of the hammer of
Thor [...] the silent witness next to me stånds alone, tall and kingly, over everyone, like
the serenity of a patriarch who has preserved the independence of a people, and of a
country where he has chosen to rest in peace. Therefore may our love be his reward. 46

Indeed these words seem exaggerated, but Wallmark surely was aware of the
impact, as he keenly published any evidence from the Scandinavian peninsula
which told of the gratitude of the people and their spontaneous cheering.
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Conclusion
During the year of the 1843 jubilee, Wallmark took advantage of the favourable
opportunity to call attention to Charles xiv and the Bernadotte family.
There was no end to the reports on the festivities around Sweden in Sveriges
Stats-tidning. Did these reports further the consolidation of the Bernadotte
dynasty? I would answer in the affirmative, if one allows for the support of
the oppositional press. This may sound contradictory, and yet not, given
that communication practice of the public sphere cannot be defined as onesided. The changes within the public sphere allowed for publicity strategies
of Wallmark that in retrospect seemed to have been instrumental in creating
confidence for the dynasty. Aftonbladet may have ridiculed the fabrications
by Wallmark in Sveriges Stats-tidning., but did this matter? The liberal paper
commented that Sveriges Stats-tidning must be the happiest paper of state in
the world, not least when the oppositional newspapers themselves were being
dragged down in the flush of celebration.47 The fact is that the festivities were
reported in Aftonbladet as well, though in the papers own opinion, and in
a more truthful way. And when it came to the legitimacy of the monarchy,
not even Aftonbladet thought of questioning it for real. It was not politically
possible or even feasible at the time:
We [Aftonbladet] consider the royal power a necessity, according to the present political
circumstances in Europé, and in many ways we, without losing our critical perspective,
show more respect and have better thoughts of the King in person than many of those
who show a cringing devotion to him.48

This friendly attitude towards the king might be explained by the expectations
the liberal-minded Crown Prince Oskar had aroused among the opposition.
But it might also have been that Charles xiv was populär in general, in spite
of the criticism levelled against his Government. Along these same lines, it
has been pointed out that even the most subversive criticisms in public in the
form of caricatures and cartoons were moderate in Sweden in comparison
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with the work of European caricaturists of the age.49 After all, it seemed
like the opponents of the Government at heart acknowledged Jean Baptiste
Bernadotte to be a worthy Head of State, while his compatriots of origin
thought of him as an unreliable opportunist, a bourgeois disguised as king.
Bernadotte was known as a good military strategist. In times of revolution
he had embarked on a prosperous career, one which eventually made him
elected successor to the throne of Sweden. In his attempts to control the
political landscape of Sweden and the field of the public sphere, his own
strategies did not work as well as on the military field. The Confiscation
Act ultimately turned into a weapon in the hands of the opposition rather
than the Government. And the journalists who were economically subsidized
by Charles xiv were too panegyric and old-fashioned to appear credible to
the modern newspaper readers. In my opinion, he was lucky to have the
Swedish official and publicist Pehr Adam Wallmark by his side during his
time as crown prince and king. Wallmark represented a meritocratic ideology
of officials which was reflected in his work in the journalistic field. His voice
in the public sphere was known as being royal-friendly, but it was never
subservient. He tried to convince the public of the legitimacy of the king
through philosophical and historical arguments. But he also understood
the new rules of the public sphere, and as a newspaper editor he used this
understanding to promote the public approval of Charles xiv in a rhetorically
effective manner. Even the oppositional publicists, though very critical
towards the Government, had to appear as kingly sympathizers in public.
This indicates that Wallmark helped the Bernadotte dynasty to attach itself
to the hearts of the Swedes.

Gunnar Ljungmarker, "Karl Johans-tidens politiska karikatyrer", Föreningen för Grafisk
konst. Meddelanden (1951—1952), p. 3; Lena Johannesson, Xylografi och pressbild. Bidrag till
trägravyrens och till den svenska bildjournalistikens historia (Uppsala 1982), p. 264.
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Meeting Grounds
Royalty and Voluntary Associations in Sweden and
Norway c. 1810-1860
PER SANDIN

In November 1840, King Charles xiv received a delegation from Sällskapet
(The Club), the most distinguished bourgeois association in Stockholm. The
delegation wished to express their "humble" appreciation to the monarch after receiving a marble bust of him. The king had thought it fitting to present
the bust to them, and to this day the bust holds a prominent place in the
clubs grand hall. The chairman, wholesale dealer Gottlob Fredrik Smerling,
said: "the token of approval of our Society that Your Majesty has hereby
bestowed, indicates how Your Majesty with pleasure regards associations that
draw citizens toward each other, and where public and individual well-being, within an intimate society, is active and prepared". Charles answered
(in French of course, since he never learned to master the tongues of the
North): "Yes, gentlemen, I always feel pleased when I see voluntary associa
tions formed to promote public and individual well-being".T
There is no reason to doubt that the king really meant what he said to the
good citizens of Stockholm.
The aim of this artide is to highlight the key role that voluntary asso
ciations played in the Swedish-Norwegian royal houses dialogue with the
emerging civic society during the period 1810—1860.2
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Claes Lundin, Sällskapet 1800-1900. Historisk skildring (Stockholm
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The Emergence of Voluntary Associations
in Sweden and Norway
The provisions for voluntary associations that bridged the four estates began
to emerge as the authoritarian and hierarchic world view of Vancien régime
Europé gave way to a new, more egalitarian view of mankind. The new vol
untary associations appealed especially to the bourgeoisie, who saw an opportunity to become more deeply engaged in society. The end of the royal
autocracy created the legal prerequisites for the emergence of voluntary civic
society associations in Sweden (1809) and in Norway (1814).3 Citizens were
granted freedom of speech and expression via the constitutions adopted during that period.
The government continued, through the county governors, to control
the great number of clubs and associations, or societies, which evolved from
around 1810 and onwards. All associations had to present their statutes, pending government approval.4 A few associations were also banned. The best
known case was Sällskapet för medborgerlig talarekonst, or Debatterande säll
skapet (Civic Oratory Association). It was founded in 1820 by the radical
priest Bogislaus von Schwerin and other leading liberals, such as Carl Henrik
Anckarsvärd, Gustaf Hierta and Johan Gabriel Richert (Prince Oskars tea-
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cher in law).5 Runaförbundet (Runic Society), established in 1824 in Lund
(a university town in southern Sweden), is another example; its aim was to
reform and modernize the academic world. That did not please the powers
that be. Although it was never officially banned, its meetings were kept under
government surveillance.6 Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the reform
associations formed during the 1840S were not placed under royal patronage.
But it is more remarkable that the reform associations were allowed to oper
ate without major impediments.
The prototypes for the Civic Oratory Association and the Runic Society
were the English debating societies.7 It is apparent that Charles xiv was very
sceptical of this kind of assocation. It is well known that he, both as crown
prince and as king, feared signs of discontent against royal power in general,
and his royal house in particular. Immediately on his arrival in Sweden, he set
up a secret police and spy agencies. As the union with Norway was formed
in 1814, these agencies were extended to Norway as well.8 The scope of the
surveillance these agencies conducted against the associations is unkown, and
will likely remain so.
With the exception of political associations, among them the debating
societies, Charles xiv was quite open to voluntary associations. Among the
hundreds of clubs or associations that were formed in Sweden and Norway
from 1810-1815 and onwards, a small, yet impressive, number were given royal
patronage. Through this patronage an exchange of legitimacy took place:
the monarch gave civic society legitimacy, and the royal power was given
legitimacy by civic society. It should also be noted that the young Berna
dotte dynasty was in special need of building and shoring up its legitimacy.
Associations played a key role as an arena for the encounters between the
Bernadotte monarchy and civic society.
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Swedish Voluntary Associations and Royal Patronage
What sorts of associations were not only "approved" by the Swedish government, but also received royal patronage? A reasonably clear picture emerges:
religious associations, associations that had a social emphasis, temperance
societies, education clubs, cultural associations and so-called womens asso
ciations received the monarchs attention.

Religious Associations and Philanthropic Associations
Queen Desideria and the crown princess, låter Queen Josefina, gave financial
support to Fruntimmersbibelsällskapet (National Womens Bible Society). Established in 1819, its aims were to spread the Bible to the masses by handing
out so-called "bridal Bibles" to newly wedded couples and Bibles to confirmands and schools.
Svenska missionssällskapet (Swedish Mission Society), founded in 1835, was
involved in mission work in Swedish Lapland. It was very official, and was
closely linked to the Royal Palace and the central government in Stockholm.
For centuries, female members of Europés royal families had been active
in social welfare. The queens of Sweden and Norway were expected, just like
their European counterparts, to engage themselves in various philanthropic
activities. To protect and aid the needy was part and parcel of a queens duties as
"mother of the nation".9 The emergence of associations gave the Swedish-Norwegian queens the means to expand and professionalize this commitment.
Charles xiv and his adopted mother, Queen Hedvig Elisabeth Charlotta,
were both honorary members of Sällskapet de nödlidandes vänner (Association
for Assisting Suffering Friends), created in 1816. After her return to Stockholm
in 1823, Queen Desideria gave annual contributions to the association.10 It
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See Charlotte Tornbjer, Den nationella modern. Moderskap i konstruktioner av svensk nationell
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In December 1845, the queen dowager donated 50 barrels of potatoes to the association in
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distributed among the needy in the capital. Sweden was at the time hit by potato blight. See
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focused on supporting widows and orphans. Both men and women were represented on the boards of the association, although women did not have the
right to vote. A sizeable number of the members were well-to-do bourgeoisie,
while a smaller number were artisans or women married to artisans.11

Womens Associations
The king and Government encouraged so-called womens associations that
had a social focus. These associations were an early expression of western
womens emancipatorial ambitions and will to play a greater role in society.
In 1812, the government issued a special statute for the city of Stockholm
that urged women to aid and support girls without means. The womens
associations became an important complement to public poverty relief and
private charities.12 In 1839 Queen Desideria founded Fruntimmerssällskapet för
arbetsflitens befrämjande inom de behövande klasserna (The Womens Associa
tion for the Promotion of Work and Industry within the Needy Classes), and
approved the statutes on 14 June 1845.13 The first article stated that the queen
dowager was the first honorary member, patron and chair of the board. The
other board members, six women and two men (the secretary and an accountant) were appointed by the queen. Several of the female board members
belonged to the bourgeoisie elite.14The association was open for "the capitals
more fortunate inhabitants".15 The associations so-called annual assembly
was held in the queens quarters in the Royal Palace in Stockholm.
Queen Josefina was also a promoter of several womens civic society asso
ciations, for example Fruntimmersföreningen för arbetsamhetens uppmuntran
(The Womens Association for the Promotion of Industriousness, not to be
mistaken for the recently mentioned association) founded in 1833. It was organized and had a social structure akin to that of The Womens Association
for the Promotion of Work and Industry, and was chaired by the queen.16
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Motherhood played a key role in Josefinas public image, and Fruntim
mersällskapet till uppmuntran av öm och sedlig modersvård (The Womens As
sociation for the Promotion of Tender and Ethical Maternity Care) that she
founded in

1826

was likely the association dearest to her. The statutes stated

that the crown princess, låter queen, herself named the

50

members of the

association from "inhabitants in the capitals distinguished districts". The as
sociations board comprised 12 women, and (as usual) a male secretary and accountant, also named by the queen.17 According to items in the governments
official gazette, Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, the board meetings were held in
Josefinas apartments at the Royal Palace in Stockholm. On Christmas Day
the queen donated, via the association, clothes to 46 poor children who
were invited to the palace (the clothes were made by The Womens Associa
tion for the Promotion of Work and Industry). When the children came to

1844,

receive their gifts they met the royal couple, who chatted briefly with them.18
Josefina also supported several provincial womens civic society associations
who promoted better child welfare. This is not the venue to list all the wom
ens civic society associations under Josefinas patronage; the stated examples
should suffice.19

The Swedish Temperance Association
Both Charles xiv and Oskar 1 showed great interest in the early temperance
movement, which was introduced in Sweden during the 1820S, partly based
on the British model.20 Charles xiv disliked "the Swedish boozing" which
he considered to be barbaric and, even worse, to have a negative impact on
morals and diligence.
When American temperance proponent Robert Baird visited Sweden in
he was granted an audience with the king, who wanted information
about the American and English temperance movements. Charles xiv also

1836,

personally paid for a translation of Bairds pamphlet on the origins and de-

17
18
19

Ferlin (1858) 1, pp. 464 f.; Berg (1873), p. 75.
Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, December 20 1844.
See also Gunnel Becker, Henrik Amberg & S:t Elisabethsyster Ludwika, "Välgörenhet och
stiftelser", in Gunnel Becker & Kjell Bliickert (eds.), Drottning Josefina av Sverige och Norge

20

(Stockholm 2007), pp. 135-146.
Hodacs (2003), pp. 146-148.
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velopment of the North American temperance movement, which was distributed to parish libraries around Sweden.21
Oskars involvement in the semi-temperance movement (here, the commitment to abstain from alcohol only concerned hard liquor) was characterized by a strong personal interest. He allowed himself to be named "first
member" of Svenska nykterhetssällskapet (The Swedish Temperance Society),
created in 1837 as an umbrella organization for local and regional temperance
societies. The crown prince and crown princess regularly attended the boards
meetings, as well as the formål annual meeting. At the royal couples recep
tions, some guests noted, with some disappointment, that the traditional
table with bottles of aquavit was missing.22
The temperance advocate and priest, Paul Gabriel Ahnfelt, a standing
member and from 1839 also an honorary member of The Swedish Temper
ance Society, has provided a lively account of a meeting with Crown Prince
Oskar that took place in Stockholm in
prince received him:

1838.

Ahnfelt wrote that the crown

most graciously and immediately began to discuss the temperance issue, affirming that
it was very dear to him. Now he wanted to know, how and in what manner we in Skåne
[the southern-most province of Sweden] had conducted matters upon achieving speedy
progress. Encouraging me to continue the movement, he allowed me to convey to my
congregations that he with satisfaction had observed their readiness to take part in the
reform. In addition, he queried me about what influence it already had had on the populace, and if I believed that the peasantry would ever come to regret their abstention.23

The Swedish Temperance Society can be said to belong to the category of
semi-official national associations with strong ties to the royals and the cen
tral government. The movement also had strong regional and local roots,
which the high number of members demonstrates. In the

21

22

23

1840S,

when the

Oscar Mannström, Svenska sällskapet för nykterhet och folkuppfostran, det 1837 stiftade Svenska
nykterhetssällskapet, Minnesskrift den 9 maj 1937 (Stockholm 1937), p. 8.
Erik af Edholm, Svunna dagar. Ur förste hovmarskalken Erik af Edholms dagböcker. Upplevelser
under Karl XIV fohans och Oscar !:s tid. Tidsbilder från iSoo-talet utgivna av hans son (Stock
holm 1968), p. 49.
Paul Gabriel Ahnfelt, Studentminnen. I urval samt med inledning och kommentar av Per Erik
Wahlund (Stockholm 1963), p. 126. First edition published in Stockholm 1857.
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movement was most lively and reached its highest membership, some 100,000
Swedes belonged to the societys various sub-associations.

School and education associations
The Bernadotte dynasty also showed a notable interest in school and edu
cation matters. The main focus centred on Sällskapet för växelundervisnin
gens befrämjande (The Society for the Promotion of Monitorial Education),
founded in 1822. Charles — and to an even greater extent, Oskar — showed
great interest in the association and its activities. It acted to modernize the
Swedish school system, and leading members were strongly influenced by
modern English and Italian pedagogy. The association aimed at spreading
these ideas.24
Queen Desideria was also involved in school issues, including the posi
tion as patron of Sällskapet till inrättande af småbarnsskolor i Sverige (The
Association for Establishing Schools for Little Children in Sweden), founded
in 1837. The association received annual financial support from the queen.
Board members included the Governor of Stockholm {överståthållaren), who,
as County Police Commissioner, was a key person in the world of associations
in the Swedish capital. The first board included several leading members of
the civic society, including several wholesale dealers and five ladies (three of
noble birth and two commoners).2'
On 21 June 1847, the Queen Dowager Desideria, Queen Josefina, Princess
Eugénie and Prince August attended the graduation ceremony of Stockholms
schools for young children held at the Town Hall. The roughly 400 children
that were present (many were accompanied by their parents) were treated to
music and offered sweets, pretzels and gingerbread biscuits. Each child was
also given a silver coin. The cost was carried by the associations patron, the
queen dowager. Post- och Inrikes Tidningar published a colourful account of
the ceremony:
While the children accepted these gifts, the High Persons took the opportunity to approach the little ones and bestowed them with goodness, which made a deep impression

24
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See N. G. W. Lagerstedt, Sällskapet för folkundervisningens befrämjande 1822-1922. Min
nesskrift med anledning av sällskapets verksamhet under ett hundra år (Stockholm 1922).
Ferlin (1858) 2, pp. 1630 f., footnote 2.
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on the parents and others in attendance, who witnessed a moving scene where the high
and low approached each other. The sincere manner in which the innocent littlc ones accepced the caresses from the High Persons caused tears to well up in many an eye among
those present, and whose importance can only be adequately felt in their hearts. 2<:

Bildnings-cirkeln i Stockholm (The Educational Circle of Stockholm) was
likely the most politically radical of all the associations placed under royal
patronage during the period 1810-1860. It was formed in the autumn of 1845
by two journeyman tailors and the so-called "water doctor" Johan Ellmin.27
The aim was to generate interest for "ideas and good thoughts" among
"members of the artisan and factory classes", and to link these groups with
each other, and with "educated persons from other social classes".28 The activities soon won great support, and the association could count more than
900 members. Along the lines of the "Stockholm model" some 30 other edu
cational societies were formed around Sweden over a short period of time.'9
King Oskar was positive to the aims of The Educational Circle, as he considered most of them to be "well-disposed and judicious".30 The king encouraged their activities and gave financial support to the Stockholm section.31

Cultural Associations
Among the cultural associations that received royal patronage were Arkeolo
giska sällskapet (The Archaeological Society) formed in 1820, Konstföreningen
i Stockholm (The Stockholm Art Society) formed in 1832, and Svenska slöjd
föreningen (The Swedish Handicraft Society) formed in 1845. The two latter
especially caught the interest of the crown prince couple - king and queen in
1844 — Oskar and Josefina.32
The crown prince couples main cultural interest was, however, music.
They frequently took part — as did Desideria and the princes and princesses
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Carl Fredrik Palmstierna, 'Den tunga kronan", in Alma Söderhjelm & Carl-Fredrik Palmstierna (eds.), Oscar / (Stockholm 1944), p. 365.
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Berg (1873), p. 301.
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See e.g. Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, June 6 1846, December 24 1846, January 4 1847.
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i j . Queen Desideria ivas born 1777 in Marseilles as the daughter ofthe wealthy silk
merchant Francois Clary and Marie dAbbadie. In 1798 she married Jean Baptiste
Bernadotte and låter gave birth to a son, Oskar. In 1818 she became queen of Siveden.
Desideria died in Stockholm in 1860. The portrait shows her in official court dress carrying a pearl bracelet with a miniature portrait of her husband. In her hair, golden ears
ofwheat are arranged, a traditional fecundity symbol. (Oilpainting by Fredrik Westin
1830. Nationalmuseum. NM Grh 2281. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)
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28. Crown Princess Josefina was born 1807 in Milan as the daughter of prince Eugene
de Beauharnais, Duke of Leuchtenberg, and Princess Augusta ofBavaria. She married
Crown Prince Oskar (låter Oskar i) of Sweden-Norway in 1823, and became queen
ofSweden upon his accession to the throne in 1844. They had four sons (two became
Swedish kings: Oskar // and Charles xv) and one daughter. Josefina died in 1876. She is
portrayed wearing court dress and an ermine mantle. (Oilpainting by Fredrik Westin
1836. The Royal Collections, Rosendal. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm.)
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of the royal family- in the comprehensive bourgcois rausical life that cvolvcd
in Stockholm from the

1820S

and onwards.33 In addition to actively playing

music at home and frequent visits to the opera, Oskar och Josefina often attended — even after they were king and queen — public gatherings of Harmo
niska sällskapet (The Harmonic Society), founded in 1820.34 When the royal
couple, the crown prince and Prince Gustav attended the society's public
gathering on

17

December

1844,

Post- och Inrikes Tidningar reported: "After

the concert, their Majesties and Highnesses were observed conversing with
several members of the Society".35

Norwegian Voluntary Associations
and Royal Patronage
The formation of Norwegian associations began somewhat låter than in
Sweden, and was never quite as extensive (Norways population was also far
smaller than that of Sweden). Norwegian associations also differed somewhat
from Swedish associations in how they were organized. They often had a
stronger local or regional base than their Swedish counterparts.

The Royal Society for the Welfare of Norway
Det Kongl. Selskab for Norges Vel (The Royal Society for the Welfare of Nor
way) held a unique position among Norwegian associations. It was founded
already in 1809 (during the Danish era, that is).36 As the name suggests, the
association also had a close link to the royal powers after the union came
into being in 1814. It was related to Kungl. Lantbruksakademien (The Royal
Swedish Academy of Agriculture) and its associated provincial agricultural
societies. The academy was established in 1811 on the initiative of Crown
Prince Charles John.

33

Leif Jonsson, "Prins Gustaf och musiken i den Bernadotteska familjekretsen", in Gösta Vogel-Rödin (ed.), Bernadotter i politik och kulturliv (Lidköping 1991), p. 161.
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Regarding Harmoniska sällskapet, see Berg 1873; Åhlén 1952.
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Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, December 18 1844.
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See Michael Birkeland, "Selskabet for Norges vel 1809-1829", in Michael Birkeland (ed.),
Historiske skrifter 1 (Kristiania 1919).
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Religious, Philanthropical and Cultural Associations
As already mentioned, the Norwegian associations had a stronger local or
regional base than their Swedish counterparts. This was the case regarding
Det Norske missionsselskab (The Norwegian Missionary Society), created in
and Det Norske afholdenhedsselskab (The Norwegian Temperance Soci
ety), founded two years låter.37 Det Norske Bibelselskab (The Norwegian Bible
Society), established in 1816 based on the Swedish pattern, had a more official

1842,

status and direct links to the royal family.
In Norway there were few central, hierarchical philanthropical associa
tions. The royal powers therefore chose to support schools, sanctuaries and
reformatory institutions that worked in a philanthropical spirit. Some of
these received regular financial contributions from the royal house and were
offered royal patronage, for instance Queen Josefinas school for needlework
and Eugeniastiftelsen (The Eugenia foundation), a reformatory institute for
poor girls.38
Several cultural societies established during the 1830S and 1840S were of
fered royal patronage. In 1845, Selskabet for norske fornlemningers bevarande
(The Society for the Preservation of Ancient Norwegian Remains) was
formed, and soon numbered some

500

members. King Oskar supported the

association financially, and queens Desideria and Josefina signed up as mem
bers.39
Konstföreningen i Christiania (The Art Society in Christiania) was es
tablished in 1836, four years after its Swedish counterpart. The association
devoted itself to establishing a Norwegian national art gallery. This was realized in 1842. Members of the royal house used to visit the Art Society's
exhibitions of Norwegian artists when they visited the Norwegian capital. In
August 1847, Queen Josefina purchased a painting by a certain Mordh, and
Queen Dowager Desideria bought a copy of Adolf Tidemands "Vandring
till Ssetern" ("Walk to Sastern") and a Norwegian landscape, "Udsigt i Tele
marken" (" View in Telemark") by Magnus Thulstrup Bagge.40 These three as
sociations were all products of the nationalist movement that swept through

37
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Try 1985, pp. 15, 25, 51-61.
See e.g. Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, March 28, 29, September 29 1845; September 2 1847.
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See e.g., Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, August 30 1847.

40

Post- och forikes Tidningar, September 2 1847.
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Europé during the first half of the nineteenth century, and which also struck
roots in the united kingdoms.41
A patriotically coloured concept of history evolved in Norway, the socalled "Norwegian school of history".42 Its main proponent was historian Ja
kob Rudolph Keyser, who was also head of the Society for the Preservation of
Ancient Norwegian Remains, as well as lecturer in Norwegian history when
Charles (xv) and his brothers were enrolled at Christiania University during
the

1840S. 43 The

relationship between the royal powers and patriotic associa

tions is of special interest, since it is an example of how the monarchy, during
the reign of Oskar 1, opted to appear as a symbol of nationalist sentiments in
Norway rather than distancing itself from them.

The Thrane Movement
The Norwegian workmens associations44 — which formed the basis of the
so-called "Thrane Movement" that evolved in Norway during 1848 and flourished in the following years — was, however, regarded with scepticism by the
royal powers. King Oskar announced that he accepted workers' associations
as long as "they remained within the limits of the law". In
less than
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workers' associations that mustered some

1850

20,000

there were no

members.45

Oskar followed the developments with "discomfort", as one of his biographers put it.4é Representatives of the workers' associations requested an audience with the king, which was granted. They presented a petition, suggesting
political and social reforms. The king announced that he "aimed to make
the decisions he found suitable for the common well-being himself" and
expressed concern over the "misleading influence" that could woo workers
away from the path of order and consensus.47

41
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H. Arnold Barton, Sweden and Visions of Norway. Politics and Culture 1814-1905 (Carbondale
2003).
See e.g. Francis Sejersted, Den vanskligefrihet, Norge 1814-1850 (Oslo 2001).
Post- och Inrikes Tidningar, December 27 1845.
Palmstierna (1944), p. 362.
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Palmstierna (1944), pp. 362 f.
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Palmstierna (1944), p. 363.
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. .where the high and low approached each other"
The quotation above is taken from a specific meeting between royals and
children from lower social classes that took place in connection with a voluntary association. But it also illustrates the exchange between the Swedish-Norwegian royal power and the middle class, the core of the new civic
society. The encounter took place, to a large extent, within the voluntary
association framework.
The constitutional regimes founded in 1809 and 1814 created conditions
for the emergence of comprehensive and relatively free voluntary associations
based on the civic society. These prerequisites were lacking in absolute monarchies like Russia and Denmark (in Denmark this changed when the abso
lute monarchy was abolished 1849), and any possible attempts by the subjects
to organize themselves were viewed with suspicion or outright aversion.
To sum up, it can be concluded that associations played an important role
in the royal powers dialogue with the emerging civic society, especially in
Sweden during the years 1810 to 1860. In Norway, the royal power gave legitimacy to several cultural associations that played an important role in building the Norwegian nation. There is no doubt that the royal powers quite
substantial involvement in the world of associations played an important role
in shoring up the position of the royal family and the Bernadotte dynasty
in the changing times that followed the end of the days of royal autocracy
— especially in Sweden, but also in Norway.
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29- Following ancient Roman precedence where triumphal gates were erected to honor
military beroes, a temporary honorary gate was constructed to greet the arrival of Crown
Princess Josefina in 1823. Instead of displaying a martial theme, it was garlanded with
flowers. (Water colour by Carl Christoffer Gjörwell. Stockholms Stadsarkiv, Gamla
samlingen 187. Photo: Stockholms Stadsarkiv.)
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Between Two Worlds
Nordic Political Cultures
in a Comparative Perspective*
TORKEL JANSSON

Prologue
"The principle of association is a remedy for
the ills of our time"
"Personne na fourni une carriére semblable å la mienne." These words,
spöken by Charles xiv John on his deathbed in February 1844 and well known
in Sweden and Norway, contain a good deal of truth. They also contain a
comparison, and comparisons, too, can be of scholarly value. I shall attempt
here to capture some of the more distinctive features of the regency (from
1810) and subsequent reign (from 1818) of this monarch, taking some account
of conditions in, above all, the countries bordering on his two kingdoms.
What, if we approach the subject from a synchronic point of view, was it
possible to do on the Scandinavian Peninsula which, at the time, could not be
achieved in its immediate vicinity — and why? In addition, certain diachronic
comparisons will be drawn. What was it the debaters of the early nineteenth
century turned against in their own native past — ideas and institutions
which still survived, but which many wanted to see torn down or reformed
- and how can the researchers insights into låter times help provide a greater
understanding of the situation during this period?
At the very beginning of the nineteenth century, the Nordic countries
were visited by travellers from the continent, among them academics active
*

A similar, somewhar abbreviated version of this artide can be found in Jakob Christensson
(ed.), Signums svenska kulturhistoria, Karl Johantiden (Stockholm 2008). In order to provide
the non-Swedish reader a survey of the Swedish research presented in this artide, the references list the cited works with main titles only, followed by the title of the English or Ger
man summary, where such is at hand. The full title of each cited work is found in the List of
References.
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in Greifswald in Pomerania, a city ceded by Sweden following the Napoleonic
Wars. These scholars, who had seen serfdom (.Leibeigenschaft) abolished in
that province only at the eleventh hour of Swedish sovereignty, must have
been wide-eyed in amazement, not least at the very different conditions under
which ordinary people lived on the other side of the Baltic, in organisational
forms both old and new.1 They saw varying patterns of political behaviour at
the local, regional and state levels, and my discussion here will be structured
along similar lines.
Immediately after the political revolution (.statsvälvningen) of 1809, a Swede
who was to emerge as one of the most ardent liberals of the nineteenth century
felt that, after "the revolution or change of regime" of that year, people could
breathe again, and observed that "no day passed without the appearance
of a pamphlet".2 He was, it is true, somewhat overstating the case - and to
begin with his career was held back by his pro-British stance — but his words
nevertheless capture quite effectively the general mood and the new situation.
In its terror of revolutionary ideas from the continent, among other spectres,
the Gustavian autocracy (1772/89—1809) had retreated as far as could possibly
be imagined from the spirit once enshrined in the Freedom of the Press Act
of 1766; now, if anything, the situation was the very reverse. What was needed
at this point was a new, open dialogue about how society was to be reformed
and developed. Such considerations had indeed been paramount when,
both during Swedens "Age of Liberty" (1718-72) and under the Oldenburg
autocracy of Denmark (1660-1848), freedom of the press legislation had been
introduced in the eighteenth century — legislation which of course in practice
had only benefited the few who were able to make their voices heard in a
public dialogue, that is to say, just a few per cent of the population.
1

2

E. M. Arndt, Reise durch Schweden im Jahr 1804 1 (Berlin 1806; in Swedish 1807); id., Om
bondeståndet och dess representation i staten (Strengnäs 1817); F. W. von Schubert, Reise durch
Schweden, Norwegen, Lappland, Finnland und Ingermanland, in den Jahren 1817,1818 und 1820
1 (Leipzig 1823; in Swedish the same year, in Dutch 1824); id., Schwedens Kirchenverfassung
und Unterrichtswesen, nach friiherem und gegenwärtigem Zustande aus den Quellen und nach
eigener Ansicht an Ort und Stelle beschrieben 1—2 (Greifswald 1820—1822; in Swedish 1822,
1825). See also H. Kliemann, Koordinaten des Nordens. Wissenschaftliche Konstruktionen einer
europäischen Region (Berlin 2005).
J. af Wingård, Minnen af händelser och förhållanden under en lång lifstid, fascicle 6 (Stock
holm 1847), p. 25; id., Anteckningar om riksdagens början 1809 och de då utkomna strö-skrifter
— ur en gammal mans papper (Stockholm 1850).
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Autocracy had not choked off every form of societal activity — despotisms
rarely or never do - and while the Swedish political upheaval of 1809 can
justifiably be discussed in terms of a "bourgeois revolution",5 it had no
devastating consequences for certain vital organs of society. Earlier autocracies
— like the hard line of Charles ix at the beginning of the seventeenth century
and the austere rule of the Caroline period (1680-1718) - had made valiant
but vain attempts to stifle local self-government, which had for centuries, in
varying forms, been a living reality and a practical necessity in a country as
extensive as Sweden. The Gustavian regime had been no more successful,
though it had certainly tried, in silencing either what were sometimes referred
to as "unicameral" (enkamriga) parish meetings, or town and city councils,
which likewise often devoted their efforts to "legislation of their own, more
zealous than lawful".4 The challenge now, at a time of rapid population
growth - when central control of everything was no longer possible and it
was necessary to harness the energies of the majority of the population - was
to breathe new life into such bodies and give them greater powers.
The expression "political culture" has been used a great deal over the last
couple of decades, and the question is what meaning has been and is attached
to it. Bearing in mind how diverse societies could be under a feudalism that
could be organised in so many different ways, it is inappropriate to talk about
the political culture at any given time; rather, we must assume that there were
as many different political culture.f as there were material structures. That this
was the case in Sweden (including Finland of course, prior to its annexation
by Russia) at the beginning of the nineteenth century is clear. The number
of people with the right to vote varied widely from parish to parish, from
town to town, from one socio-economic setting to another — from a handful
of voters in parishes dominated by the nobility, for example, to hundreds in
those with a preponderance of Crown peasants and freeholders (krono- and
skattebönder). And before the system of voting based on assessment units of

3

A. Kan, "Sverige 1809-1810. Statsvälvning eller borgerlig revolution?", Häften för kritiska
studier 7—8 (1974); id., "Kapitalismens uppkomst och den borgerliga revolutionen i Sverige",
Häften för kritiska studier 4 (1982). See also A. Loit, "Sverige 1809-1810. Statskupp eller borger
lig revolution?", Historisk tidskrift 93 (1973).
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land (mantalsröstning) had evolved into the purely capital-based arrangements
of the i86os (which were not democratised until the early twentieth century),
it underwent a number of modifications. The greatest changes occurred in
what to the modern eye seems a fairly ragtag system of urban administration:
in that context, it could be extremely difficult to determine whether particular
decisions had been reached in the framework of, to use present-day concepts,
private or public law (a dichotomy which the people of the time would
scarcely have recognised).5

Developments in Local Society
In Finland, the very old system just described, which did not incorporate any
fixed arrangements for state control, proved of fundamental significance for
the development of a civic spirit in this "precious remnant of our peoples
ancient order of local self-government" (kommunalförfattning).6 This was a
logical consequence of Emperor Alexander Is solemn pledge at the meeting
of the four estates at Borgå (Porvoo) (Borgå lantdagr) in 1809 to preserve the
constitutional status of the grand duchy, but it was equally natural that, as
"autocrat over all Russians" and with no intention of giving his new subjects
too free a rein, he made the population no promises that they would be
allowed to organise themselves. It is not surprising that the "father of the
people", the philosopher and publicist Johan Vilhelm Snellman, in his Läran
om staten ("State Doctrine", 1842), should in a Hegelian vein identify the
organs of self-government established by the state, i.e. parishes and towns,
as the most suitable forums for a national civic education - institutions
which would subsequently be reformed in parallel with their counterparts
in what remained of Sweden to the west.7 The citizenry were in a sense

5

For a general account of the administration of Swedens towns and cities, see N. Herlitz,
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declared to have "come of age", for example, with the institutionalisation
in the i86os of the remedy of judicial review of local authority decisions
(kommunala besvärsinstitutet), a system whereby the state did not interfere in
local decision-making until someone had made a complaint about a specific
decision - internationally, a remarkable phenomenon.8 One of the German
travellers mentioned earlier marvelled at the fact that serfs in Russian Ingria
in the early nineteenth century were able, by virtue of the Swedish Church
Act of 1686 which still applied there, to take part in the election of priests.9
In Norway, with which Sweden had been joined in a personal union in 1814,
the situation was radically different. There, as in Denmark and the Atlantic
"dependencies", the Oldenburg autocracy had in all essential respects stifled
local self-government as early as the léécs, and after 1814 it would be almost a
quarter of a century before state administration through bailiffs made way — as
it would do even in authoritarian Denmark - for more populär, representative
elected assemblies. These bodies were subject to comparatively strict state
control, however, through the approbasjonsrett of the county prefects {arntand låter fylkesmenn), that is, their "right to approve" decisions taken at the
local level — in effect, their duty to continuously monitor local government.10
When the Uppsala historian and debater Erik Gustaf Geijer (1783-1847) — a
kind of Swedish Bentham - visited Denmark in 1825, he was surprised at how
"all ... power is wholly concentrated in the hands of the government and the
sovereign". He found the Danes "quite charming", but, brought up as he was
in the social order that caused such amazement to the Germans, he concluded
that they were, "every one of them", "civiliter mortuf — in other words, dead
as citizens. "Denmark," he observed, "is a weak kingdom, not only because

Grundziige der Entwicklung Balto-Skandinaviens im 19. Jahrhundert") (Uppsala 1987a), and
H. Gustafsson, Kommunalfrihet for nationell samling. Debatter om kommunalreformer i 1800talets Norden (Stockholm 1987). For conditions in local society during this period, see A.
Tiscornia, Statens, godsens eller böndernas socknar? (summary: "State, Manorial or Peasants'
Parishes? Swedish Local Self-Government in Transition, c. 1800-1880") (Uppsala 1992).
S. Sjöberg, Det kommunala besvärsinstitutet (Stockholm 1948).
9
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30. A contemporary map of the Nordic countries —from the left: Norway, Sweden and
Finland - at the time of Bernadottes arrival. CHARTE VON SCHWEDEN UND NORWEGEN.
NACH DEN BESTEN ASTRONOMISCHEN ORTSBESTIMMUNGEN ENTWORFEN VON I. C. M.
REINECKE, WEIMAR 1809. (Lithography in colour. Krigsarkivet. Utländska kartor, bd II,
nr XXI. Photo: Krigsarkivet, Stockholm.)
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of its limited extent, but also on account of its constitution and nature", and
the country "resembles a body full of marrow, but without bones\ The final
conclusion he drew from these impressions of the varying political cultures of
the Nordic countries was that "wherever traces of local self-government are to
be found, even in despotic states, they are relics of a better, freer age".11 In 1843
the Danish king was advised to open "a Tivoli to give people something else to
think about than politics. The garden proved populär - but not the king."12
The new organs created in Denmark and Norway can in no way
be compared to the often "amorphous and exciting parish meetings"
{sockenstämmor), the "practical church services" of Sweden and Finland, as
these open meetings chaired by the usually popularly elected priest of the
state church were not uncommonly referred to,'5 and at which, until the
reforms of the I8IOS and 1820S, unanimity was required for binding decisions.
In Denmark and Norway by contrast, the new order was built to a much
greater extent on what, despite the autocracy, had emerged by way of local
decision-making in the towns - fitting in better with the broader European
picture of how, to use a German expression, the countryside underwent a
gradual Verburgerlichung. In Sweden and Finland, it was more a matter of
the towns and cities undergoing what might be called a Verbäuerlichung,
which can be said to have begun in 1843, when parish meetings became
compulsory in urban areas as well. Geijer grasped this point as early as 1839:
"Not in the borough, but in the rural commune lie the seeds of a representative
constitution."'4 Urban administration was characterised more by the influence
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of the state, through the magistracies, than by the relative freedom to be
found in the countryside, and it was therefore from the latter that models for
reform were drawn. The administration of the towns can be regarded as one
of the chief reasons for the anathema which the future Utopian Nils Herman
Quiding pronounced against, among other things, local self-government in
Sweden.15
From the

1830S

on, then, local administration in Denmark and Norway

was developed by the establishment of representative bodies (small "elected
delegations", as the perplexed Finns called them when they were looking
for models for their own reforms10). This limited the number of political
cultures far more than in Sweden and Finland, although even in those
countries there was some tightening up of the system. In 1817 in Sweden
(and in 1826 in Finland), parochial church councils (kyrkoråd) were
institutionalised as executive organs elected by parish meetings, which
also involved the introduction of the majority principle. This executive
function was strengthened in

1843

with the establishment of parish boards

(.sockennämnder), likewise elected by parish meetings. The new boards
assumed a real role after the Poor Relief Act (fattigvårdsförordning) of 1847
gave them responsibility for local social welfare policy, to use a somewhat
anachronistic term. In Finland, from

1852,

they were referred to as poor

relief boards {fattigvårdsdirektioner), expressing more bluntly what they were
chiefly to concern themselves with.17
Another point to be noted is the secularisation that we find in the
legislation of 1843, which provided for an elected chairman of the parish
board, a departure from the earlier practice in local affairs whereby such
a role would automatically be assumed by the vicar. There is often cause,
therefore, to question the conventional assertion that "rule by priests" was
the norm in parish contexts at this time; rather, in certain areas at least, "rule
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by leading local figures" (noblemen, wealthy peasants etc.) could prevail.18 In
the ongoing "judicial revolution", a decisive step had been taken towards the
separation of secular and ecclesiastical affairs that was to come in the i86os.
Ordinary citizens were emancipated, if you like, in this respect as well. At
the same time, though, some critics saw the growing influence of the central
authorities over local self-government as a "statification" of society, as Jiirgen
Habermas would låter put it.19 It has to be remembered that in Sweden
and Finland, local self-government forms part of "the public sphere" {det
allmänna) in quite a different way from in neighbouring countries, where
"the state" (staten) is more clearly responsible for local administration.
Despite the dismemberment of the Swedish realm in 1809, in other words,
we find closer parallels in the subsequent development of society between
Sweden and Finland than we do between Sweden and Norway, the two
"sister nations" (brödrafolken, broderfolkene) of the new union. This is a point
that is all too rarely made, but which needs to be emphatically underlined.20
One aspect of the Norwegian scene that can be compared to the situation in
Sweden after the political revolution and the early reintroduction of freedom
of the press, however, is the scope that was created for voluntary associations
following the adoption of the constitution {grunnloven) at Eidsvoll on 17 May
1814, when such organisations were allowed to develop in the "free public
sphere".21 Concerning the "night-watchman state", which has never been fully
developed anywhere, it has been argued that that state is best which governs
least, and of the liberal Norwegian state it has been said that, as part of the
general emancipation of the time, it fairly soon began to "dissociate" itself
from a range of functions for which it had previously assumed the primary
responsibility — and that in that situation, society was forced to "associate"
itself.22
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These new voluntary initiatives to reorganise socicty saw thc light of day
during the period of very strong population growth and partly new ways
of making a living that followed the Napoleonic Wars. The words of the
Swedish bishop and poet Esaias Tegnér at the time about the effects of "peace,
the vaccine and potatoes" have become almost proverbial, and at this juncture
a philosopher in Uppsala suggested that the system was in the process of
"grinding the masses into atoms".23 The consequences of that trend, which
could not be allowed to lead to anarchy in Charles xivs two societies — both
of which were strong and "open", though in different ways — were what the
new monarch and the debaters of the day had to get to grips with. One of the
baits the king used as he angled for support in the public discussion in which
he participated was his motto "L'amour du peuple ma récompense" ("The love
of the people is my reward").
The situation can be described as a kind of triangular drama, enacted in
a pyramid. At the top, in every country, we find the state, which relätes to
society in two ways: on the one hand, through its public-law relationship to
local self-government in parishes and towns, and on the other, through its
dealings, based more in private or association law, with voluntary associations
of one kind or another — the organisational life that was beginning to be
developed by people who were increasingly seeking to escape from the role
of more or less oppressed subjects and instead beginning to see themselves
as fully-fledged citizens in what Hegel called die biirgerliche Gesellschaft, and
what historians have referred to as das gesellige Jahrhundert, the century of
associations or societies.24 These previously unknown associations have often
been regarded as a manifestation of what Habermas has termed a biirgerliche
Öjfendichkeit - a justifiable conclusion, if that term is translated "civil
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("medborgerlig" and not "borgerlig" in Swedish) public sphere", since it was
at this time that the civism and civil society began to emerge that are still very
much with us today.25
In the early nineteenth century, national aspirations to carve out new
identities were also emerging, a trend illustrated by the very frequent use of
"Swedish", "Finnish", "Norwegian", "Danish" etc. as epithets in the names of
associations. The time had now passed when "the person of the king was the
only unifying link", and when a country was held together solely by "religion
and possibly war".2é It should be underlined, moreover, that the two nations
making up the Swedish—Norwegian union always developed entirely separate
organisational structures - no union-wide political culture of any kind was
created. While Charles xiv may have wanted to see a closer relationship, it
was a matter of separate states brought together in "the united kingdom/'
and not, as in the British case, of a single United Kingdom.
It has already been indicated that the different countries developed
in partly different ways, and that in Swedish local communities, where
organs based in both public and association law were open to a wide crosssection of the population, considerable scope existed for citizens' initiatives.
Furthermore, it goes without saying that there were models to be found in
other countries, and that it was necessary to pick and choose among the
many options available. Those in positions of responsibility in the united
kingdoms of Norway and Sweden were highly selective when it came to
adopting arrangements developed elsewhere. The Finns and Swedes had
little to learn from abroad about organs of local self-government, which in
other countries were often conspicuous by their absence; the Norwegians and
Danes, meanwhile, were influenced by innovations which, on the continent
too, came in the wake of failed absolutist regimes. The first Bernadottes found
themselves, literally and metaphorically, on a peninsula surrounded — with
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the exception of Britain - by autocracies of varying character, and this left a
very clear imprint on what emerged in the corner of the above-mentioned
triangle where state and self-organised civil society met.
Charles John, faced with the constant challenge of occupying two
thrones, found himself in tight corners at times. On the one hand, he had to
establish himself and his dynasty among the great royal houses of Europé; on
the other, he had to meet, on a constitutional basis, the demands of his two
societies, where the exclusive and fundamentally static principles of estate and
guild no longer sufficed as a foundation for societal organisation. After his
fraternisation with Alexander I in Åbo (Turku) in 1812 - a kind of nineteenthcentury treaty of friendship, security and mutual assistance — which meant
that Finland was left alone and could continue to develop in accordance with
its native, Swedish model of society, and which also gave him a free hand in
the west, he was happy to be able to turn to the emperors on the Neva when
he felt that his citizens' initiatives went too far. The laconic reply he received
on such occasions, though, was that, "having given the people a constitution,
he surely had to uphold it". And among the kings last recorded words was
the observation: "j'ai gouverné un peuple jaloux de ses dr oits".1'
When, by contrast, inspiration was to be found for solutions to the societal
ills which older institutions were unable to address, the heir to the throne,
in search of new ideas and practical examples, sent a steady stream of his
Swedish and Norwegian civil servants to individualist and liberal Britain — a
country which had in fact developed something of an export trade in models
for the organisation of society.28 When this process had begun to bear fruit, it
was summed up in the immortal words of the earlier-mentioned Geijer in his
lectures to students and royalty in Uppsala in 1844 on "The inner workings
of todays society"29 (from which the quotation in the title of the prologue
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is drawn). He argued that the newly emerging voluntary associations were
to be regarded as the "advancing auxiliary troops", while "the state was busy
disentangling the bankruptcy of the corporations". It may be noted that
Geijer did not proclaim this faith in the free forces of society until 1839, that
is to say, a year or so before Snellmans commitment to the state in Finland,
referred to earlier, and that when he preached the same gospel in his lectures
five years låter, it was under the heading of "the inner workings of todays
societyThe basic conditions for a political debate and a necessary process
of reconstruction through the vehicle of the voluntary association, in other
words, were very different from before30 — and rather unlike those to be found
in neighbouring countries.
Nowadays, we take it for granted that politics can be freely discussed
in the most varied of contexts, both formalised and more informal, but
in the early nineteenth century that was by no means the case. Although
Charles John maintained that "public opinion" was to be regarded as la reine
du monde, the queen of the world, it was necessary to have alongside her
in the drivers seat a king powerful enough to prevent the fast-moving load
from overturning. A notorious instance of this was the right to withdraw
periodicals (indragningsmakten) which the new regent soon imposed, and
which from 1812 until 1845 gave the Court Chancellor (hovkanslern) the
power to suppress periodicals that were deemed "a threat to public security"
— although the champions of freedom quickly became very inventive when it
came to circumventing that power.
It has to be stressed that "liberal", "liberalism", "liberality" and all the other
words we come across in the sources are not to be interpreted anachronistically
as referring to "liberalism" in the modern sense.31 The intended meaning,
rather, is "the right to freely say what one wishes", and thus a wide range of
ideas could be encapsulated in these expressions. Coming at them from a låter
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period, we need to handle the concepts and terms of that time with the greatest
of care, as they have often undergone considerable shifts in meaning. Just as
most people were agreed that the new voluntary association, transcending
the old guilds and estates, was - as a form - useful and necessary, even
indispensable, there was often significant disagreement about the norm, i.e.
the ideological content with which the various associations, and the columns
of the emerging newspapers, were to be filled. As always, it was difficult to
agree on the goals, even if the means employed could be the same.
In fact, not everyone was agreed even on the means, at least not when the
promotion of human morality was at stake. Certain prominent theologians,
for example, were unable to subscribe to the view of the association as a
"remedy for the ills of our time". To one, the new form, the "public sphere",
was perfectly acceptable, while another, though happy to see the voluntary
association put to use in the building of canals and railways, could not possibly
countenance it for moral purposes, as this was too much like "taking vows,
popery and Jesuitry" - for it was the duty of a true Lutheran to attend to
such matters in direct dealings with his Maker.32 This scepticism towards the
association still survives in Pietist-inspired Schartauan areas of south-western
Sweden, as it does within the Grundtvigianism of nearby Denmark, which
also cultivates the idea that individual responsibility must take precedence
over that of the collective, and which to this day forms much of the core of
the Danish national identity.33
The identity-creating function of religion — and law34 — has been significant,
and considering the practical role which the state church long continued
to play in peoples everyday lives — most societal functions were, after all,
linked to it - it is hardly surprising that the earliest voluntary associations
were established in the religious sphere. As early as 1808, that is to say, when
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the Russians were invading across the eastern börder and it was necessary to
spread "the comforting knowledge of the Gospel", the Evangelical Society
(.Evangeliska sällskapet) was founded for the purpose of distributing "small
godly träets".35 When, despite its efforts, Gods word still failed to reach the
growing population, the organisation was reconstituted in 1815 as the Swedish
Bible Society (Svenska bibelsällskapet). If only the whole of Holy Scripture,
with its answers to all the riddles and difficulties of life, were made available
to every man and woman, then the problems of society would be solved.
These two associations are testimony to the advent of a new era. Even
among the membership of the Evangelical Society, people from Finland —
which in reality was already lost — are conspicuous by their almost complete
absence,36 while in the case of the Bible Society, Swedens union with Norway
left clear traces from the outset in the list of honorary fellows (though not
among the ordinary members). Naturally, servants of the church of various
kinds are very much in evidence, but it is also noticeable how, as early as 1808,
wholesalers and factory owners were permitted to take their seats at the same
meeting tables as "Excellencies of the Realm" (rikets herrar) and other exalted
personages37 — they were of course welcome, not least, as funders of these
societal institutions which were so badly needed at a time when the state,
already so burdened with expenditure, did not, to quote Geijers words in
1844, need "any more on its plate". In modern Bourdieuian terms, one could
talk of economic capital being rapidly and efficiently transformed into both
social and eultural capital (in northern Sweden it has always been said that
"money is the only thing a really poor person has", which is why it has to be
converted into other assets to be of any significance).
By 1815, the increasingly affluent were even more conspicuous — a
reflection of how new groups in society were continuing to be socialised into
the circles underpinning state and society in a way that was not entirely selfevident in more authoritarian political systems. In 1833, when the Governor
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of Stockholm (överståthållaren) was barely able to count the philanthropic
societies launched and run by the citys inhabitants, the Danish crown prince
was in secret talks with his countrys chief of police about the possibility of
trying out associations as an instrument of poor relief policy.38 One Nordic
region, two worlds.
Charles Johns view of how public opinion was to be managed is made
very clear by the example of the Bible Society. The honorary fellows of
that organisation were socially extremely strong, including royalty among
their number. Immediately after his arrival, the first Bernadotte realised the
importance of responding to society on new terms, by stepping down to meet
his citizens in their new associations, and there would be many instances
of that happening.39 At the same time though, by shaping the social make
up of these "authorised" or "state-promoted" societies - and also by having
"Excellencies of the Realm" and others retrained in their meeting rooms, in
both Sweden and Norway — he had seen to it that the peaceful order of society
was not put at risk. Representatives of the Bildungs- and Wirtschaftsbiirgertum
began to walk hand in hand.
During the early decades of the nineteenth century, an initial step can
be said to have been taken in a process of self-organisation of Swedish and
Norwegian society that came about in an era of individualism or the "principle
of personality". As we have seen, this first step was very often taken by the
most powerful social elite, but the activities arising from it were nevertheless
located outside the state, which was an acknowledgement of a civil society.
When similar initiatives were taken in Russia, for example, these "non-state
organisations" {Unstaatlichkeiten), as the fearful referred to them, were made
part of the state apparatus - a situation we could compare with what todays
non-governmental organisations, NGOs, might be able to achieve following the
collapse of Soviet society. What is more, the initial step described coincides
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very closely with the first phase observed by Czech historian Miroslav Hroch
in his studies of nationalism.40
In the case of the Bible Society, we find that (socially powerful) women
already make up one in twenty of its registered members, one of the earliest
signs we have of a civic nation in the making which not only transcends
estates and corporations, but also gender. Social change had resulted in a
socio-economic regrouping of both sexes. As the master shoemaker was
gradually transformed into a factory owner, it no longer fell to the lot of his
wife both to assist in day-to-day production and to make porridge all day
long for "the journeymen who ate at the masters table". Instead, there began
to emerge a category of women who were able to employ servants, a group
that one scholar has compared to relatively unoccupied, but often quite welleducated, Biedermeier dolls.41 It goes without saying that these women would
soon be seen as a resource in the building of society, and we only have to wait
until 1819 to find them mobilised in the Womens Bible Society (Fruntimmers
bibelsällskapet) - founded not least because bibles did not spread themselves
under the auspices of the association founded in 1815. Princess Sofia Albertina,
sister of Gustav 111 and Charles xiii, was immediately elected as the "supreme
member" of the new organisation. Women themselves did not necessarily
always applaud these initiatives, however, for there are countless examples of
how dubious they could be at this early stage about the expectations placed
on them by the men of a new age.42 But there was no stopping the march
of time, and a prototype now existed for all the philanthropic womens
associations (fruntimmersföreningar) that saw the light of day shortly after
the earlier-mentioned poor relief reforms, introduced in the late
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once again there was a concern to prevent public expenditure spiralling out of
control. Like many men, women became involved, willy-nilly, in the political
culture of this new era.
Despite the efforts of the female Bible spreaders, however, a solution to
the growing problems of society remained elusive, and in the various political
cultures of the day it was concluded that more targeted measures were called
for. Drunkenness, always a social problem, but with different consequences
in changed, more industrial-capitalist conditions of production, called for the
establishment of separate associations (it was not possible, after all, to create a
guild for the "boozers", "guzzlers" or "souses", as these poor people were often
called). In 1837 the Swedish Temperance Society (Svenska nykterhetssällskapei)
was founded, soon to be followed by organisations such as the Norwegian
Association against the Consumption of Liquor (Den norske Förening mod
Brandeviinsdrik). These societies had their forerunners in numerous smaller
associations established at the local level — including at parish meetings — and
"associative behaviour" of this kind found nourishment in that great bastion
of liberty to the west, the United States, which knew of no other form of
societal organisation than that founded on free choice.43
The American advocate of temperance Robert Baird, touring northern
Europé in the

1830S,

was not received with equally open arms everywhere,

however. "God alone can save from sins of every kind, and societies to
combat drunkenness are therefore almost superfluous, indeed even harmful,"
and they should not "be given any real sanction by the state". Such was the
response to his proposals when he arrived in Copenhagen, where, as has been
indicated, there was a general scepticism towards voluntary associations in
the still existing autocracy. In that country we find only a hundred or so
organised friends of temperance. In the Baltic provinces of Russia, signed
pledges to abstain from strong liquor were seen as a threat, both by the state
authorities, with their fear of conspiracy and even their own shadow, and by
the vodka-distilling barons of local society — a concern paralleled in Denmark
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by claims that the temperance movement was "hostile to industrial interests".
In Finland, as has been suggested, the basic attitude was the same - voices were
raised from time to time, asking why almost everything was permitted apart
from the communal reading and contemplation of Gods word. When Baird
visited Charles xiv, on the other hand, he was awarded the highly prestigious
medal Illis quorum meruere labores ("For those whose work deserves it") for
his highly beneficial efforts, which in the united kingdoms had soon resulted
in hundreds of thousands of temperance pledges - an excellent barometer of
the widely diverging political cultures existing at this time within a relatively
limited geographical area, in the two worlds which todays comparatively
homogeneous Nordic region still comprised.
The pledge-taking abstainers just mentioned make it necessary to clarify
the difference, in terms of political culture, between the associations of the
early nineteenth century and those of more recent times, not least the "populär
movements" (folkrörelser) that have long been so influential in Sweden. "To
enter into an agreement" {att ingå en förening), which in the early nineteenthcentury temperance movement, for example, was the natural thing to do,
was synonymous with agreeing to moderation or abstinence with regard to
intoxicating beverages, and little else — that is to say, it was a comparatively
passive act. "To join an association" {att gå in i en förening) by contrast, which
became the norm in the mass organisations of the låter part of the century,
when the teetotallers had entered the stage,44 involved throwing oneself very
actively into the work of an organisation which often took up all of one's
spare time, and becoming part of a significant political culture that existed
at a number of different levels. The difference became clearly apparent when
the older system of associations gave way to forms with which we feel more
familiar to this day.
If the Temperance Society can be seen as one of the embryos of what much
låter was to be the National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen),
then the Society for the Promotion of Monitorial Education {Sällskapet
för växelundervisningens befrämjande), founded in 1821, can be regarded
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as a precursor of the National Board of Education (Skolöverstyrelsen, låter
Skolverket), as it served in practice as the highest authority on matters of
education for the wider population before the adoption in 1842 - as part of
a larger poor relief "package" - of the first state ordinance on elementary
education (folkskolestadgan). As political cultures evolved, voluntary initiatives
could, as we have already seen, be absorbed into the state apparatus. After
gathering intelligence on the Bell-Lancaster educational methods developed
in England, one of the scouts sent out by the king suggested that "all goodfor-nothings, such as masters, journeymen, fire-watchers and the like, who
have mistaught part of the human race for long enough, should be removed
from the list of teachers".45 Clearly, words could be delivered with at least as
much force almost 200 years ago as in the educational debates of today.
Following the death of Charles xiv in 1844, few if any associations of the
"authorised" or "state-promoted" kind considered thus far were created. Now
the time was ripe for a second step in the self-organisation of society, just as
we can discern a second phase in the development of a national consciousness
- a national consciousness that came to be shared by increasingly wide
groups in society. The ground was already prepared, however: the Swedish
Temperance Society, for example, normally very much an establishmentled organisation, had in the northern province of Hälsingland in particular
- where there were "no nobility at all" to be found - largely been taken
charge of by self-confident country people. The latter could sometimes
adopt an extremely anti-authoritarian stance, as we see for example in the
activities of "revolutionary curates" (of the state church)46, to say nothing
of the religious "Erikjansonists" (erikjansarna) of the same province,47 who
refused to accept authorities of any kind and who consequently, in the end,
opted for the hardships of exile in the United States. Students of this period
will also be familiar with the deep social commitment of both Oskar 1 (1844—
1859) and Queen Josefina, a commitment which, at least until the turbulent
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events of 1848 across Europé and at home, manifested itself in various
forms of philanthropic activity, which were not without significance for the
inventiveness of ordinary citizens. It was in fact during this time — with the
passing of the 1858 Citizenship Act (medborgarskapsförordning)4§ — that the
term "citizen" (medborgare) displaced "subject" (undersåte) as a legal concept,
and in that connection it also became even clearer that the Norwegian and
Swedish "sister nations" really were separate entities.
In the ongoing process of socio-economic restructuring, educational
circles (bildningscirklar) and workmens associations (arbetareföreningar) of a
previously unknown kind were born. An association-based form of education
developed, with quite different social strata now as the prime movers. One
socially aware doctor, referred to as the "water doctor", saw the deepening
destitution of the growing masses of workers in Stockholm and, in 1845,
founded the Stockholm Educational Circle - "a public temple of knowledge"
— along with, among others, Per Götrek, who in his very early translation
of The Communist Manifesto saw "the voice of the People as the voice of
God" (Folkets röst är Guds röst).49 Extremely interesting in a broader European
context is the fact that the royal family was also involved when this second
step in the history of self-organisation was taken. The approach of the early
Bernadottes to society can perhaps be summed up in the motto of the present
king: "For Sweden — with the times" (För Sverige i tiden).
As the old sayings remind us, knowledge is power and unity strength,
and the activities of workmens associations and educational circles up and
down both countries of the union quite clearly gave rise to, and were part
of, a public debate about the broader development of the two nations. In
Sweden, workmens associations became a typically urban phenomenon,
as economic development refashioned the social structure sooner in the
towns and cities than in the countryside. This helps to explain why these
organisations were linked to and drew some inspiration from the Thrane
movement (thranitterbevegelsen) of Norway - a phenomenon based very
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much in country areas and with its roots in the rural impacts of unchecked
capitalist development, which had above all cut ordinary people off from
participation in local political life, i.e. restricted the political culture.
The Bible Society had once upon a time given rise to more specialised
organisations, and the same thing happened with these låter associations.
Now an emerging Scandinavianism was one of the causes to be embraced — a
liberal movement wherever it appeared, and one which Charles xiv regarded
as excessively anti-Russian. National "Scandinavian societies" were founded,
these in turn spawning the more political "reform societies" that saw the light
of day in the debate about changes in the system of national representation,
fuelled by the February revolution on the continent. Some, not least Oskar
i and his son and successor Charles xv

(1859—1872),

even dreamed of a pan-

Scandinavian union under a Bernadotte monarch. Many a Norwegian,
however, viewed this movement with scepticism, reluctant to see too wide a
radius of operation for the Bernadotte dynasty. In Finland, Scandinavianism
developed to only a very limited degree, owing partly to the Russian presence
in the country and partly to the emerging Fennomania, which included both
culturally isolationist elements and those loyal to the central government in
Petersburg.50
Voluntary associations, then, had been radicalised, and liberalism — once
in many respects an offensive movement - had become very much a defensive
one. A capitalist bourgeoisie, represented by "the liberals of the 1850S"
talsliberalema)'' 1 ,

(femti-

was now in place. A consensus outlook was becoming

more widespread, manifested among other things in a tendency to describe
everyone, from the boss down, as "workers". This became untenable, though,
as the socio-economic differentiation of society continued on the home front
and workmens associations were replaced by workers' communes - with the
result that the ideal of consensus had to make way for compromise and horsetrading. Meanwhile, in the wider world, the Paris Commune was proclaimed
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- preceded in 1864 by the First /w/miational among those who, in the varying
landscape of political cultures, believed they could see that the nation, which
had now entered its third phase, had been hijacked by others with whom they
were unable to sympathise. In organisational terms, the time was now ripe for
mass organisations, "populär movements", of a kind we recognise to this day.
To continue on the subject of the royal familys relationship to the
voluntary association movement, a government decision in 1886 to extend
state funding to the earlier unknown democratic teetotallers was one which
Oskar 11 (1872-1907) was at a loss to understand. Now, though, the political
culture was shaped by different forces than before; it was "no longer the kings
business to distribute money, it was the governments responsibility ... The
Swedish Temperance Society had been reduced to one association among
others".52 The same year, the låter famous Social Democratic leader Hjalmar
Branting appeared for the last time at a meeting arranged by the liberal-inspired
workmens associations — before going on, on another occasion, to give his
almost revolutionary speech on the subject of "Why the labour movement
has to become socialist". By this time moreover, in mass organisations of
every kind, there had developed a relationship between a sovereign annual
meeting and a working board that could be called to account — a relationship
we consider natural even now, but which scarcely existed in the infancy of
the voluntary association.
In parallel with the emergence and broadening of a national consciousness,
then, the third step had been taken in the societal self-organisation of the
nineteenth century, and since local society in Sweden encompassed both a
large and relatively open sphere governed by public law and, by international
standards, a broad spectrum of politically active voluntary associations, the
developments that occurred in this country were quite distinctive. This can
perhaps best be illustrated by the schematic table below, which describes
the situation in terms of political cultures and attempts to capture Swedens
position in relation to its neighbours. In simplified terms, it can be said that
Sweden had the past - which in many respects lived on and was reformed - in
common with Finland, and the future — which also needed to be developed
— in common with Norway.
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TABLE I: Sweden as a "Middle Kingdom" after 1809/14
NORWAY

SWEDEN

FINLAND

In common with Finland:
Old constitutionalism, i.e. a strong system
of local government (especially in rural areas)
= public spheres based in public law.

In common with Norway:
New "night-watchman states",

i.e. a

strong system of voluntary associations
(especially in towns and cities) = public
spheres based in private!association law.

Distinctive characteristics:
Strong bodies based in public law and private/
association law = strong associations in a
strong system of local government = a role for
"populär movements" or mass organisations
at various levels of state and society, a
"Sweden of Populär Movements".

Developments at the Regional Level
The criticism of central governments influence over local society was to be
extended to the sphere of county administration, which the liberals similarly
wanted to see developed into regional self-government and into a political
culture worthy of the name at that level as well. To speak in Habermasian
terms again, it was a matter of "societalising" part of the state.
The general expansion of the state apparatus in the early seventeenth
century had included a formalisation of state administration at the county
level. Within each county (län), "His Majestys Governor" (Kungl. Maj:ts
befallningshavande or landshövdingen) was to oversee a range of matters that
were of concern to the central authorities. The new geographical order had,
moreover, been part of an attempt to break down provincial identities going
back to the medieval provincial laws (landskapslagar), along with the political
cultures with almost federalist traits which they had once embodied and even
promoted.
As for the church, attempts had been made in the seventeenth century to tie
it even more closely to the state by creating a "consistorium generale", although
this was something the clergy had managed to resist. Over the same period, a
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more uniform guild system had been established.53 All of these developments
were totally unacceptable to nineteenth-century liberals, who saw in them too
strong a presence of the powers that be up and down the country. Invoking
medieval arrangements, among other things, critics of the strong state that
had existed since the Vasa Age, i.e. from the 1520S on, began in the 1820S to
call for popularly elected county councils (landstingr) as a counterweight to
the state-run county administrative boards {Länsstyrelser). Such councils were
finally set up in

1862/63,

but un til the end of the First World War they were

to be chaired by the state-appointed governors, a constraint that was soon
to be described as their "mark of slavery". Nonetheless, these councils can
be seen as a partial societalisation of the state - just as the earlier-mentioned
endeavour of central government at this time to increase its influence over
local self-government could be regarded as a certain "statification" of society.
The latter process, however, was helped along by the fact that, following
the representational reform of 1865/66, the seats of the lower house of the
new parliament (riksdagens andra kammare) were occupied by partly the same
people who sat as councillors at the local level — a tendency, as Habermas
might have put it, to interlace previously incompatible entities.
Looking once again at early nineteenth-century Sweden, we find that
the ground was prepared for regional self-government as well, partly by a
mythologisation of past ages, and partly through more recently created bodies
for the promotion of regional cooperation, such as the county agricultural
societies (hushållningssällskap). The latter had begun to be established in
late Gustavian times, and were seen after 1809 - not least by Charles John
- as important tools in an endeavour to "reconquer Finland within Swedens
borders", that is, to breathe new intellectual and material life into a country
that had stagnated and contracted. S4 Because these societies, as a kind of semiofficial regional body existing in both Finland and Sweden, operated on the
borders between state and private, it was considered possible to develop them
and give them greater powers — a view held, not least, by the radical lawyer
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Johan Gabriel Richert, whose thoroughly anti-corporative publication from
1822

has been seen as the first truly liberal programme in Sweden.55 When

county councils were created in that country, they were quite unique from a
Nordic standpoint, in that their members were chosen in separate elections.
In Norway, when the local self-government which the peasantry in particular
longed to see was reinstated in

1837

— following a good deal of obstruction

from both Charles xiv and the "civil servant state" (embetsmannsstaten)
- the result was "presidencies of the prefectures" {amtsformannskap), which
can perhaps best be regarded as a fusion of Swedens county administrative
boards and county councils, i.e. of state power and social forces. The two
countries of the union, in other words, did not grow to resemble one another
more closely over time. In Finland, where it was not possible under Russian
sovereignty to invoke institutionalised county councils from the Swedish
period that could have been reformed,56 the native Swedish tradition of a
variety of local government federations (kommunalförbund) has continued
to the present day.
At the regional level, too, purely voluntary organisations were formed
for various purposes, not least relating to the education of the population
at large. Such bodies were not uncommonly headed by leading scholars of
the day, and, as has been suggested, it was argued as early as the 1820S that
schools had to keep pace with developments in society since, to quote the
botanist and future bishop Carl Adolph Agardh, they were "dependent on
the culture, but not the other way round". The new schools were said to be
"a new republic, where everything is at work, everything striving upwards,
where industry and genius leave incompetence and sloth behind, and where
merit takes its natural place".57
The regionalist trend was also reinforced by the press — the "third branch
of government" (tredje statsmakten) as Geijer put it in 1838, a concept akin to
(and normally translated by) Thomas Carlyles "fourth estate" — which from
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the time of Charles xiv onwards had grown ever stronger. The "council" and
the "representation", Geijer wrote, were enriched by a "unifying discourse"/
which in turn helped to lend greater depth to the national political culture,
as editors up and down the country quoted news items from one anothers
papers and pieced together a more uniform picture of Sweden "from Ystad to
Haparanda", i.e. from the south to the north. At the same time, the "student
nations" - student societies drawing their members from different parts of
the country, and to a large degree constituting political cultures in their own
right59 — did their bit to swell this growing movement by beginning to use
flags adorned with the arms of their respective provinces.
However progressive certain bishops may have been, the episcopates as
such did not escape the liberals' criticism.ÄO The basic attitude was the same
as when the champions of reform scrutinised His Majestys Governors: the
power of the state was too great and too clearly in evidence; lay people should
be given a greater say, just as common folk should in secular contexts; and the
cathedral chapters were more like state-run county administrative boards than
popularly based councils. According to Richert, the estates of the "national
representation" had a direct parallel in the equally outdated system that
required priests to serve in the diocese in which they were ordained.61 Even a
future conservative archbishop could argue in his youth that the Church Act
of 1686 had no doubt been well suited to the needs of its day, but that the state
church was now in the process of "becoming mummified".62 A dialogue about
a new cultural climate in the widest sense, in other words, was under way in
every quarter. Unlike in Finland and Denmark, however, where the autocrats
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Charles XIV as king of Sweden, portrayed according to the establishedpractice ofEuropean state portraits. The portrait specifically follows a type prevalent in Sweden since the
\-jth century, with recognizable royal props identifying him as king of Sweden. His French
uniform is the only departure from earlier precedents. As customary, the king is standing
on an oriental carpet, much the same as we find in ijth century royal portraits, with the
Silver Throne ofQueen Christina behind him. A table to the left is covered with a velvet
cloth, embroidered with golden crowns, on which rests a cushion with the kings and the
queens crowns. (Oilpainting by Fredrik Westin, 1840^. Nationalmuseum, Strömsholm 7.
Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet, Stockholm.)
31.
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Charles XIV, represented as king of Norway. At first glance, tbis portrait seems very
similar to theprevious one, but the environment is in fact subtly different. Thepalatial
setting is set at a lower key, with pillars instead of the columns, with a more modern
flowered carpet instead of an oriental one, with a gilt baroque armchair instead of the
Silver Throne, and with a smaller velvet cloth covering the table where the Norwegian
crown of the king and the queen rest. In all, the iconography hints at Norway being
both a different domain than Sweden, and a lower ranking part of the united kingdom.
(Oilpainting by Fredrik Westin, 1844. Örebro Slott. Photo: Svenska Porträttarkivet,
Stockholm.)
32.
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preferred to see "broad" but controllable national churches {folkkyrkor),
radier than outright separatism, in Sweden the more pronounced emergence
of Nonconformism (frikyrklighet) from the middle of the nineteenth century
onwards would, as had earlier been the case in Britain, set the country apart
to some extent — some even spöke, in analogy with "non-state organisations",
of "non-church organisations" {okyrkligheter).

Developments at the State or National Level
As early as the political revolution of 1809, the parliament of four estates
had begun to be questioned in such a way that, sooner or låter, a solution
would have to be found to the problem of representation. Over a period of
more than half a century, a succession of ideas were put forward as to how
the growing number of unrepresented groups might be incorporated in this
centuries-old, basically static institution, some of which, to a modern-day
observer, seem to come perilously close to the ridiculous (one suggestion, for
example, was to establish a fifth estate for the unrepresented). What finally
- in 1865/66 — brought about the collapse of the whole system was the fact
that, since the days of Gustav in, the privileges of the estates had in reality
been so severely eroded that they basically no longer served to distinguish one
Swede from another.
Differences within the population, in other words, were becoming ever
smaller, and uniformity — very often expressed in terms of nationality — was
growing, and as a result the case for separate representation was becoming
increasingly difficult to argue. The authoritarian years following the "Age
of Liberty" had seen four-estate parliaments which by and large tended to
rubber-stamp the measures put before them, and when, after the political
revolution, these assemblies once again became a power to be reckoned with,
the basic framework for discussing questions of the day and formulating
tangible proposals had changed. The significance of the press has already been
touched on. What may be noted here is all the political debate that could
now take place, for example in the societies and associations discussed earlier,
and all the ideas that could be put forward now that the four estates were
meeting more frequently than before and with a constitutional regularity. We
noted in the introduction the enthusiasm for debate that was reflected in the
daily publication of pamphlets, and it is readily apparent that the years when
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the Swedish estates and the Norwegian Storting met, in particular, generated
a profusion of such publications that can best be described in terms of mass
communication.
The call for a fundamentally new Riksdag Act (riksdagsordning), set out
by Johan Gabriel Richert and the radical baron Carl Henric Anckarsvärd
in 1830 in their Förslag till national-representation (Proposal for a National
Representative Body), is as well known in Swedish constitutional history
as the earlier-mentioned work by Richert. The thinking came largely from
Norway, where a (modified) unicameral system had been in place since the
national constituent assembly at Eidsvoll in 1814 (although some at that time
would have preferred to see a form of representation based on estates). In
Sweden, however, the time was not yet ripe for such a system.
To look to Finland for inspiration for a debate about the question of
representation was futile. There, "constitutional night" {statsnatten) had
descended, and would continue from the meeting of the four estates at Borgå
in 1809 until the revival of that institution in 1863, in the general liberalisation
following the Crimean War. Nor did authoritarian Denmark have anything to
offer, although the autocracy of that country had found itself compelled to set
up advisory estate assemblies {stamderforsamlinger) after such bodies had been
created within the German Confederation, to which the Duchy of Holstein
belonged. From 1835 on, on the advice of Furst von Metternich and Nicholas 1,
no fewer than four such gatherings were held in different parts of the country,
but they were carefully fragmented into different chambers and estates, as
a safeguard against the national spirit that inspired such fear63 — the trouble
caused by Frances assemblée nationale was of course fresh in the governments
memory. Naturally, in the eyes of Swedish liberals, the national aspirations of
Norway, expressed in a national parliament, were the only way forward, and
one which in 1821 had even resulted in the abolition of the nobility.
When the "Age of Liberty" ended with Gustav iii's coup d'état in 1772,
that is, when "the powerful estates of the realm" (riksens maktägande ständer)
no longer existed as a political reality, the regularity with which they met
was also lost. It was re-established by the Riksdag Act (riksdagsordningen)
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of i8bi whichj like rhe Instrument of QoYcrnmcnt (rqainpfomeii], thc
Freedom of the Press Act (tryckfrihetsförordningen) and the Act of Succession
(successionsordningen), was given the status of a fundamental law. To begin
with, it was stipulated that parliamentary sessions were to be held every five
years, with the possibility of extraordinary sessions in between (in 1845 — as
in Norway in 1814 - three-year intervals were introduced). It became clear,
not least from the torrent of pamphlets already mentioned, that the people
now represented themselves, a situation diametrically opposed to the earlier
one, during the era of a "representative public sphere", when, in Habermass
terms, the prince had represented power before the people, rather than for
the people.
Political debate, in other words, took place to a much greater extent
than before in what have to be regarded as societal, civic forms of the public
— between one individual and another in a variety of associations, and in
pamphlet form. In modern terms, interests were now both allocated and
aggregated in forums going beyond the meeting places of the estates and the
Storting. The "free public sphere" had grown considerably - the "parliament
of the street" having broadened the concept of politics — and it was in this
free zone in particular that the political eulture grew into something it had
not been for a long time (if indeed it had ever involved as many people as
it did in the early nineteenth century). Ennoblement also declined during
Charles xivs låter years, and the first untitled councillors of state began to
be appointed. 64
As early as 1792, when freedom of the press made a brief return following
the assassination of Gustav 111, it had been claimed that "the four estates of
the realm are the ruin of the realm", and after the events of 1809 that debate
could be resumed. When the four-estate parliament assembled in 1815, it was
argued that Gustav iv Adolf (1792-1809) had "stifled the national spirit", the
"national need" that was "precisely the same in all free peoples", and which
had been of great benefit "to our brothers, the Norwegians". In addition,
"opposition" was said to be "in keeping with the spirit of the age", and in the
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same breath it was declared that, for a "true, that is, a just" opposition, there
needed to be "patriotism, enlightenment and courage".65 Here, then, we find
ideas, words and actions which, only a year or so earlier, had been impossible
to air and realise.
One of the more fleeting phenomena of Swedish press history was the
periodical Nationalföreningen (roughly, "National Union"), which appeared
in just seven issues in 1834. Its contents provide a snapshot of the changes
which the people of the new age were demanding. The editor, the clergyman
Carl Petter Agrelius, contended that the four estates of the realm were
"divisive", and the journal saw it as its duty "to unite more strongly Swedens
different and divided national forces, into a harmonious whole". This
harmony could only be achieved ir associations, or unions" of the kinds
exemplified above, and at the top or the pyramid envisaged was a form of
representation of the people in the shape of the Nationalföreningen of the
title — a "national union" or "national assembly" — for "a person, albeit one of
brilliant genius and talent, is nevertheless an individual", who "needs to be
in connection with others, in order to become, in the hand of Providence, a
tool to spread good deeds to humanity". The old saying that solitary is strong
no longer applied.
Furthermore, a national consciousness and a practical order of the kind
described would strengthen the ties between the still very different countries
of the union: "Those who seek to instil in us a suspicion of the people and
constitution of Norway, are no patriots, but a malicious league," it was
argued at a time when nationalism had yet to become, if the expression may
be permitted, "aggressively competitive". 66 But the editors liberal embrace
was wider even than that: the Swedish and Scandinavian national assembly
(which of course took its name from the assemblée nationale mentioned earlier,
a body that struck fear into the heart of so many a traditionalist) should, he
suggested, be extended "to the nations of Europé, indeed, of the whole world.
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Sweden, as a liberal state, should consequently seek a closer union with the
other European nations that espouse liberalism".The position was closely akin
to the one Quiding was låter to adopt. The nations had now "recovered their
human dignity [...] Previously, they were regarded as appendages of thrones,
as gängs of slaves that could be abused", and in such a pronouncement a
modern reader readily recognises the elements of the nineteenth-century
debate which Habermas has brought into his above-quoted discussion about
a "representative", prince-led, public sphere. In this context it should also
be noted that, in the fullness of time, like the Erikjansonists, the editor of
Nationalföreningen was to emigrate to the United States, when he found that
he was getting nowhere with his highly radical ideas for reform. His inner
conviction lived on, though, in his plans to launch in New York, where the
United Nations would one day build its headquarters, a periodical titled
Folkens allmänna förening ("The General Unification of All Peoples").67 An
alternative Swedishness, something that had been intended to become an
alternative political culture, had once again had to emigrate.

"Personne n'a fourni une carriére semblable
å la mienne"
In a national perspective, and from a modern-day vantage point, Charles
xiv may be perceived as a conservative figure, his period as one of inertia,
and his societies as not particularly open. Contemporary references to
"Brahe power" (Brahevälde) — alluding to the kings close adviser, Marshal
of the Realm Magnus Brahe — and "bedroom rule" {sängkammarregemente)
have become familiar phrases, engraved in our collective memory. If on the
other hand, as I have attempted to do, we consider his two kingdoms in a
broader, comparative perspective, we discover that a good deal was able to be
developed at various levels in both Sweden and Norway which for a long time
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was unthinkable in neighbouring states, and that the Scandinavian Peninsula
offered better conditions for a "free public sphere", and hence for "open
societies". The two countries thus become easier to get a fix on, in terms of
the potential for political cultures to evolve, and it is perhaps also easier to
understand why - by analogy with Louis Philippe of France — Charles xiv has
sometimes been referred to as the "bourgeois king" of Sweden and Norway,
at the helm of two de facto new states.
The free public sphere grew at all times within a constitutional framework,
and it gradually changed with the demands of the period. Swedish and
Norwegian society did not become democratic and their citizens did not
become equal (it may be asked whether they ever have in every respect), but
a debate about the existing scheme of things could be conducted more freely
at every level than in many other parts of the world. The two kingdoms,
moreover, developed into completely separate nation states, and although
Charles was keen to see a convergence, little came of the "amalgamation"
which so many Norwegians feared. Such a process was something the Finns
could perhaps just as easily have begun to talk about, given the way Sweden
and Finland continued to develop along such similar lines during and
even after Charles xivs reign, and from the Åbo meeting of 1812 onwards
quite strong guarantees against Russification were in fact in place. This first
Bernadotte king, in other words, was very much involved in the birth of three
new states in the Nordic region.
Like everyone else, Charles xiv developed and was part of various
"networks", various political subcultures, which increasingly came to consist
of actors drawn from structures of relatively different kinds. State and
society met in a way which, for all the tensions, has during certain periods
continued to characterise the terms and goals of the political culture. He
certainly "furnished a career" unlike that of most others, a verdict that can be
upheld even in a modern analysis. It was a career that can be compared to an
advanced slalom run, in which he had to steer his way between gates guiding
him now in one, now in another direction; sometimes they would lead to
far-reaching reforms of centuries-old institutions, sometimes to complete
innovations, arrived at in discussions with representatives of a citizen nation.
Sweden became to a large degree the "Middle Kingdom" that it was almost
predestined to develop into, as old and new were permitted to flourish side
by side, often in symbiosis with one another.
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The earlier-noted view of the Emperor Nicholas about a monarch having
to uphold the constitution he has given his people also serves to describe in
a nutshell how, under the prevailing circumstances, a constructive dialogue
could and had to be developed at this time between king and people, state
and society. It is not possible to measure in quantitative terms how much the
masses in many cases appreciated Charles xiv, but, as his motto makes clear,
he himself at any rate wanted 1'amour du peuple — the people who in 1810 had
elected him as successor to the throne — to be his récompense.
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